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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cyborgnetics is a new generic meta-discipline whose aim is to systematically facilitate

the documentation, critical analysis and mitigation of any socio-psycho-techno-physical

harm studied in (applied) science, engineering and/or philosophy. It is applicable to a

wide variety of safety and security domains ranging from cybersecurity over criminology

to safety in virtual reality (VR). Besides, it may also be for instance transferable to theory

formation in psychology and cognitive science pertaining to harm constructions. How-

ever, this book focuses on applications of cyborgnetics to contemporary problems in AI

research, in AI safety and security (including links to VR), as well as in cybersecurity engi-

neering. In a nutshell, cyborgnetics applies cyborgnet theory to conjectured harm events,

analyses those rigorously and develops countermeasures – which includes to be introduced

cyborgnetic creativity augmentation techniques. Though only very briefly mentioned in

this book, cyborgnetics is embedded in an epistemological bedrock denoted unbound(ed)

epistemic funambulism. The latter comprises an own philosophy (of science) and an own

metaphysical framework complemented by an artistic stance which conceives of art as a

procedure of encryption – and not expression – performed by a generic fictional entity.

Pertinent safety and security issues such as “deepfakes”, AI attacks and adversarial AI

including implications for science and engineering are not only analyzed through a new

lens but also used as stepping stone for novel conjectures. Among others, I reflect upon

new alternatives to classical Turing Tests to shield against either Type I AI itself or

against “non-explanatory” potentially Type-I-AI-generated contents. I provide tentative

answers and formulate novel questions pertaining to the difference between Type I and

Type II entities, but also specifically between human and non-human great apes. Whilst

this book is a written monologue conducted for purposes of self-education as an end in

itself, it could perhaps as a side effect stimulate the creativity of a few technology and

ethics practitioners or any interested party maneuvering the increasingly complex harm

landscape. Perhaps, it could provide creativity-augmenting inputs for those asking what

could be unique about us amidst advances of present-day AI potentially fuelling doubts.
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Cyborgnet theory (introduced in Chapter 3 and abbreviated with CT) transforms the

old substrate-dependent question on what is unique about humans into a substrate-

independent quest of explaining and understanding the features of what we have in com-

mon. While “we” can seem to be just a word, so is the potentially illusory infinity of

differences that we could exhibit depending on the perspectives we take. Under CT, “we”

is a generic template, an infinite potential of what one could term cyborgneticity (i.e.

a potential of cyborgnets and cyborgnet networks). To put it very simply, a cyborgnet

corresponds to a directed graph of active nodes with the two following properties: 1)

the graph comprises at least one Type II entity and 2) there exists at least one Type II

entity in that graph which has altered function (e.g. via restoration, enhancement, phys-

ical impact, affective change or even deterioration) due to the additional integration of

at least one Type I entity (e.g. of artificial, technological, ideational, procedural, biolog-

ical nature). Cyborgnets are the principal unit of CT analyses utilized for the critical

development of harm narratives whose nature is not only descriptive but crucially also

explanatory. In cyborgnetics, language is seen as primary technology interwoven in all

socio-psycho-techno-physical strata that could be affected by studiable harm. As can be

extracted from Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 to 10, to understand and to specifically harness

language AI and language itself may be key to tackle harm in the deepfake era – be it in

the context of AI safety and security, cybersecurity or co-creation in social virtual reality.

In complex multicausal harm domains, CT analyses examine structured intra-cyborgnetic

and inter-cyborgnetic harm narratives which can represent individual composite scenarios

or nested and extended sequences thereof. In addition, both retrospective and future-

oriented counterfactual deliberations, i.e. a consideration of worse scenarios that could

have happened but did not and better ones that could but did not yet happen are an in-

herent part of the analytical CT method. Procedurally, a CT analysis first taxonomically

models recent or open problems in a retrospective descriptive analysis (RDA). In a second

step called retrospective counterfactual risk analysis (RCRA), plausible downward coun-

terfactual scenarios projecting to the immediate past are crafted based on the mentioned

RDA problems. In a third and final step denoted future-oriented counterfactual defense

analysis (FCDA), a CT analysis then formulates explanation-anchored practical solutions

projecting to plausible upward counterfactuals of the near future which are proposed to

tackle both RDA and RCRA problem clusters. In the main, while the meta-discipline

of cyborgnetics – the generically formulated application of CT – could be classified as

a scientific or engineering-related endeavor of harm mitigation whose FCDAs are among

others strongly focusing on feedback-loops fostering security awareness and cyborgnetic

creativity augmentation, it may also be indirectly but intimately linked to ethics. Firstly,

whilst the price of security is eternal creativity [10], security implies to be free from dan-

ger and threat – i.e. harm. Secondly, following the theory of dyadic morality, it holds

that morality is intrinsically pluralistic but based on a universal harm-based cognitive

template reflecting “[...] cognitive unity in the variety of perceived harm” [232].
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In the following, I summarize the main contributions of this book:

1. In Chapter 2, I ask whether it is impossible in the long-term to shield from mis-

guiding Type-I-AI-generated text inputs in social media spaces. My answer is no. I

introduce a novel theoretical method for an interactive asymmetric text-based Type-

I-shield which is formally neither equivalent to bot detection nor to any Turing Test.

2. In Chapter 3, I present a new framework for the systematic study of socio-psycho-

techno-physical harm – I call it cyborgnet theory (CT). It is a substrate-independent

view whose stratified focal points are the so-called cyborgnets composed of Type I

and Type II active nodes embedded in structured network dynamics. I explain why I

depart from past ontologies of technology-related harm and show how CT improves

upon those (in particular stratigraphy of harm but also actor-network-theory).

3. In Chapter 4, 5 and 8, I elaborate on content-centered defense methods against novel

technically feasible but not yet prevalent text-based forms of what one could term

deepfake science attacks. Chapter 4 also proposes epistemic defenses against deep-

fake text in cybersecurity (especially related to deepfake cyber threat intelligence).

4. In Chapter 6, I reassess the old anthropological question on the nature of the differ-

ence between human and non-human great apes. Using CT, I provide new perspec-

tives on how creativity evolved from Type I great apes to universal cyborgnets of

Type II. I try to answer the question on whether any Type II AI project is known

and whether humans are the only Type II entities on this planet.

5. In Chapter 7, I utilize epistemic stratagems from Chapter 5 to develop a comple-

mentary double deception technique that could be employed in cybersecurity to deter

intellectual property theft performed by cyberattackers (be it in cyberespionage or

ransomware contexts). I explain how it improves upon a past alternative solution.

6. In Chapter 9, I reflect upon a new Type-I-AI-related harm use case that I denote

honey mind trap (HMT). I carry out a reappraisal of the defense strategy of a

Type-I-shield introduced in Chapter 2. I explain why in practice, i.a. due to the

cyborgnetic dilemma, new cyborgnetic creativity augmentation measures that could

also be transferred to co-creation in social virtual reality represent a better alter-

native to defend against HMT attacks in the near future. In Chapter 10, I briefly

entertain philosophical thought experiments explaining why we could not be HMTs.

7. In Chapter 11, I provide an overview on the novel (currently five) impossibility

theorems of cyborgnetics that were implicitly or explicitly stated in this book.
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Outline

� Chapter 2 introduces the Type-I-falsification-event-test to corroborrate (which is

not equivalent to proving) the Type-II-ness of a test subject in a one-by-one setting.

� Chapter 3 presents cyborgnet theory, a generic analytical framework of epistemic,

cybernetic and cybersecurity-oriented nature conceived to support practical proce-

dures of documenting, examining and counteracting harm in complex multi-causal

problem domains.

� Chapter 4 elucidates generic epistemic defenses against scientific and empirical ad-

versarial AI attacks (abbreviated with SEA AI attacks) and illustrates their instan-

tiation via two use cases: scientific writing and cyber threat intelligence.

� Chapter 5 describes the novel idea of an explanatory intrusion prevention system

preceeding peer-review to shield against contents that are not hard-to-vary enough

in comparison to the best available state-of-the-art Type I language AI.

� Chapter 6 elaborates on why complex relational transformations pertaining to the

artificial augmentation of creativity in a counterfactual symbolic landscape con-

tributed to fundamental differences in information processing between the different

species of non-human and human great apes. Though, I explain why there may be

very few isolated exceptions to this pattern that already occured in individuals.

� Chapter 7 introduces EXPLANATORY-FORGERY, a document- and paragraph-

level double deception technique to deter intellectual property theft committed by

cyberattackers.

� Chapter 8 explains why it is impossible to reliably craft counterfeits of the so-called

explanatory blockchains (irrespective of the nature of the agent).

� Chapter 9 discusses Type-I-AI-related mind perception biases as vulnerabilities

against honey mind traps (HMTs) and explains how to defend against those.

� Chapter 10 contains philosophical reflections on HMTs in the context of the new

epistemic bedrock of unbound(ed) epistemic funambulism.

� Chapter 11 concludes, provides an overview of the current five impossibility theorems

of cyborgnetics and compiles compact take-home messages for the deepfake era.

� Chapter 12 discusses ideas for future research.
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Chapter 2

Self-Shielding Worlds

This chapter with a title encoding at least a double meaning has been written for purely

autodidactic purposes as by-product to another project and as fragmented temporary

mental clipboard. It is based on a slightly modified form of the essay that I uploaded to

the website https://nadishamarie.jimdo.com/clipboard on November 23, 2020.

2.1 The Practical Problem: Social Bots

In recent years, the topic of social media bots with automated accounts designed to

emulate certain human behavioral patterns [42] emerged as an issue of international rel-

evance. Social bots can be maliciously instrumentalized for AI-enhanced disinformation

operations [114, 132]. For instance, they can be used to qualitatively manipulate con-

tents [275], to quantitatively influence the discourse landscape (e.g. by artificial likes and

shares influencing trending topics [132] and steering collective attention), to bind human

users in homophilic peer groups [205] via affective contagion effects [89, 132] or to spread

AI-generated fake material [14]. (Beyond that, automated social media accounts for espi-

onage [223] disguised with AI-generated fake profile pictures have been generated whereby

synthetic AI-generated face images are perceived as more authentic [256] due to their in-

trinsic characteristic as being designed to mimic average features. As a consequence,

humans can exhibit higher social conformity [256] towards these fake persona increasing

the potential of manipulation or the uptake of maliciously tailored contents.) Generally,

it has been stated that social bots represent a risk to “[...] public opinion, democracy,

public health, stock market and other disciplines” [188].

In the long-term, next to the use of social bots to automate large-scale disinformation

which could even cause civil wars [230], it is also thinkable that social bots could be

harnessed to automate social engineering, sextortion and also “[...] harassing an at-
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risk teenager into suicide, ruining personal relationships, or inducing a victim into doing

something financially or personally risky” [42]. In addition, a thereby widely understudied

risk represents the future misuse of sophisticated bots to potentially automate the pro-

duction of fake science articles (see a simple prototype by Yampolskiy conceived in other

research contexts [136]) that could e.g. simply confirm (randomly or carefully) selected

theories. This risk could be fueled by AI-generated fake experiments or manipulated his-

torical samples (see demonstration of MIT for educational purposes [181]). In the light of

pre-existing “fake science” [127] circumstances that academia faces and amidst epistemic

threats [88] and post-truth narratives [111] that many empiricists (wrongly [14]) seem to

face, fake science bots could add to the so-called automated disconcertion [15] pattern.

The latter refers to the societal-level epistemic confusion that arises by the mere existence

of AI-generated fakery.

In short, maliciously designed bots with natural language capabilities represent a serious

threat to social media AI safety and beyond. Hence, bot detection appears a highly

valuable defense endeavor. Ideally, a “bot shield” could be implemented that would allow

for bot-free spaces in social media where explicitly desired by users. However, many

researchers agree that: 1) AI-aided bot detection is destined to fail in the long-term

and 2) even humans may in the long-term lose their ability to distinguish automated bots

from humans due to the ability of the former to become better and better at the imitation

game. In short, many assume that bot detection must fail in the long run since bots will

ultimately pass a Turing test. (Thereby, the imitation game underlying e.g. generative

adversarial networks is viewed as a sort of weak version of the Turing Test [42].) While bot

detection may indeed not represent a long-term solution, I briefly explain in this chapter

that the notion of a one-by-one shield facilitating the exclusion of systems like automated

bots must not necessarily fail. I provide an exemplary theoretical solution in which a

human tester performs a discerning test – that is however not analogous to an imitation

game and comes with certain novel caveats. Thereby, the epistemology of Deutsch [73] is

relevant.

2.2 A Theoretical Solution

2.2.1 Type I vs. Type II Systems

As proposed in [10], I distinguish between two disjunct types of systems: Type I and

Type II systems. Type II systems are all systems for which it is possible to consciously

create and understand explanatory knowledge. Type I systems are all systems for which

this is an impossible task. All Type II systems are conscious. A small subset of Type I sys-

tems can be conscious too (think e.g. of non-human mammals). Obviously, all present-day
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AIs are of Type I and non-conscious. Type II AI is clearly non-existent nowadays (but it

is physically in theory possible). The only currently known Type II systems are humans.

Automated bots with natural language capabilities are trivially Type I AIs. In the fol-

lowing, I describe how one can utilize this Type I property to conceive of a pragmatic for

current purposes human-executed test for a Type-I-shield (described in Subsection 2.3.1) –

a test which can among others shield from automated bots. Importantly, this test cannot

be able to separate Type I from Type II systems. It solely answers the following ques-

tion: “did the human tester experience a Type-I-falsification-event in the test subject?”

I thus call this test a Type-I-falsification-event-test (abbreviated with Type-I-FE-test in

the following). Importantly, next to a suitable question, one requires a suitable task and

a suitable domain of interest to the test subject (were it a Type II system).

2.2.2 Type-I-Falsification-Event-Test (Type-I-FE-Test)

Next to an adversarial human tester allowed to use any technical aids, I assume a suitable

language interface that can be used by human tester and test subject. The test subject

can be a bot but also a human. Here, for simplicity, I exemplarily focus on textual

communication given that current bots are often operating in that modality, but speech-

based or even braille-based versions are naturally equally conceivable. In the pre-test

phase, the test subject can self-select a domain of interest in which he wishes to be tested

from a steadily augmented set of real-world domains (if no suitable option is available, the

test subject may deposit a request). The Type-I-FE-test task consists of two obligatory

subtasks: 1) creating at least one novel yet unsolved real-world problem(s) in the chosen

domain and presenting it in text form, 2) generating a hard-to-vary explanation [73] on

how to solve at least one of the self-generated problem(s) and presenting it in text form.

The human tester initially provides a narrow problem cluster under the selected domain

to ease generation. In case the adversarial human tester estimates that the test subject

convincingly succeeded in both 1) and 2) within a self-determined reasonable amount of

time1, the Type-I-FE-test is marked as positive. The Type-I-FE-test is negative otherwise.

The human tester is allowed to (in text form) criticize the material generated and can

ask to refine it. Further, the human tester is allowed to singularly repeat a first failed

procedure in another domain in concert with the test subject.

2.2.3 Theoretical Implications

� Positive Test: In the light of the descriptions provided under Subsection 2.2.1, a

positive Type-I-FE-test corroborates that the test subject is a Type II system. This

1In theory, a Type II test subject must be able to reliably repeat such an event if motivated to do so

in a self-chosen domain and given enough time.
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should not be confused with a proof or a confirmation. It is a corroboration and

nothing more. Interestingly, it does also not logically entail that the test subject

necessarily was a human. It only corroborates that it is a Type II system – any

Type II system. Were it a Type II AI, one would not be able to tell it apart based

on this test. It is only because Type II AI is assumed to be non-existent today,

that many people could be inclined to assign a human nature to the test subject.

For this reason, the Type-I-FE-test is substrate-independent with regard to positive

results.

� Negative Test: A given system can fail at a Type-I-FE-test for multiple reasons –

of which only one possible option is that the system is a Type I system. Of course, a

negative Type-I-FE-test can mean it is a Type I system. However, it could also mean

that it is a Type II system that was unwilling to participate. Or a Type II system

whose preferred domain was not yet part of the available domains. Or a Type II

system for which it needs more time to be able to elicit a Type-I-FE, simply because

it is yet too young. Finally, a negative Type-I-FE-test can also not attest that the

system is a Type I AI. It only documents that the system did not elicit a Type-I-FE:

namely, it failed to show a practical sample of how it can consciously create and

understand explanatory knowledge in that specific test session in that domain to

that specific human tester. The Type-I-FE-test is also substrate-independent with

regard to negative results. How and why a Type-I-FE-test can still be of high

practical value is explained under Subsection 2.3.

� Relation to Imitation Game and Turing Test: Deutsch already explained [73]

why a Turing Test asking whether a machine can think (for clarity, I strictly use

“think” in this chapter to refer to consciously creating and understanding explana-

tory knowledge 2) cannot be equated to an imitation game of behavioral nature. In

short, I endorse this view. I regard an imitation game with respect to any conceiv-

able task except the task mentioned in the Type II system definition (the task to

consciously create and understand explanatory knowledge), as not fundamentally

inaccessible for a Type I AI. However, concerning this exceptional task of consciously

creating and understanding explanatory knowledge (ccuEK in the following), it is

impossible for a Type I AI and any other Type I system – irrespective of any level

of intelligence. In short, in theory it is permissible that a Type I AI succeds in

the imitation game at any conceivable non-ccuEK task. But it is ccuEK that is

targeted in a Type-I-FE-test and it is clear that for a positive result, an imitation

of anyone does not help. Creating novel yet unsolved problems and then providing

a hard-to-vary explanation on how one could solve those cannot be learned by a

2On purely theoretical grounds, it holds generally that to implement an artificial system able to

perform this task that humans are able to emulate must be possible in the light of the universality of

computation [73].
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Type I system. There is no training data for a such a task. There is not even a

ground-truth. It is an open-ended task for open-ended updatable domains.

� Relation to Turing Question: The theoretical question of Turing on whether a

machine can think will be called Turing Question in the following. (Recall, that for

clarity in this specific chapter, I assume that the verb “think” strictly corresponds

exactly to the ccuEK task.) I use the term Turing Question to disentangle it from

the test devised to assess this question which has been termed the imitation game or

the Turing Test. In short, it is not mandatory that the Turing Question needs to be

necessarily addressed by a test called “imitation game” or “Turing Test”. Coming to

the Type-I-FE-test, it is clear that it cannot answer the Turing Question – already

because this test is substrate-independent while the Turing Question is substrate-

dependent. A positive Type-I-FE-test can corroborate that the test subject thinks,

but does not provide any information on whether it is a human or an AI or a cyborg

or a Type II alien. Generally, Deutsch explains why for a human to know whether

a specific machine thinks, someone would actually need to explain this human how

this machine has been built and only once the human then understood it, will he

consider the question to be answered [73]. Imagine the case in which one is told

that a person one knows since five years is a Type II AI. While it could seem at

first sight that a sort of individualized Turing Question has now been answered, it

is not the case since one could not shake the idea that it simply is a human. In

order to really grasp it, one would need high-level explanatory insights into the way

it has been developed. But as Deutsch explains [73], would someone have provided

these explanations before one would have ever seen this system, one would already

know the answer to the question – making any subsequent test called Turing Test

or imitation game obsolete. In short, it is harder for someone to know whether you

are a machine that thinks than to know that you think – even if you are a machine.

Overall, the Turing Question seems in the end to be reducible to a testless Turing

Explanation on how to build Type II AI – which is not known yet.

2.3 Practical Use of Theoretical Solution

2.3.1 Type-I-Shield

As mentioned earlier, a negative Type-I-FE-test does not necessarily signify that the test

subject is a bot and not a Type II system. It could also mean for instance that it is a

Type II system unwilling to participate. However, for the practical purposes of e.g. near-

term bot communication checks in social media given the negative impacts illustrated in

Section 2.1, it might be suitable since in order to use the service, human users would
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be mostly willing to pass the test – especially if they can independently select a preferred

domain of interest. Note also that thinkable test domains are not limited to science and

can also include arts, morality, philosophy, literature and so on. For purely practical

interactive reasons, it is thus reasonable to assume that adult humans will be not only

willing but also able to bring about a positive Type-I-FE-test corroborating their Type II

nature. By achieving that in practice, the Type-I-FE-test can help to create a pragmatic

Type-I-shield of limited information content but high social use. The main point here

is that in theory, due to the view on ccuEK, no single automated bot would be able to

achieve a positive Type-I-FE-test. Against this background and given the motivation

of human users to create bot-free spaces, the fact that a negative test can have multiple

interpretations is not that weighty anymore. In short, a Type I shield assigns test subjects

to two possible groups: a first group with a positive test consisting solely of systems whose

Type II nature is thereby corroborated (but not proven) and a second group of systems

with a negative test that can comprise a hybrid ensemble of e.g. Type I AI, slightly too

young Type II systems, Type II systems whose special interests have yet to be integrated

into the available domain options for the test, cats and dogs (being biological Type I

systems), unwilling Type II systems and so forth. To recapitulate, a social media space

that would solely comprise entities with a positive Type-I-FE-test would be shielded against

Type I systems – while still risking to having not yet included some remaining Type II

systems. The latter problem can i.a. be addressed by letting these Type II systems

formulate requests for novel domains to be integrated in the steadily growing pool of

domain options. For too young human test subjects, the problem would dissolve with

time. For remaining cases, human creativity could further improve upon that since there

is no fundamental obstacle.

2.3.2 Test Engineering Method for Type-I-Shield

To experimentally realize the abstract test setup described in Subsection 2.2.2, I briefly

describe how one could craft a simple fit-for-purpose setting that could be harnessed in

social media AI safety. Recently, proactive research in AI safety [17, 128] and in security

topics at the intersection of AI and virtual reality (AIVR) [15] proposed to utilize co-

creation design fictions (DFs) to develop strategies. In particular, in order to craft tailored

defense methods against malicious design in AIVR safety, it has been suggested to craft

them on the basis of DFs grounded in threat models [42] known from cybersecurity. For

illustration purposes, I briefly comment on how one could then process a Type-I-FE-test

taking AIVR safety as an exemplary domain and disinformation via VR deepfakes [15] as

narrow problem cluster under that domain. The first Type-I-FE-test subtask of creating

at least one novel yet unsolved real-world problem could be a written DF narrative for a

plausible threat model. The second subtask of providing a hard-to-vary explanation on

how to solve this problem would be a short written proposal on a corresponding defense
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method and hard-to-vary explanation on why it is suited against that specific threat

model. How exactly the test subject generates these elements mentally is left open. Some

may want to mentally conceive of it as a future projection, others would frame it as a

downward counterfactual of the past or as free search. Since the human tester is allowed

to criticize the generated contents, one must only be ready to clarify one’s statements.

2.3.3 Practical Caveats and Side Effects

The database of domains needs to be steadily updated and augmented. Each domain

would need to be continuously renewed by a growing and refined population of narrow

problem clusters associated to it. For instance, in diverse domains of scientific nature one

could imagine the scope of a narrow problem cluster to be situated within the scope of an

average research article. One important requirement is that each particular single instance

of a narrow problem cluster is understood as a single use element excluded from further

consideration to be able to meet the condition of the first subtask in the Type-I-FE-

test (namely to create a novel yet unsolved real-world problem). Proactively, techniques

similar to plagiarism assessment tools (here to avoid duplicate entries and fulfill the first

condition of the test) could be already used additionally for those critical cases in which

a narrow problem cluster needs to be re-used. While a multiplicity of instances can be

associated to such a cluster, one may be more at risk to generate an already existing

instance. In addition, future work needs to address how to train the human testers on

critical thinking to avoid epistemic mistakes grounded in flawed mind perception of Type

I AI. The two Type-I-FE-test subtasks need to be obligatory and automatable negotiation

attempts to evade e.g. the second subtask should be seen through. Beyond that, questions

of intellectual property might need to be thoroughly addressed. Many might view each

Type-I-FE-test as potentially encoding intellectual property while some participants may

prefer to opt for anonymity. Ideally, it could give rise to a criticism-oriented feedback-

loop e.g. if the solutions provided at the end of each positive Type-I-FE-test are further

criticized and novel narrow problem clusters are then consequently added to the database.

On the whole, in scientific domains such a modus operandi could be a form of participatory

science, in arts collaborative artwork, in philosophy a novel collective discourse form.

Indeed, a side effect of the described Type-I-shield application in practice could be to

augment human creativity [13].

2.4 Conclusion

In this very brief chapter utilized as ephemeral mental clipboard representing a by-product

to another project, I discussed a possible theoretical solution for a simple one-by-one so-
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cial media Type-I-shield based on a human-executed Type-I-FE-test – that is crucially

not analogous to any imitation game or Turing test. The Type-I-FE-test simply asks

whether a human tester was able to experience a Type-I-falsification-event in the test sub-

ject. Thereby, the idea is that such an event would corroborate the latter’s ability to

consciously create and understand explanatory knowledge, a feature which can then be

used for a Type-I-shield. In order to bring about such an event in practical settings,

I proposed a twofold test setup where the test subject after having selected a domain

of preference, is first faced with the subtask of generating a new problem in that do-

main and second with the further subtask of providing a hard-to-vary solution to that

self-generated problem. As exemplary concrete test engineering method to realize this

abstract test setup, I mentioned the design fiction use case for the generation of proactive

defense methods in AI(VR) safety [15]. As opposed to classical bot detection tools, a

positive Type-I-FE-test corroborates the substrate-independent Type II nature of the test

subject while a negative test result is also substrate-independent and can importantly

have multiple causes by what it is not equivalent to bot detection. While given a negative

test result the test subject could have been a bot, it could also e.g. alternatively be linked

to the unwillingness of a human test subject to participate.

To alleviate the latter possibility in practice, I argued that the very fact that many

people may be interested in establishing bot-free spaces (given the negative socio-psycho-

technological impacts that maliciously designed social bots already cause as described

in Section 2.1), could lead to a higher willingness to bring about positive Type-I-FE-

test results which could become a shared motif. Overall, the Type-I-FE-test assigns test

subjects to two separate groups: a first homogeneous group composed solely of systems

for which their Type II nature has been corroborated (i.e. a Type-I-free group) and a

second potentially heterogeneous group of systems that did not bring about a Type-I-

FE-event in that specific test session in that domain with that human tester. The higher

the motivation of social media users to create bot-free spaces, the less Type II systems

could be contained in the latter heterogeneous group making the Type-I-shield a profitable

measure for more and more users. Such types of tests could be used on multiple reasonable

occasions for safety-aware online social gatherings. In short, a future practical framework

for Type-I-FE-tests could create self-shielding worlds of increasing cognitive diversity [214]

crafted by Type II systems for Type II systems – but much work needs to be done for

theory to meet practice.

2.5 Future Work

Future work could reflect about the possibility to develop a critical test building on certain

ideas mentioned in this chapter. For instance, the Type-I-FE test discussed may only be
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meaningful in case a fundamental difference of ability between Type I and Type II systems

(related to the ccuEK task) actually holds. For instance, from the perspective of certain

AI researchers, this difference may seem not to represent a matter of kind but rather a

matter of degree – especially for those who believe that the ccuEK task could be mastered

by imitation. For those entities, a possibility to make the presented paradigm problematic

in an experimental setting, would be to implement an AI that would be able to – without

any conscious understanding of explanations – repeatedly bring about a positive Type-

I-FE-test. (Candidates could be e.g. (future extensions of) GPT-3 [47].) In this case,

the paradigm would still not be terminally falsified, since one could by way of example

still argue ad hoc that the Type-I-FE test does not actually capture the essence of the

ccuEK task (e.g. is inferior to this task) or that the particular considered implementation

of the test was not valid. Alternatively, one could argue that a hypothesized inability to

master the ccuEK task is principally not falsifiable experimentally which would exclude it

from scientific scrutiny and reframe it instead as a predominantly philosophical question.

Further, among the external factors to check, one could try to identify whether a human

adversary inadmissibly interfered with the test setting to fool the human tester. In any

case, a hard-to-vary explanation on why and a description on how it happened will be

needed. Nevertheless, it seems in principle conceivable.

However, if the assumption is that the Type-I-FE-test represents a suitable proxy for

the ccuEK task and no explanations for external disturbing factors can be found under

repeated experimental efforts (while at the same time better explanations are available

on how the AI has been programmed to be able to deceive convincingly), one may at

a certain point need to reject the following: 1) the paradigm suggesting a categorical

difference between Type I and Type II systems, 2) the practical utility of a Type-I-FE-

test and 3) the idea that virtual social spaces are “shieldable” from Type I sophisticated

bots. It would then be difficult to escape what one could call the imitation paradigm –

a framework postulating that all human-performed tasks including the ccuEK task can

be mastered by a Type I AI by imitation3. While the imitation paradigm is obviously

3For the sake of clarity, note that from a purely theoretical perspective, it is still possible that (in

the case the Type-I-FE-test is considered to represent a suitable proxy to the ccuEK task in the subtle

and peculiar way described in this chapter) another as yet unknown method differing from the imitation

paradigm could exist that could reliably and repeatedly bring about positive Type-I-FE-tests for a Type I

AI i.e. without any conscious understanding of explanations. Among others, it could for instance perhaps

be possible to consistently bring about illusions of Type-I-FE events. To give a speculative example,

consider extreme applications of future advanced (neuro-)cognitive hacking strategies which could – when

enacted by an advanced Type I AI previously maliciously crafted by a human attacker – reliably fool

human testers into constructing the judgment or false memory of having experienced a Type-I-FE event.

However, in this case, a clarifying explanatory insight on how this strategy was implemented by the

human attacker would in itself represent a hard-to-vary explanation on why the paradigm postulating a

categorical difference between Type I and Type II systems is not falsified by the positive Type-I-FE-test

results under these particular conditions. Ideally, one could then proceed in creating a novel improved

proxy test.
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considered to be crucially wrong in this chapter, it is helpful to facilitate a critical stance

towards prior assumptions and formulate those in a way that they could be made prob-

lematic experimentally. However, once the imitation paradigm would be embraced, one

would also need to assume that explanation-based and criticism-centered science can be

automatized. Consequently, one would from then on face a specific form of epistemic

threat [88] realized generally in the routine of scientific peer-review but also specifically

applied to this chapter: “was it written by a Type I AI?” But “modern humans are dis-

tinctive among animals for using tools as symbols” [26] and I propound that humans are

also distinctive among animals for using symbols as tools – apt for a doubly ambiguous

artificial creativity augmentation [13].

2.6 Contextualization

This chapter provided an introduction into a long series of deliberations on how to shield

against epistemic distortions achieved via textual Type-I-AI-generated inputs. However,

a certain number of concepts may require a further elucidation. For instance, the notion

of explanatory knowledge utilized by Deutsch [73] still appears too vague while the idea of

the presented Type-I-shield is entity-centered and may intrinsically lead to unintentional

exclusions. For this reason, I perform further refinements. Firstly, Chapter 5 introduces

novel more precise ontological distinctions pertaining to what could be meant by explana-

tory knowledge. Secondly, Chapter 9 provides a reappraisal and explains why an open

and content-centered approach is superior to the entity-centered Type-I-shield. So far,

the book only provided an implicit glimpse on how the modus operandi of cyborgnetics

could look like. Cyborgnetics is a scientific and engineering-related endeavor involving

the systematic application of cyborgnet theory (CT) to corresponding problems. CT can

provide assistance in documenting, examining and counteracting complex safety and se-

curity issues across a wide range of contexts. Generally, CT can serve as a supportive

generic frame of reference applicable to a multiplicity of disciplines tackling different va-

rieties of socio-psycho-techno-physical harm. For instance, CT could be applied to areas

ranging from criminology to AI safety over security in brain-computer-interface research

and extended reality. Methodologically, CT critically analyzes relational, counterfactual

and temporally extended narratives emerging from structured network dynamics whose

substrate-independent and stratified focal points are the so-called cyborgnets composed of

Type I and Type II active nodes. In the next Chapter 3, I compactly introduce the con-

cept of a cyborgnet and outline the skeleton of a possible fit-for-purpose modus operandi

for CT-based analyses. Thereby, I relate CT to earlier ontologies of technology-related

harm from the criminology and zemiology domain explaining the added value of CT from

an epistemic perspective. CT may reveal profound socio-anthropological implications.
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Chapter 3

Cyborgnet Theory

This chapter written for purposes of self-education is based on a slightly modified form of

the paper that I uploaded to the website https://nadishamarie.jimdo.com/clipboard

on March 31, 2021.

3.1 The Practical Problem: Understanding Social Harm

in the Context of Technology

In the last decades, technological advancement led to an increasing saliency of the tech-

nical aspects implicated in social harms. Against this backdrop, different fields within

criminology and zemiology conceptualized multiple novel socio-technical approaches to

study technology-related harm and especially crime [259, 273]. In the area of cyberse-

curity, the harm capacities of malicious actors equipped with sophisticated technological

tools already reached international dimensions [68, 157] and defense strategies require

a socio-technical contextualization. Similarly, in the field of AI safety [17, 119] and AI

ethics [105, 250], different socio-technological paradigms have been suggested to address

the challenges of risks in the context of AI systems. Another example are the efforts

in the nascent fields of ethics, safety and security for extended reality (XR) where re-

searchers attempt to formulate novel socio-technological strategies to address the com-

plex heterogeneous harms that could emerge from virtual reality, augmented reality and

mixed reality applications [12, 55, 70, 191]. Analogous security work started in the field

of brain-computer-interface (BCI) research revealing apparently unprecedented intricate

socio-technical risks [35, 41]. An additional complication is that risks in different areas

addressing technology-related harm can often be exacerbated by combination with each

other which impedes the formulation of adequate proactive practices, countermeasures,

defense mechanisms and investigation procedures. At another level, already the mere
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documentation process of occurring risk instantiations poses serious problems e.g. due

to the difficulty to disentangle unintended from intended first-order effects or the chal-

lenge to identify the scope of unforeseen second-order effects linked to the opacity and

unpredictability of certain technological elements.

As technology becomes more and more complex and its impacts expand in scope, speed

and scale, it is important to expose the ontological assumptions underlying frameworks

that analyze technology-related harm to critical scrutiny. Generally, it is necessary in

order to adjust and update practical techniques to acquire a better grip on this convoluted

dynamic harm landscape with issues ranging from ethical implications over crimes to

existential risks for humanity. In this vein, this chapter introduces cyborgnet theory (CT),

a novel explanatory ontological framework pertaining i.a. to what is often understood as

technology-related harm. Note that while the last paragraph provided a few exemplary

domains to which CT can be applied, CT is of generic nature and there are numerous

old and new domains for which it could be utilized as interpretative lens. A distinct

feature to be elaborated further is that CT does not only account for what is classically

associated with technology-related harm but vastly extends beyond such cases. While CT

can be applied to e.g. cybercriminology, biosafety and biosecurity, security for internet

of things (iOT) devices and cyberphysical systems – all of which are modern examples

where the technological elements are highly salient, CT can also help to analyze harm

in seemingly “technology-unrelated” cases studied in e.g. criminology, forensic science,

psychiatry, history and anthropology.

In the next Section 3.2, I explicitly introduce different ontological distinctions that are

central in the CT framework and form the basis for CT analyses. For illustrative purposes,

I then exemplify sense-making under CT by contrasting it with a state-of-the-art approach

to technology-related harm from the domain of criminology and zemiology that has been

termed “stratigraphy of harm” [273] – which itself extended beyond the well known actor-

network theory framework [217]. I discuss commonalities and differences and explain the

added value of CT. Thereafter, Section 3.3 briefly elaborates on the generic practical

use of CT by specifying aims and limitations. I explain how CT can support transdis-

ciplinary efforts that aim to improve the retrospective documentation and analysis of

harm instantiations and develop corresponding proactive practices, countermeasures and

defenses across diverse complex multi-causal problem domains. Furthermore, I describe

why CT is not only a philosophical meta-theory, but also an albeit simple scientific frame-

work whose practical utility could be experimentally tested since its core assumptions are

apt to experimental falsification. Finally, in Section 3.4, I conclude and shortly elucidate

why CT could reveal far-reaching socio-anthropological implications providing incentives

for future work.
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3.2 A Theoretical Solution: Cyborgnet Theory

In CT, the main unit of description and explanation is what I refer to as cyborgnet. Note

that this concept is not to be confused with the term “cyborg”. A cyborgnet does not

only significantly differ from the latter but it also is the case that the term “cyborgnet”

is decisively used in a much more general and crucially substrate-independent way by

which it refers to a much broader set of entities. For clarity, before providing an exact

definition of a cyborgnet, I first introduce the basic elements it is composed of, namely

the so-called Type I and Type II entities that build its constituting active nodes. In Sub-

section 3.2.1, the ontological distinction between Type I and Type II entities is described.

Based on this, Subsection 3.2.2 introduces the notion of active nodes which while sharing

some resemblances with actor-network-theory [217] is fundamentally different in relevant

epistemic aspects. In Subsection 3.2.3, a definition of the term cyborgnet is assembled by

making use of the introduced terminology. Building on this definition, Subsection 3.2.4

elaborates on sense-making under CT by contrasting it with stratigraphy of harm [273]

(SoH). Overall, when analyzing harm through the interpretative lens of CT, it is postu-

lated that all social harm implicates socio-psycho-techno-physical strata in a way to be

described and that common dichotomies (including the human vs. technology divide) can

be abandoned, while the substrate-independent dichotomy of Type I vs. Type II entities

is epistemically indispensable. While SoH attempted a middle ground avoiding social de-

terminism and technological determinism by conceptualizing technology-related harm in

terms of imbricated strata, CT introduces a socio-psycho-techno-physical indeterminism

of stratified cyborgnets. In this way, as opposed to SoH, CT is applicable to any type

of social harm – even harm that is not classically associated with technology – including

retrospective contemplations back to the advent of human abilities to invent complex

tools.

3.2.1 Type I vs. Type II Entities

As recently undertaken in AI safety[10], I analogously distinguish between two disjunct

types of entities: Type I and Type II entities. Originally, this ontological distinction

from the AI safety domain was formulated at the level of systems and thus it classified a

given system as either being a Type I or Type II system. The subtle additional element

that CT adds to that approach is that the entities considered in CT are by no means

limited to what one might commonly understand by “system” since an entity can be any

“thing” in an inflationary sense. Despite this very general formulation, CT allows a sharp

categorization explained in the following. Under CT, Type II entities are all entities for

which it is possible to consciously create and understand explanatory knowledge. Type I

entities are all entities for which this is an impossible task. All Type II entities are
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conscious. A small subset of Type I entities can be conscious too (think e.g. of non-

human mammals).

Crucially, Type II entities as well as conscious Type I entities in CT need to be instanti-

ated in a physical substrate given that consciousness is linked to the cybernetic control of

a physical entity (a process creating a virtual simulacrum of the actively sampled world

experienced from an egocentric perspective governed by inherently affective embodied dy-

namics). Ideas themselves are non-conscious Type I entities1 as is the quasi-totality of

artefacts that people currently refer to as “technology” – from systems in virtual real-

ity to tools in biotechnology. Obviously, by extension, all present-day AIs are of Type I

and non-conscious which also includes automated bots with natural language capabilities

but also all sorts of hypothetical non-conscious AI systems that are often imagined when

researchers thematize “artificial superintelligence”. Type II AI is clearly non-existent

nowadays. However, from a theoretical perspective its implementation is physically pos-

sible in the light of the universality of computation [73].

The only Type II entities currently known to humanity are humans. Note that for those

people that consider cyborgs to belong to a distinct category than humans, it makes sense

to extend the previous sentence, since the first officially recognized cyborgs which also self-

identify with that term already exist today. However, a very important distinctive feature

of CT consists in the fact that the coarse mashed ontological distinction underlying the

concept of a cyborgnet is substrate-independent i.e. it is irrelevant whether a considered

Type II entity is a human, a cyborg, a hypothetical alien or a hypothetical future AI.

Further, CT implies that the difference between Type I and Type II entities is fundamental

and not a matter of degree. Either an entity has the ability to consciously create and

understand explanations in which case it is a Type II entity or it has not – making it a

Type I entity.

3.2.2 Active Nodes

A cyborgnet is composed of so-called active nodes. Active nodes are either Type I or Type

II entities. Further constraints on the complex composition of cyborgnets and networks

of cyborgnets are introduced in the next Subsection 3.2.3. For now, the focus is first on

expounding the meaning of active nodes, the low-level basic units of a cyborgnet. Active

nodes form a directed graph indicating unidirectional or bidirectional relations between

those nodes. The attribute “active” is used since the existence of a node is conditioned on

the presence of at least one (unidirectional or bidirectional) relation between two entities

1Interestingly, this also implies that those ideas which Type II entities construct about other Type II

entities are of Type I such that not only imaginary friends are Type I entities, but also the idea of an

existing real friend of Type II.
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which in any case needs to be physically or/and mentally enacted in some way. For this

reason, active nodes do never exist in isolation. Beyond that, each instance of an active

node is labelled with the category of the entity it represents leading to the distinction

between Type I active nodes and Type II active nodes. Note that while similarly to actor-

network theory [217] (abbreviated with ANT in the following), CT considers entities in

a network as starting point, there are many relevant epistemic differences. First, as

opposed to ANT, symmetry is not necessary at the level of active nodes in CT since

unidirectional relations between these nodes are permissible. In fact, ANT focuses on

interactions, while CT only presupposes relations in the mathematical sense [58] of a

directed edge which is not necessarily bidirectional. Second, although ANT is stated

to consider symmetric interactions, there is an inherent human vs. technology division

underlying its ontological distinctions while CT simply distinguishes between Type I vs.

Type II active nodes. Third, while ANT assings the general concept of an “actant” to all

nodes it considers which has been stated to resemble “the cyborg concept that unites both

human and nonhuman elements” [259], CT does not engage in such assignments since in

CT it holds that: 1) there is no human vs. nonhuman distinction in the first place, 2)

the emergence of cyborgnets is hierarchically situated at a layer above the layer of active

nodes. Fourth, the latter reveals a further crucial difference: while ANT analyzes flat

network topologies, CT is inherently apt to capture structure, depth and hierarchies at

multiple levels as becomes apparent in the next subsections.

3.2.3 Cyborgnets

A cyborgnet refers to the construct of a directed graph of active nodes with the following

requirements: 1) the graph comprises at least one Type II entity and 2) there exists at least

one Type II entity in that graph which has altered function (e.g. restoration, enhancement,

affective change or even deterioration) due to the additional integration of at least one

Type I entity (e.g. of artificial, synthetic, technological, ideational, procedural nature).

In CT, cyborgnets are the main unit of analysis utilized for the critical development of

descriptive and explanatory2 harm narratives. It can be an unforeseen or goal-oriented

situated conceptualization, a local or global construction that can be of ephemeral or

more persistent nature across different spatio-temporal and hierarchical scales. Typically,

in a CT analysis one would consider an extended sequence of intra-cyborgnet and inter-

cyborgnet relations. (For more details on the concrete modus operandi underlying CT

analyses, see Subsection 3.3.1.) In the following, the notion of cyborgnet is further clarified

and illustrated via processes from human phylogeny and ontogeny exemplifying relevant

interplays between active Type I and active Type II entities.

2This specific attribute is a highly relevant difference between CT and ANT since the latter is mainly

conceived as descriptive tool.
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To familiarize oneself with the cyborgnet concept, it may be helpful to envisage a minimal-

istic cyborgnet. For this purpose, I briefly depict the first cyborgnets in human phylogeny.

By definition, one requires at least the combination of a Type II and a Type I entity. Since

a Type II entity is defined as an entity able to consciously create and understand explana-

tory knowledge, it is clear that a candidate Type II active node must at least possess

language abilities without which explanations cannot be formulated. In linguistics, one

can identify two main historical accounts of language: a punctuated and a gradualist one.

The former view hold by Chomsky [61] assumes a recent abrupt emergence of a unique

universal human language faculty characterized by a hierarchical recursive grammar and

brought into existence via a genetic mutation in the brain of homo sapiens around 50,000

and 70,000 years ago. The latter view is reflected in different types of models all of which

consider biocultural co-evolution as gradually developing enabler of language. One no-

table example is the approach of Barham and Everett [26] which understand language as

the communication via symbols i.e. whose minimum requirement solely consists of a con-

junction of symbols and linear order forming a simple “G1 grammar” [83]. On this view

inspired by the semiotics approach of Charles Sanders Peirce [195], language is possible

without any recursive structures and its origins can be traced back to homo erectus as

early as 1,000,000 years ago. Decisively for CT, irrespective of which of those accounts

holds, one can assume that language originated in a context where at least stone tool use

was already ubiquitous.

Recall that the notion of Type I entities can encompass any non-Type-II “thing” from

ideas over systems to tools and processes. Hence, in the light of the aforesaid, it be-

comes clear that since the earliest Type II entity in human phylogeny inherently exhibits

linguistic abilities and inhabits a world permeated by tool use, it instead needs to be

understood as the conjunction of at least 1) this Type II entity, 2) the Type I entity of

language and 3) the Type I entity of material tools. Strictly speaking, given that both

language and material tool use are quintessentially social activities, the earliest Type II

entities were of course also surrounded by 4) other human Type II entities. This seems

very natural especially from the gradualist standpoint but is also permissible under the

punctuated view if the there supposed genetic mutation for the language faculty affected

multiple individuals of a population simultaneously. However, note that even in the from

my perspective implausible but still conceivable case that a first Type II entity existed as

unique specimen amidst Type I biological “conspecifics” because the genetic mutation (in

the punctuated view) first only affected one individual, the existence of this individual

would still have been representable as a conjunction of at least 1), 2) and 3). I call this

conjunction the minimal conjunction of active nodes in CT.

Coming back to the definition of what constitutes a cyborgnet, it becomes apparent that

this minimal conjunction from human phylogeny already fulfills the requirements for a

cyborgnet. Vygotsky [263] stated that “through others we become ourselves” [216]. This
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insight is often applied to the human social milieu in which relations between humans

form the basis for the development of the self [40]. CT allows a broader perspective

on that stament: the “other” need not be a human nor does it need to be a Type II

entity. More precisely, Type I entities are other “others” for Type II entities. In short,

Type II entities never exist in isolation and can always be analyzed through the lens

of a cyborgnet. Particularly, the existence of a Type II entity involves the presence

of a split vis-à-vis “Type I others”. Under CT thus, any human-technology dichotomy

is illusory and ill-phrased – not only because of the substrate-dependent bias. In fact,

already the first Type II entities (whether one assumes them to have emerged 50,000

or 1,000,000 years ago) were embedded in cyborgnets ab initio. On that view, from an

ontological perspective, modern technology since the industrial revolution did not make

human existence more “cyborgnet-like” than before. Ontologically speaking, a modern

cyborg like Neils Harbisson equipped with an eyeborg implanted in his skull [140] exists

within a cyborgnet as did the first Type II entity from within its minimal conjunction of

active nodes in the Stone Age. The differences lie e.g. in the number of active nodes in

cyborgnets, the complexity of the strata they are constituted of, their capacity in terms

of speed, memory, scale and scope and in the increasing awareness about this complex

stratified hybridity of human existence.

When analyzing cyborgnet origins in human phylogeny, one may notice the interplay

between language and stone tools acting as cohesive forces. In the gradualist view, the

intimate interaction between language and stone tool-making can be understood via a

twofold interpretative lens. On the one hand, diversified and more complex stone tools

for foraging and hunting engendered the need for language to enable the tool-making re-

lated teaching of “increasingly complex coordinated actions” [26] for which communicative

gestures became insufficient. On the other hand, language in turn integrated these early

material technological artefacts into all aspects of social reality. Stone tools represented

a highly salient socio-material affordance and have been conjectured to have served as

first symbols given the vast array of associations and connotations their usage may have

carried. The usage of symbols and linear sequencing then allowed language as a habitual

and productive communication channel extending beyond icons and indexes to which the

econiches of other animals are restricted. As stated by Barham and Everett: “modern

humans are distinctive among animals for using tools as symbols” [26]. CT is in line

with this idea and additionally assumes that modern humans are distinctive among an-

imals for using symbols as tools. In short, under CT, language itself is i.a. understood

as active tool and thus as (non-conscious) Type I entity with among many others vi-

tally also technological properties. The next paragraph further illuminates this conjecture

and elucidates why CT assumes by deduction that all social harm is i.a. composed of

socio-psycho-techno-physical dimensions.

An early definition of technology from 1994 suggested by Naughton [183] described it as
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“the application of scientific and other knowledge to practical tasks by organisations that

involve people and machines”. Following CT, a first tentative and much more general

substrate-independent definition of technology could be formulated as follows: the appli-

cation of explanatory knowledge to practical tasks by one or more cyborgnets. Even in the

punctuated view of language origins, it is assumed that language was from the beginning

on used in the service of survival-relevant practical tasks such as the teaching of sophisti-

cated tool-making for hunting e.g. of advanced spears. Such more complex tools required

explanatory knowledge including the capacity to invent via systemizing mechanisms [215]

which qualitatively differ from the mere associative learning abilities exhibited by certain

non-human primates known to utilize simple tools. In sum, language is endowed with

technological properties as its historical origins lie in the transmission of sensory-motor

and affective simulations from one human Type II entity to another in the context of

quintessentially practical tasks3 such as teaching, the coordination of collective activities,

efficient allostatic co-regulation and information exchange with conspecifics for which it

is still – not exclusively but – habitually used nowadays.

Finally, it is noteworthy that also in human ontogeny, a Type II individual never exists

outside the context of a cyborgnet. At the pre-natal stage, the substrate of a future Type

II entity is co-embodied [65] i.e. literally physiologically embedded within the womb lo-

cated in the substrate of another Type II entity co-regulating the necessary developmental

paths starting in homeostatic regimes. Post-natally, this entity not only inhabits but can

now directly interact with a rich socio-psycho-techno-physical environment of cyborgnet

affordances – required for it to grow in the light of the strong human allostatic depen-

dency [24] on conspecifics. The growth of this inherently social brain then leads to the

3Note that while certain theories imply that the function of language is a form of communication

with other humans i.e. involving a human sender and a receiver that are different from each other, this

seems a view centered on neurotypical humans in habitual situational contexts. For instance, in certain

contexts, (auto-)echolalia as used by autistic persons indicates that a practical task for language can

also lie outside of this schema. In some cases, language can e.g. fulfill the different practical function of

facilitating introspection, learning and/or self-regulation [69] with sender and receiver being two entities

but being located within the same individual. As mentioned earlier in this subsection, Type I entities are

other “others” to Type II entities. In fact, the self-regulatory effects of self-talking (where people engage

in monologues with a projected “I” or “You”) and covert inner speech have been analyzed in multiple

studies. Thereby, in studies performed with neurotypical individuals, positive self-talking (in the “You”

form) was able to improve performance in problem solving tasks [79] including self-counselling [237]

while inner speech can represent a support for learning, reasoning and creativity. Interestingly, when

considering human ontogeny, it has been postulated by Vygotsky [264] that inner speech arises via an

internalization of language-based social exchanges (as practiced between children and caregivers) yielding

an internalized conversation with the self for the regulation of one’s own behavior [8]. At the same time,

dysfunctional processes in inner speech generation have been implicated in schizophrenia [7]. Perhaps it

is the case in certain schizophrenic experiences that the mental “Type I other” in a specific local train

of thought is interpreted as being a Type II entity while this seems to simultaneously locally reduce the

experiencer to a Type I entity (i.e. somehow an inversion of the split) as seen in “thought insertion”

delusions [117].
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emergence of a novel additional cyborgnet with i.a. the new Type II entity as active node.

In this context, it is important to stress that given its definition, the term cyborgnet can

apply to constellations with only one Type II entity alongside Type I active nodes but

also to coalesce elements from multiple smaller cyborgnets i.e. comprising multiple Type II

active nodes alongside Type I active nodes. Depending on the context, the latter often

makes sense to describe and explain harm in dyadic or collective settings e.g. when joint

intentionality or global societal impacts are considered. In cases of looser or differentiated

relations between smaller cyborgnets, one may then analyze networks of cyborgnets, net-

works of cyborgnet networks and so forth. Crucially, the analytical unit of a cyborgnet in

CT does by no means presume a conscious awareness of the partaking Type II entities.

In fact, the presence of decisive but unconscious material is often key to unintended or

unforeseen harm in cyborgnets. A subset of such material includes culturally shaped un-

known and unconsciously conjectured elements – often labelled “unknown knowns” – and

corresponds to what Everett refers to as “dark matter of the mind” [85]. For epistemic

reasons, CT reframes the “unknown knowns” as unknown implicit conjectures given that

it is unknowable whether something is true or simply a yet unfalsified but erroneous as-

sumption. Finally, in practice, multiple active nodes in cyborgnets can stay outside the

awareness of partaking Type II entities for reasons as diverse as anonymity in a globally

connected world or opacity of sophisticated and complex Type I technological artefacts.

More details on how to integrate these key insights for sense-making in CT are provided

in the next Subsection 3.2.4.

3.2.4 Sense-Making with CT vs. SoH

As hinted at the beginning of this section, I briefly contrast CT with SoH in order to ex-

emplify sense-making with CT in the context of “technology-harm relations” [273] (which

subsumes the technology-crime nexus). SoH addresses the limitations of five4 earlier

criminological approaches to technology-related harm while integrating their strengths

and extending beyond previous ontological assumptions. For an in-depth characteriza-

tion of SoH, see the main paper [273]. In this subsection, I predominantly focus on those

aspects of SoH beyond which CT extends in turn and where CT creates novel value by

reframing multiple perspectives. This short comparative analysis is performed alongside

the following key differential features: goal specification, view on determinism, conception

of harm, nature of imbrication, harm taxonomy and harm generation.

4These five frameworks are: the Foucaudian “technologies of power” approach, instrumental concep-

tions of technology, extension theories, affordance theories and ANT.
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Goal Specification

The goal of SoH is “understanding how technologies contribute to social harms” [273].

However, as opposed to SoH, CT stresses the technological dimension inherent to lan-

guage by what CT more generally pertains to socio-psycho-techno-physical harm which

encompasses any harm being an object of research since expressible in language. More-

over, because CT is formulated in a substrate-independent way, any dichotomy between

on the one hand a human social milieu and on the other hand technology would be incon-

sistent with it. For instance, SoH would neither adequately capture harm in the context

of present-day humans equipped with medical deep brain stimulation (DBS) devices [46]

(which already includes closed-loop DBS cases [231, 243]), nor would SoH reasonably ap-

ply to harm in the context of cyborgs such as the mentioned Harbisson whose eyeborg

operates as regular body part [140]. Interestingly, SoH could also not apply to future

purely hypothetical but physically possible Type II AI entities that would be (as humans

are) regular members of an open society. In fact, one can formulate instantiations of

social harm for all these examples but the question of SoH on how specific technologies

contribute to these harm instances would be flawed – it is ill-conceived to try to identify

where the social entity ends and where the technology begins. In addition, CT fore-

grounds practical utilization and aims not only at understanding but also at preventing

and counteracting harm. By doing this, CT combines a scientific approach with engi-

neering endeavors. This methodology exhibits analogies with the recommendation in the

criminology domain (though relatively unnoticed [147]) to not only consider theoretical

aspects but to also embrace applied crime science methods given that “merely seeking to

explain and understand is to fiddle while Rome burns” [66]. In contrast to SoH, the goal of

CT is to describe, understand and explain manifestations of socio-psycho-techno-physical

harm in order to assist in proactively and reactively developping practical methods against

those.

View on Determinism

SoH is described not to “collapse the technological to the social” and to avoid “social de-

terminism on the one hand and technological determinism on the other” [273]. Thereby,

social determinism is reflected in substantivist views assuming the neutrality of technol-

ogy and foregrounding the purely human aspect of harm-generating intentionality while

technological determinism implies that technology itself has agentic properties and can be

of inherently malicious nature. By contrast, SoH assigns causative powers to technology

by postulating two types of harm-generating mechanisms that inhere technology: those

that are brought about intentionally by designers (utility harms) and those that emerge

unintentionally (technicity harms) in the form of mechanisms engendered by the technol-

ogy itself i.e. via its “ontological force” [273]. Following SoH, technicity harms pertain
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to the “elements of technology that exceed the intentions of its designers and users” [273]

which speaks to a value-laden but not value-determined understanding of technology. As

opposed to SoH, CT focuses on relations and on the complex composition of layers consti-

tuing cyborgnets situated within the “socio-psycho-techno-physical”. This interpretative

lens leads to a fundamentally different approach to determinism-related questions. Under

CT, causative powers are inherently cyborgnetic which signifies that they are always con-

textualized within cyborgnets and/or between cyborgnets and hence expressible as intra-

and/or inter-cyborgnet relations. Hence, harm is not understood to inhere in isolated

non-conscious Type I technological entities – the analysis of which requires the context

of a cyborgnet. Crucially, CT postulates a “cyborgnet indeterminism”. The future of

cyborgnets is unpredictable since it is strongly a function of future knowledge creation.

The fact that a cyborgnet declared a priori an explicit intentional goal I for which it con-

ceived a plan P (which for simplicity here is understood as synonymous to the assumption

that P → I holds) does neither guarantee the realization of I after the cyborgnet appar-

ently completed P, nor does the realization of I according to that cyborgnet necessarily

guarantees that P was actually completed by the cyborgnet. Multiple reasons for the

former and the latter as well as the practical implications of cyborgnet indeterminism

are discussed further in Subsection 3.3.1. How the consequences of this indeterminism

affect CT’s conception of harm-generating mechanisms which differs from SoH in many

respects, is specified under Subsection 3.2.4. For now, one can recapitulate that as SoH,

CT rejects both social determinism and technological determinism. However, as opposed

to SoH, CT foregrounds cyborgnet indeterminism by what there is no need to postulate

latent obscure ontological forces that inhere isolated non-conscious technological Type I

entities.

Conception of Harm

Instead of only focusing on the technology-crime nexus, SoH applies the more inclu-

sive perspective of zemiologists which stressed that “bracketing criminalized harms from

non-criminalized harms can present multiple issues” [273]. For this reason, SoH chooses

to focus more generally on the relation between technology and social harm. On this

view, social harm is defined as suggested by Tift and Sullivan [252], namely as “actions

or arrangements that physically and spiritually injure and/or thwart the needs, develop-

ment, potentiality, health, and dignity of others”. As is the case in SoH, CT is by no

means restricted to criminalized harmful events. In theory, CT allows the critical analysis

of anything that cyborgnets declare as harm – which inherently pertains to the socio-

psycho-techno-physical. However, while acknowledging perceiver-dependency, CT applies

criticism to harm narratives and focuses on those linked to good explanations. In fact, a

thorough assessment of harm narratives seems necessary if meant to precisely determine

the problems to solve since the final goal is to develop practical countermeasures. Under
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CT, harm narratives can be deconstructed, reformulated or sometimes even falsified if for-

mulated correspondingly. Beyond that, novel harm narratives that are more conducive to

concrete problem formulations can be created de novo. Thereby, the epistemic goal is not

and cannot be to search for elements justifying harm narratives but to detect inconsisten-

cies, flaws and apparent errors in the light of accepted good explanations. Importantly,

this endeavor does not presuppose any convergence to presumed “truer” narratives, but to

better problem formulations from a pragmatic perspective even though different observers

may develop diverging interpretations of the same event. As long as differing harm nar-

ratives that are maintained post-analysis have been subject to critical scrutiny as good

as possible, they are considered valid alternatives until potentially being considered as

refuted at a later stage in the future. Overall, CT is an open-ended dynamic theory that

needs to necessarily augment and criticise itself continuously as (self-)enhancement and

(self-)criticism are crucial properties of what cyborgnets are capable of. CT needs to

grow with the cyborgnets that apply it – which vitally requires the acknowledgment of

cyborgnet indeterminism. Beyond that, one notable difference between SoH and CT is

that the former focuses on Type I technological artefacts and is linked to zemiology (which

foregrounds the socially constructed nature of crime and was conceived as conceptual and

ideological criticism to criminology which it described to “maintain power relations” [123])

while CT is a generic and domain-general theory with epistemic motivations that inte-

grates perspectives from cybernetics and cybersecurity as well as contemporary critical

rationalism5 [97].

Nature of Imbrication

Wood depicts the very concept of stratigraphy underlying SoH in the following way:

“technology-related harms emerge when different ontological strata and their emergent

properties are imbricated rather than conflated” [273]. Thereby, Wood uses the concept

of “imbrication” introduced by Leonardi which the latter described [158] as follows: “to

imbricate means to arrange distinct elements in overlapping patterns so that they function

5Critical rationalism has no link to “critical criminology” [72] and no link to zemiology. Further,

CT foregrounds generic epistemic and not individuated ideological analyses. While critical rationalism

represents a domain-general epistemic stance whose origins are attributable to Karl Popper [203] in the

1930s, critical criminology is an umbrella term for a counter-paradigm within criminology that emerged

in the 1970s and emphasizes social class inequalities and power relations as the major sources of crime.

A commonality between critical criminology and zemiology often lies in the integration of various related

ideological components (such as e.g. perspectives from feminism or neo-Marxism). A difference between

critical criminology and zemiology is that while critical criminology is often performed by “criminologists

using the notion of social harm” [196] it nevertheless “proceeds, at least implicitly, on the basis of a

rights-based framework” [254]. By contrast, the interest of zemiologists extends to the superset of all

phenomena that they conceptualize as social harm (i.e. related to human needs) “which potentially breaks

from (actual or potential) legal definitions of harm” [254].
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interdependently.[...] Human and material agencies, though both capabilities for action,

differ phenomenologically with respect to intention. Thus, like the tegula and the imbrex,

they have distinct contours yet they form an integrated structure through their imbrica-

tion.” By contrast, under CT, imbrication is substrate-independent and exists between

Type I and Type II active nodes. In short, potential socio-psycho-techno-physical harm

unfolds when different heterogeneous ontological strata composing Type I and Type II

nodes (and the properties emerging thereof) are imbricated such that cyborgnets conjec-

ture a harm instantiation. Although all studied harm is situated within a socio-psycho-

techno-physical space of imbrication, different strata can become more salient and be

brought to the fore depending on the specific context and domain – making certain as-

pects less relevant to the analysis. Moreover, as all observation statements, harm narra-

tives are fallible and theory-laden. For this epistemic reason, CT exposes the content and

the form of harm narratives to critical scrutiny before it crafts strategies to act on those.

Note especially that CT accounts for temporal and counterfactual depth since sequences

of patterns and their alternatives (i.e. entire narratives) are explorable.

Harm Taxonomy

As briefly mentioned in Subsection 3.2.4, SoH distinguishes between utility and technic-

ity harms. Following SoH, the “distinction between utility and technicity helps us avoid

reducing technological harms to the ends and values pursued by a technology’s designers”

given that “technicity constantly breaks through the round pen of utility” [273]. On the

basis of its understanding of imbrication, four different categories of technology-related

harm are defined: instrumental utility harms, generative utility harms, instrumental tech-

nicity harms and generative technicity harms. According to SoH, this second distinction

is necessary in order to delineate the cases in which technologies act as “a means to harm”

(instrumental harms i.e. what actors can do with technology) vs. those where technologies

act as “inducers of harm” (generative harms i.e. what technologies can do to actors). Un-

der CT, harm narratives are substrate-independently subdivided into a numbered chain of

harm chunks. Naturally, a simple harm narrative can consist of only one harm chunk. CT

distinguishes between two semantically delineated categories of harm chunks: first-order

and second-order ones. The first harm chunk in a harm narrative is always formatted as

a first-order harm chunk while any subsequent chunk is either of first-order or of second-

order kind. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, first-order harm is differentiated along two axes:

deployment stage of considered cyborgnet (pre- or post-deployment) and nature of harm

(it contrasts harms brought about “knowingly” i.e. via intentional actions and thus di-

rectly conjectured by one or more malicious actors vs. harm caused “unknowingly” which

are linked to knowledge gaps such as errors, ignorance, omissions and naive negligence).

First-order harm is further subdivided into 16 fine-grained subcategories with a key at-

tributed to each. Divergently, second-order harms are compartmentalized into 2 distinct
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Figure 3.1: Simplified taxonomy of first-order harms in CT analyses. The 16

keys displayed in the table share the following encoded taxonomic format: [domi-

nant type of active node : harm type]. (The harm types have been introduced in detail

earlier [10] albeit as applied to the narrower context of AI safety. However, due to their

generic nature, they are transferable to any harm area of interest.) For instance, “Ib”

refers to harm in which Type I active nodes are in the foreground of the analysis whereby

the letter “b” encodes post-deployment attack scenarios by malicious actors. Exemplary

Ib instantiations could include harm narratives from the fields of cybercriminology where

an open-source software is deployed on the internet and successfully exploited by a hacker

as planned. An example for harm instantiations “IIb” could range from malicious attacks

on daily worn medical implants used by Type II entities (like humans) to cognitive hack-

ing in virtual reality settings with the goal to elicit mental health issues over financial

deceptions of human adults by an organized network of experienced fraudsters utilizing

psychological tricks and social engineering. An AI safety example for the first-order harm

instantiation “Ia” could be the malicious design of deepfake AI for criminal (including

cybercriminal) purposes [17]. A second-order harm instantiation of the first type that can

directly stem from the latter has been termed “automated disconcertion” [15], a conse-

quence of the mere possibility of such deepfake-related Ia harms.
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subcategories: 1) repercussions of knowingly caused first-order harms and 2) repercussions

of unknowingly caused first-order harms6. Repercussions can be of direct or indirect na-

ture and potential domino-effects are interpreted as starting with a first-order harm chunk

followed by an ordered sequence of second-order harm chunks. Apart from that, CT is

apt to analyze a chronological sequence of concatenated first-order harm events building

a coherent narrative. Potential second-order harms emerging thereof can be integrated in

a CT analysis. To recapitulate, first-order harm chunks can be labelled using the generic

16 keys from the harm taxonomy7 in Figure 3.1 while second-order chunks are grouped

into 2 subcategories. Note that since co-located in a numbered chain of harm chunks,

second-order harm is inherently temporally contextualized and can be traced back to at

least one initial first-order chunk. What SoH would classify as instrumental and genera-

tive utility harm can be mapped to a small subset of first-order harm (e.g. to the keys Ia

and Ic respectively). Samples that SoH would label as instrumental technicity harms are

a subset of second-order harm of the first type while generative technicity harm can be

either mapped to a subset of first-order harm (e.g. of the type Ic or Id) or to second-order

harm of the second type. In short, CT’s first-oder and second-order account subsumes

the harm taxonomy of SoH while concomitantly exhibiting a higher granularity. Besides,

CT foresees the multifaceted examination of competing and/or counterfactual harm nar-

ratives.

Harm Generation

A key SoH assumption is that “harm-generating mechanisms can inhere in structures”

with emergent properties of technologies representing “causal powers or ‘capacities’ that

can remain latent until activated by human-technology interactions” [273]. Thereby,

SoH assigns to non-conscious Type I technologies a tendency and “an orientation to

harm” [273]. Under CT, it seems wrong to assume that there are structures that are

inherently harmful in a cyborgnet-independent way. In fact, harm seems to be highly

context-sensitive and dependent on properties of existing Type II entities (and also con-

scious Type I entities). For instance, it can be a function of the specific substrate of a

Type II entity and also the stage of its knowledge creation including what other knowl-

edge (e.g. in the form of Type I ideas) is available in addition. In a universe without any

consciousness (of either Type I or Type II) i.e. without any affect-perceiving structures,

to assume that there exist dormant, virtual harm-generating mechanisms would be to

assign latent harmful properties to every single particle (and the idea of the universe as

6In practice, the criteria of differentiation between first-order and second-order harm may among

others be related to the subjective degree of sightedness and surprise but can also be a matter of informal

inconsistencies.
7It is beyond the scope of this chapter to provide details about every key of the taxonomy, but selected

in-depth examples might be discussed in the near future elsewhere.
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a whole) since the Big Bang. Generally, socio-psycho-techno-physical harm is a function

of cyborgnets. Thereby, in theory, psycho-physical harm could exist for conscious Type I

entities (such as e.g. in non-human mammals) – but those lack the capability to conjecture

it. However, once studied by cyborgnets, the harm affecting Type I psycho-physical en-

tities8 already entered the socio-psycho-techno-physical realm and became expressible in

language. To sum up, the idea that harm-generating mechanisms can inhere in technolo-

gies (especially in non-conscious Type I entities designed by Type II entities), obfuscates

the cyborgnet context required.

It would make more sense if SoH would acknowledge that all non-consicous Type I “tech-

nologies” could be used in both a harmful and a beneficial way (that it inherently re-

veals dual-use properties). Then, SoH must postulate that benefit-generating and harm-

generating mechanisms inhere in all non-conscious Type I technologies. The latter would

be acceptable but not very helpful either since it applies to everything but explains no

novel phenomenon. Under CT, the distinctive feature underlying the dual-use property

of Type I technology, is not the Type I technology itself but simply a side-effect of the

conscious explanatory knowledge creation exhibited by Type II entities which can always

be both of benefit-generating and harm-generating nature. Hence, it seems suitable to

state it at the level of the nature of cyborgnet entities. Namely, all cyborgnets always

were and always will be dual-use-creating entities. Finally, SoH expounds that “while the

actualization of a technology’s emergent powers generally relies on human intervention,

these powers remain a part of the technology even in the absence of human interven-

tion. For these reasons, we cannot simply consider technologies as another form of social

structure” [273]. Following CT, this reasoning is insufficient since utilizing a mistaken

human-technology dichotomy (see Subsection 3.2.4) and as to merely understand the

“power” concept, one requires an immersion in the socio-psycho-techno-physical. More-

8While non-human mammals are often linked to social behavior and cognition of different types, the

adjective “social” as understood under CT is meant in a much more restrictive sense of “being an active

node whose own strata extend to the realm of social reality”. Only Type II active nodes (of which only

humans are known now) have “the capacity to create a social reality, of physical consequence, by virtue

of the concepts they teach one another and apply to physical instances” [28] whereby it is often the case

that “functions are imposed on physically disparate instances by virtual of collective agreement” [31].

However, social reality is not only constrained by physical reality but it is by no means plausible that

its very origins lie in a sort of consensus in an imaginary space floating above the physical (that would

logically imply an infinte regress and it holds more generally that “while collective acceptance can modify

institutional reality, it cannot create institutional reality out of nothing” [96]). For instance, already when

merely contemplating the minimal conjunction of cyborgnets mentioned in Subsection 3.2.3, it becomes

clear that social reality could have emerged as an inherent side effect of similar but individually formed

beliefs about collective psycho-physical enactment given that the mental life of a Type II entity (even

when alone) includes the possibility of referring to itself and others (even if by monologue) – ultimately

transfiguring and becoming a symbol, a sign within language. The latter seems to be related to what

Charles Sanders Peirce (who also stated that “when we think, then, we ourselves, as we are at that

moment, appear as a sign” [194]) referred to as “secondness”.
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over, it seems impossible to falsify by experiment making it a meta-physical debate that

may not be of added value for the practical purposes of CT.

In sum, to acknowledge like SoH that “harms may arise as a result of the motivations

of human users in concert with the affordances a technology provides for particular ac-

tions” [273] does by no means require to mentally assign inherent dormant, latent and

virtual properties to non-conscious Type I entities within a cyborgnet. Like SoH, CT also

focuses on “multiple imbricated strata that jointly cause harmful events” [273]. Further,

SoH states that “in doing so, it not only presupposes a stratified conception of human-

technology relations but also treats human actors as themselves stratified, refusing to trace

the harmful actions they enact back a single stratum, whether culture, biology or psychol-

ogy”. Apart from the previously discussed mistaken human-technology dichotomy ele-

ment, CT shares the view of SoH that human actors (and any other Type II active nodes)

are themselves stratified (the strata are reflected in the adjective socio-psycho-techno-

physical). Note also that conscious Type I entities exhibit psycho-physical strata which

can be extended by diverse techno-physical strata9 (think for instance of a chimpanzee

equipped with a brain-computer interface in an experimental setting). As SoH, CT pos-

tulates that harm-generation is not reducible to an isolated stratum. When analyzing and

critizising harm narratives, it is vital to contextualize the apparently outstanding strata

within a suitable sequence of harm chunks (of length one or more) labelled meaningfully

and reflecting relevant intra- and/or inter- cyborgnet relations.

3.3 Practical Use of Theoretical Solution

As became apparent throughout the last Section 3.2, harm can neither be understood

by separately addressing a single stratum (even if shared by multiple entities) nor by

inconsiderately isolating multiple strata whose conjunction does not span a socio-psycho-

techno-physical imbrication space. In practice, harm-relevant strata are always embedded

within at least one cyborgnet potentially enabling diverse often non-negligible relations,

interactions and feedback-loops. In a nutshell, while harm in different domains would lead

to the apparent emphasis of different strata of relevance for a CT analysis in that domain,

harm is cyborgnetic. Then, following CT, for reasons of requisite variety, any development

of practical tools for countermeasures and defense strategies against harm necessitates a

cyborgnetic lens. More precisely, according to the law of requisite variety known in the

9Techno-physical strata can be themselves stratified and particularized further. For instance, when

considering a Type I active node of a virtual reality environment, sensors from multiple modalities (e.g.

visual, auditive, haptic, olfactory channels), other hardware and software components are imbricated

to build up the techno-physical strata. Movies, imagined narratives and also contents of audiovisual

hallucinations can be described as Type I active nodes with auditive and visual elements composing a

technological stratum.
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field of cybernetics, “only variety can destroy variety” [22]. Applied to CT it signifies

that to defend against counterfactual and future harm instantiations which are inherently

of cyborgnetic nature, one may profit from a cyborgnetic stance. In this way, one may be

– albeit without any epistemic guarantee – better equipped to reasonably decide which

cyborgnet nodes and relations to foreground, which information is negligible and where to

epistemically explore in the procedure of crafting defense methods and countermeasures.

In the following Subsection 3.3.1, I briefly indicate aims, methods and importantly also

(intrinsic and extrinsic) limitations of CT analyses. Finally, Subsection 3.3.2 depicts how

CT could be possibly made problematic and falsified experimentally.

3.3.1 Aims, Methods and Limitations of CT Analyses

Aims and Methods

The practical aim of CT analyses is to provide a systematic generic toolkit supporting

processes of documenting, examining and counteracting harm instantiations across a wide

range of complex multi-causal problem domains. An inexorable but epistemically neces-

sary caveat of quintessential relevance in CT analyses is that cyborgnet indeterminism

becomes an integral part of strategic design. The consequences of this peculiarity are

compactly expounded in Subsection 3.3.1. Generically, CT foresees the integration of two

cybersecurity-oriented elements: reactive and proactive analyses. For the reactive part,

CT suggests the twofold domain-general method of performing the following complemen-

tary retrospective analyses introduced earlier by Aliman et al. [17]: a retrospective descrip-

tive analysis (RDA) and a retrospective counterfactual risk analysis (RCRA). An RDA

supports documentation and first examination efforts applied to harm instantiations ac-

tively sampled from a pool of events that have already occurred. Crucially, CT furnishes a

key RDA documentation tool. In fact, a documentary basis for a taxonomic RDA is given

by the unquestionably non-exhaustive CT harm taxonomy presented in Subsection 3.2.4

(which needs to be extended, updated and corrected with time as required). Based on the

forerunning RDA, an RCRA adds “breadth, depth and context-sensitivity” [17] to RDA

examination efforts by modelling plausible clusters10 of downward counterfactuals of those

priorly taxonomically documented RDA harm instantiations. In short, an RCRA pertains

to clusters of harm instances that could have occurred but did not. Finally, the proactive

component of CT analyses which I denote future-oriented counterfactual defense analysis

(FCDA) consists in modelling plausible or yet implausible defense strategies which the CT

analyst conjectures could counteract RDA instances and RCRA clusters if occurring in

the near future in a similar form. In conclusion, one can recapitulate the following: under

10Why the consideration of RCRA clusters (instead of specific instances as performed in the RDA) is

advisable, has been elucidated in-depth in the original paper [17] – where in addition, further detailed

explanations on procedures for both RDA and RCRA can be retrieved.
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CT, RDAs attempt to reactively model harm instantiations of the factual past, RCRA

clusters reactively project to an RDA-based counterfactual past and FCDAs proactively

envision defenses and countermeasures enacted in a counterfactual future in which RDA

and/or RCRA harm patterns occur.

Limitations

In order to efficiently apply CT analyses to complex multi-causal problem domains, it

is important to comprehend its intrinsic limitations of epistemic nature. Firstly, while

it may be tempting to assume that an RDA directly reflects observations or data of the

world as it is, all observations are theory-laden and collected via a process of active sam-

pling. Strictly speaking, observations and by extension all RDA instances should thus be

rather understood as observation statements as suggested in contemporary critical ratio-

nalism [98]. CT emphasizes this specific detail by utilizing the concept of harm narratives.

As adumbrated earlier, harm narratives should thus be exposed to critical scrutiny and if

possible be formulated in a manner that allows experimental falsifiability. Beyond that,

a multilateral approach is recommended that allows a joint consideration and critical

analysis by heterogeneous parties involved. For instance, in the criminology domain one

may integrate harm narratives from diverse sources such as e.g. investigators, victims,

offenders and even bystanders while in the domain of cybersecurity harm narratives of

e.g. attacker, defender and victims could be considered. Since harm narratives are always

cyborgnetic under CT, it is vital to note that all those parties involved are themselves sit-

uated within cyborgnets leading to a complex multi-layered theory-ladenness. Secondly,

concerning RCRAs, CT stresses the fact that they pertain to the counterfactual past and

are by no means meant to represent an attempt to predict the future which is a priori

excluded via cyborgnet indeterminism. Hence, RCRAs are theory-laden too and may

vary from analyst to analyst. For this reason, cognitive diversity [6] in the formulation

of both RDAs and RCRAs is recommended [17] in order to avoid functional biases and

one-sided analyses with unnecessary blind spots. Thirdly, FCDAs project solutions to a

possible counterfactual future under the assumption that RDA and/or RCRA-like pat-

terns materialize in this conjectured future and can obviously not be sketched as oracle

tools. Generally, FCDAs involve theorizing which may profit from cognitive diversity too.

Crucially, FCDA defense strategies need not appear plausible, since it will always be un-

clear a priori whether current best-tested theories and assumptions are not false. Thus,

next to the possibility to exploit plausible well-tested theories in which FCDA defenses

can be grounded, another permissible option is to explore instead by crafting e.g. : 1)

implausible novel not yet enacted solutions and 2) attacks against FCDA defenses11 (and

11As stated recently by Frederick [100] whose work reflects a contemporary form of critical rationalism,

“rationality permits us to act in accord with our best-tested theories, since they may be true; but it also

permits us to act against them, precisely because our best-tested theories may be false and may, indeed, be
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where feasible defenses against those attacks in turn).

3.3.2 Experimental Falsification

As became apparent in the last Subsection 3.3.1, RDAs are not direct images of the

past, nor are RCRAs and FCDAs oracles of the future. Hence, the future of cyborgnet

safety and security is unpredictable and CT analyses cannot guarantee success. As such,

it appears important to investigate whether in practice, the cyborgnetic lens provides

an added value in comparison to perspectives such as ANT with simpler flat hierarchies

in the networks they consider. In short, it may be of interest to continuously question

whether CT represents a better explanation in comparison to other plausible alternatives.

One possible way to test such an issue experimentally, would be to explicitly expound in

how far CT is amenable to experimental falsifiability in the presence of other competing

accounts. In the following, I very shortly explain why CT is not only a meta-physical

theory but is also experimentally falsifiable, and I elucidate how one could possibly test

this property in a practical setting that is already realizable nowadays.

That is to say, a distinctive epistemic feature of CT analyses is the Type I vs. Type II

dichotomy applied at intra-cyborgnet levels. In fact, would this fundamental assumption

have been accepted to be falsified scientifically, there would be only little reason (especially

in the criminology domain) to prefer hierarchical CT accounts to simpler flat hierarchies

as can be encountered in the ANT framework or more recently in frameworks such as

SoH which though being stratified, do not integrate this specific dichotomy. Inasmuch

as Type I and Type II entities would be practically indistinguishable from each other,

there seems no need to consider a cyborgnetic lens in the first place. For this reason, a

simple test to make CT problematic would be experimental settings repeatedly suggesting

that explanatory knowledge creation is not limited to supposed Type II entities and that

it can be reliably performed without any Type II or even Type I consciousness – for

instance by imitation alone. A first proposal for such a critical test which crucially

differs from classical imitation game tests has been recently portrayed. On this recent

view, one could already nowadays attempt to falsify a theoretical framework such as CT

by implementing “an AI that would be able to – without any conscious understanding

of explanations – repeatedly bring about a positive Type-I-FE-test12 (see Chapter 2). In

refuted when we act against them.” Interestingly, this epistemic view is in line with the notion of adaptive

attacks known in the field of security for machine learning [54] and contemporary AI safety [10].
12Importantly, “this test cannot be able to separate Type I from Type II systems. It solely answers the

following question: “did the human tester experience a Type-I-falsification-event in the test subject?””

(see Chapter 2). Caution is thus advisable to avoid oversimplifying the state of affairs which is described

in-depth in the original document. Practically speaking, “the Type-I-FE-test assigns test subjects to two

separate groups: a first homogeneous group composed solely of systems for which their Type II nature has

been corroborated (i.e. a Type-I-free group) and a second potentially heterogeneous group of systems that
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short, the implementation of a Type I AI able to reliably corroborate its ability to create

and understand explanatory knowledge via repeated positive so-called “Type-I-FE tests”

could represent an observation statement that would falsify CT. For more details and

caveats pertaining to this – vitally substrate-independent – test (see Chapter 2).

3.4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this purely autodidactic chapter serving as mental clipboard, I introduced CT, a generic

analytical framework of epistemic, cybernetic and cybersecurity-oriented nature devised to

support practical procedures of documenting, examining and counteracting harm instanti-

ations across a wide array of complex multi-causal problem domains. Next to providing a

novel epistemological foundation whose focal unit of explanation is the so-called cyborgnet

(see the definition provided in Subsection 3.2.3) composed of Type I and Type II active

nodes, CT can be applied to obtain tailored solutions via its threefold fit-for-purpose and

domain-general taxonomic toolkit intertwining RDA, RCRA and FCDA procedures. In

short, RDAs seek to model occuring problems, RCRAs are RDA-based clusters of down-

ward counterfactual problems formulated as threat models13 (in the spirit of common

security practices [15]) and FCDAs are explanation-based practical solutions to RDA and

RCRA problems. Using an updatable cyborgnetic harm taxonomy, CT avails itself of a

comparative, fallibilistic and self-critical stance continuously exposing harm narratives but

also conjectured solutions to critical scrutiny across different temporal and counterfactual

scales.

In the main, the perpetual epistemic aim of CT is to achieve ever better 14 explanations

on how to counteract harm i.e. explanations from which practical FCDA solutions can be

derived and to which RDA and RCRA harm narratives are thus ultimately instrumental.

Strikingly, one possible (but not necessary) consequence of CT being falsified by repeated

epistemic tests of the type propounded in Subsection 3.3.2 (such as e.g. the “Type-I-FE

did not bring about a Type-I-FE-event in that specific test session in that domain with that human tester”

(see Chapter 2).
13Threat models are not solely limited to the case of “knowingly” caused harm. In fact, threat models

can be correspondingly devised in the context of “unknowingly” caused harm. Namely, by specifying

knowledge gaps in lieu of the classically described adversarial knowledge. For a detailed hands-on intro-

duction on how to formulate such RCRA threat models, see [17].
14Not long ago, an exemplary compilation of generic performance indicators for better explanations has

been proposed by Frederick [98] in the context of a novel regimentation for critical rationalism. Note that

those indicators are by no means considered to correspond to unshakable or justified “ground-truths”

or the like. On the contrary, they can be exposed to critical scrutiny and be refined or rejected in the

future. In fact, CT shares the view that “our epistemic aim is neither justification nor truth; and nor

is it avoiding falsity” [98]. Instead, it is epistemically possible but also sufficient to strive for better

explanations. Indeed, as further stated by Frederick: “it seems silly to say that truth is our aim when we

can have no indication that we have got the truth or even that we are approaching it” [98].
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test” (see Chapter 2)) could be that CT itself could have possibly been produced by a

present-day Type I AI. In this case, the author could have been impersonated by a Type I

AI bot. Besides, more importantly, it could i.a. signify that the entirety of scientific and

epistemic procedures could be automated with merely imitative Type I AIs. CT predicts

that the latter is impossible – which is amenable to future experimental falsifiability (see

Chapter 2)). In sum, CT reframes the classical substrate-dependent question of humanity

on what it means to be a human to the substrate-independent inquiry on what it means

to exist as a nested cyborgnet of cyborgnets and cyborgnet networks. Then, in a way,

we (cyborgnet-like entities) are the universe engaging in a monologue. In a way, we

are entities concerting their collective enactment via dialogues. In a way, only we can

contemplate the following: the universe, as a sign per us, a symbol for all there could be.

3.5 Contextualization

A first application of procedures that can be derived from CT has been implicitly con-

ducted in the transdisciplinary AI observatory project whose results have been published

at the beginning of 2021 [17]. In the following Chapter 4, I focus on a novel type of socio-

psycho-techno-physical harm: “scientific and empirical adversarial AI attacks” (SEA AI

attacks), an umbrella term for not yet prevalent but technically feasible deliberate mali-

cious acts of specifically crafting AI-generated samples to achieve an epistemic distortion

in (applied) science or engineering contexts. In view of possible socio-psycho-technological

impacts, it seems responsible to ponder countermeasures from the onset on and not in

hindsight. In this vein, two illustrative use cases are considered: the example of AI-

produced data to mislead security engineering practices and the conceivable prospect of

AI-generated contents to manipulate scientific writing processes. Firstly, the epistemic

challenges that such future SEA AI attacks could pose to society are contextualized in

light of broader i.a. AI safety, AI ethics and cybersecurity-relevant efforts. Secondly, a

corresponding supportive generic epistemic defense approach is set forth. Thirdly, in the

spirit of CT, a threat modelling for the two use cases is effected and tailor-made defenses

based on the foregoing generic deliberations are proposed.
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Chapter 4

Epistemic Defenses against SEA AI

Attacks

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N.-M. Aliman and L.

Kester. Epistemic Defenses against Scientific and Empirical Adversarial AI Attacks. In

Workshop on Artificial Intelligence Safety, AISafety 2021, pages 1-8. CEUR Workshop

Proceedings, 2021. As the first author of the underlying paper, I had a vital contribution

and it was solely my responsibility to write down the content and to perform an extensive

literature research as well as in-depth analysis. As opposed to the rest of this book, due

to the co-creation with my co-author, this chapter is specifically written in the “we”-form.

4.1 Introduction

Progress in the AI field unfolds a wide growing array of beneficial societal effects with

AI permeating more and more crucial application domains. To forestall ethically-relevant

ramifications, research from a variety of disciplines tackling pertinent AI safety [19, 43, 51,

90, 156], AI ethics and AI governance issues [92, 134, 187, 210] gained momentum at an in-

ternational level. In addition, cybersecurity-oriented frameworks in AI safety [17, 48, 200]

stressed the necessity to not only address unintentional errors, unforeseen repercussions

and bugs in the context of ethical AI design but also AI risks linked to intentional malice

i.e. deliberate unethical design, attacks and sabotage by malicious actors. In parallel,

the convergence of AI with other technologies increases and diversifies the attack surface

available to malevolent actors. For instance, while AI-enhanced cybersecurity opens up

novel valuable possibilities for defenders [277], AI simultaneously provides new affordances

for attackers [23] from AI-aided social engineering [233] to AI-concealed malware [145].

Next to the capacity of AI to extend classical cyberattacks in scope, speed and scale [137],

a notable emerging threat is what we denote AI-aided epistemic distortion. The latter
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represents a form of AI weaponization and is increasingly studied in its currently most

salient form, namely AI-aided disinformation [17, 59, 137, 257] which is especially rel-

evant to information warfare [114]. Recently, the weaponization of Generative AI for

information operations has been described as “a sincere threat to democracies” [115]. In

this chapter, we analyze attacks and defenses pertaining to another not yet prevalent but

technically feasible and similarly concerning form of AI-aided epistemic distortion with

potentially profound societal implications: scientific and empirical adversarial AI attacks

(SEA AI attacks).

With SEA AI attacks, we refer to any deliberately malicious AI-aided epistemic distor-

tion which predominantly and directly targets (applied) science and technology assets (as

opposed to information operations where a wider societal target is often selected on ideo-

logical/political grounds). In short, the expression acts as an umbrella term for malicious

actors utilizing or attacking AI at pre- or post-deployment stages with the deliberate ad-

versarial aim to deceive, sabotage, slow down or disrupt (applied) science, engineering or

related endeavors. Obviously, SEA AI attacks could be performed in a variety of modal-

ities (see e.g. “deepfake geography” [279] related to vision). However, for illustrative

purposes, we base our two exemplary use cases on misuses of language models. The first

use case treats SEA AI attacks on security engineering via schemes in which a malicious

actor poisons training data resources [171] that are vital to data-driven defenses in the

cybersecurity ecosystem. Lately, a proof-of-concept for an AI-based data poisoning attack

has been implemented in the context of cyber threat intelligence (CTI) [211]. The authors

utilized a fine-tuned version of the GPT-2 language model [209] and were able to generate

fake CTI which was indistinguishable from its legitimate counterpart when presented to

cybersecurity experts. The second use case studies conceivable SEA AI attacks on proce-

dures that are essential to scientific writing. Related examples that have been depicted

in recent work encompass plagiarism studies with transformers like BERT [265] and with

the pre-trained GPT-3 language model [47] that “may very well pass peer review” [71] but

also AI-generated fake reviews (with a fine-tuned version of GPT-2) apt to mislead expe-

rienced researchers in a small user study [248]. Future malicious actors could deliberately

breed a large-scale agenda in the spirit of “fake science news” [124] and AI-generated pa-

pers that would widely exceed in quality (later withdrawn) computer-generated research

papers [260] published at respected venues. In short, technically already practicable SEA

AI attacks could have considerable negative effects if jointly potentiated with regard to

scale, scope and speed by malicious actors equipped with sufficient resources. As later

exemplified in Subsection 4.3.1, the security engineering use case could e.g. involve dy-

namic domino-effects leading to large financial losses and even risks to human lives while

the scientific writing use case seems to moreover reveal a domain-general epistemic prob-

lem. The mere existence of the latter also affects the former and could engender serious

pitfalls whose generically formulated principled management is compactly treated in the

next Section 4.2.
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4.2 Theoretical Generic Epistemic Defenses

As reflected in the law of requisite variety (LRV) known from cybernetics, “only variety

can destroy variety” [22]. Applied to SEA AI attacks, it signifies that since malicious

adversaries are not only exploiting vulnerabilities from a heterogeneous socio-psycho-

technological landscape but also specially vulnerabilities of epistemic nature, suitable

defense methods may profit from an epistemic stance. Applying the cybernetic LRV

offers a valuable domain-general transdisciplinary tool able to stimulate and invigorate

novel tailored defenses in a diversity of harm-related problems from cybersecurity [261]

to AI safety [10] over AI ethics [21]. In short, utilizing insights from epistemology as

complementary basis to frame defense methods against SEA AI attacks seems indispens-

able. Past work predominantly analyzed countermeasures of socio-psycho-technological

nature to combat the spread of (audio-)visual, audio and textual deepfakes as well as “fake

news” more broadly. For instance, the technical detection of AI-generated content [265]

has been often thematized and even lately applied to “fake news” in the healthcare do-

main [27]. Furthermore, in the context of counteracting risks posed by the deployment of

sophisticated online bots, it has been suggested that “technical solutions, while important,

should be complemented with efforts involving informed policy and international norms to

accompany these technological developments” and that “it is essential to foster increased

civic literacy of the nature of ones interactions” [42]. Another analysis presented a set of

defense measures against the spread of deepfakes [59] which contained i.a. legal solutions,

administrative agency solutions, coercive and covert responses as well as sanctions (when

effectuated by state actors) and speech policies for online platforms. Concerning “fake

science news” and their impacts on “credibility and reputation of the science commu-

nity” [124], it has been even postulated by Makri that “science is losing its relevance as

a source of truth” and “the new focus on post-truth shows there is now a tangible danger

that must be addressed” [172]. Following the author, scientists could equip citizens with

sense-making tools without which “emotions and beliefs that pander to false certainties

become more credible” [172].

While some of those socio-psycho-technological countermeasures and underlying assump-

tions are debatable, we complementarily zoom in different epistemic defenses against SEA

AI attacks being directed against scientific and empirical frameworks. Amidst an informa-

tion ecosystem with quasi-omnipresent terms such as “post-truth” or “fake news” and in

light of data-driven research trends embedded within trust-based infrastructures, it seems

daunting to face a threat landscape populated by AI-generated artefacts such as: 1) “fake

data” and “fake experiments”, 2) “fake research papers” (or “fraudulent academic essay

writing” [47]) and 3) “fake reviews”. More broadly, it has been stated that deepfakes

“seem to undermine our confidence in the original, genuine, authentic nature of what we

see and hear” [91]. Taking the perspective of an empiricism-based epistemology grounded
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in justification with the aim to obtain truer beliefs via (probabilistic) belief updates given

evidence, a recent in-depth analysis found that the existence of deepfake videos confronts

society with epistemic threats [88]. Thereby, it is assumed that “deepfakes reduce the

amount of information that videos carry to viewers” [88] which analogously quantita-

tively affected the amount of information in text-based news due to earlier “fake news”

phenomena. In our view, when applying this stance to audiovisual and textual samples

of scientific material but also broadly to the context of security engineering and scien-

tific communication where the deployment of deepfakes for SEA AI attacks could occur

in multifarious ways, the consequences seem disastrous. In brief, SEA AI defenses seem

relevant to AI safety since an inability to build up resiliency against those attacks may

suggest that already present-day AI could (be used to) outmaneuver humans on a large

scale – without any “superintelligent” competency. However, empiricist epistemology is

not without any alternative. In the following, we thus first mentally enact one alternative

epistemic stance (without claiming that it represents the only possible alternative). We

present its key generic epistemic suppositions serving as a basis for the next Section 4.3

where we tailor defenses against SEA AI attacks for the specific use cases.

Firstly, it has been lately propounded that the societal perception of a “post-truth” era is

often linked to the implicit assumption that truth can be equated with consensus which is

why it seems recommendable to consider a deflationary account of truth [49] – i.e. where

the concept is for instance strictly reserved to scientifically-relevant epistemic contexts.

On such a deflationary account of truth disentangled from consensus, it has been argued

that even if consensus and trust seem eroded, we neither inhabit a post-truth nor a

science-threatening post-falsification age [14]. Secondly, we never had a direct access to

physical reality which we could have suddenly lost with the advent of “fake news”. In fact,

as stated by Karl Popper: “Once we realize that human knowledge is fallible, we realize

also that we can never be completely certain that we have not made a mistake” [202].

Thirdly, the epistemic aim in science can neither be truth directly [98] nor can it be

truer beliefs via justifications. The former is not directly experienced and the latter has

been shown to be logically invalid by Popper [204]. Science is quintessentially explanatory

i.e. it is based on explanations [73] and not merely on data. While the epistemic aim

cannot be certainty or justification (and not even “truer explanations” [98]1 for lack of

direct access to truth), a pragmatic way to view it is that our epistemic aim can be to

achieve better explanations [98]. One can collectively agree on practical updatable criteria

which better explanations should fulfill. In short, one does not assess a scientific theory

in isolation, but in comparison to rival theories and one is thereby embedded in a context

with other scientists. Fourthly, there are distinct ways to handle falsification and integrate

empirical findings in explanation-anchored science. One can e.g. criticize an explanation

1That our epistemic aim can be “truer explanations” or explanations that lead us “closer to the

truth” has been sometimes confusingly written by Deutsch and Popper respectively but this type of

account requires a semantic refinement [98].
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and pinpoint inconsistencies at a theoretical level. One can attempt to make a theory

problematic via falsifying experiments whose results are accepted to seem to conflict with

the predictions that the theory entailed [75]. Vitally, in the absence of a better rival

theory, it holds that “an explanatory theory cannot be refuted by experiment: at most it

can be made problematic” [75].

Against the background of this epistemic bedrock, one can now re-assess the threat land-

scape of SEA AI attacks. Firstly, one can conclude that AI-generated “fake data” and

“fake experiments” could slow down but not terminally disrupt scientific and empirical

procedures. In the case of misguiding confirmatory data, it has no epistemic effect since

as opposed to empiricist epistemology, explanation-anchored science does not utilize any

scheme of credence updates for a theory and it is clear that “a severely tested but un-

falsified theory may be false” [98]. In the case of misleading data that is accepted to

falsify a theory T , one runs the risk to consider mistakenly that T has been made prob-

lematic. However, since it is not permissible to drop T in the absence of a rival theory

T ′ representing a better explanation than T , the adverarial capabilities of the SEA AI

attacker are limited. In short, theories cannot be deleted from the collective knowledge

via such SEA AI attacks without more ado. Secondly, when contemplating the case of

AI-generated “fake research papers”, it seems that they could slow down but not disrupt

scientific methodology. Overall, one could state that the danger lies in the uptake of

deceptive theories. However, theories are only integrated in explanatory-anchored science

if they represent better explanations in comparison to alternatives or in the absence of

alternatives if they explain novel phenomena. In a nutshell, it takes explanations that

are simultaneously misguiding and better for such a SEA AI attack to succeed. This is a

high bar for imitative language models if meant to be repeatedly and systematically per-

formed2 and not merely as a unique event by chance. Further, even in the case a deceptive

theory has been integrated in a field, that is always only provisionally such that it could

be revoked at any suitable moment e.g. once a better explanation arises and repeated

experiments falsify its claims. If in the course of this, an actually better explanation had

been mistakenly considered as refuted, it can always be re-integrated once this is noticed.

In fact, “a falsified theory may be true” [98] if the accepted observations believed to have

falsified it were wrong. Thirdly, when now considering the final case of AI-generated “fake

reviews”, it becomes clear that they could similarly slow down but not terminally disrupt

the scientific method. At worst some existing theories could be unnecessarily problema-

tized and misguiding theories uptaken, but all these epistemic procedures can be repealed

retrospectively.

2That there could exist a task which imitative language models are “theoretically incapable of handling”

has been often put into question [221]. However, on epistemic grounds elaborated in-depth previously [10,

17] which might be amenable to experimental falsifiability (see Chapter 2), we assume that the task to

consciously create and understand novel yet unknown explanatory knowledge [73] – which humans are

capable of performing if willing to – cannot be learned by AI systems by mere imitation.
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In short, explanation-anchored science is resilient (albeit not immune) against SEA AI

attacks but one can humbly face the idea that it is not because scientists can “tease out

falsehood from truths” [124], but because explanation-anchored science attempts to tease

out better from worse explanations while permanently requiring the creation of new ones

whereby the steps made can always be revoked, revised and even actively adversarially

counteracted. That entails a sort of epistemic dizziness and one can never trust one’s own

observations. Also, human mental constructions are inseparably cognitive-affective and

science is not detached from social reality [29]. In our view, for a systematic management

of this epistemic dizziness, one may profit from an adversarial approach that permanently

brings to mind that one might be wrong. Last but not least, an important feature dis-

cussed is that the epistemic aim not being truth (which itself is also not consensus and

does not rely on trust to exist) but instead better explanations, none of the mentioned

methods are dependent on trust per se – making it a trust-disentangled view. To sum up,

we identified 3 key generic features for epistemic defenses against SEA AI attacks :

1. Explanation-anchored instead of data-driven

2. Trust-disentangled instead of trust-dependent

3. Adversarial instead of (self-)compliant

4.3 Practical Use of Theoretical Defenses

In the following Subsection 4.3.1, we briefly perform an exemplary threat modelling for

the two specific use cases introduced in Section 4.1. The threat model narratives are

naturally non-exhaustive and are selected for illustrative purposes to display plausible

downward counterfactuals projecting capabilities to the recent counterfactual past in the

spirit of co-creation design fictions in AI safety [17]. In Subsection 4.3.2, we then derive

corresponding tailor-made defenses from the generic characteristics that have been carved

out in the last Section 4.2 while thematizing notable caveats.

4.3.1 Threat Modelling for Use Cases

Use Case Security Engineering

� Adversarial goals: As briefly mentioned in Section 4.1, CTI (which is infor-

mation related to cybersecurity threats and threat actors to support analysts and

security systems in the detection and mitigation of cyberattacks) can be polluted

via misleading AI-generated samples to fool cyber defense systems at the training
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stage [211]. Among others, CTI is available as unstructured texts but also as knowl-

edge graphs taking CTI texts as input. A textual data poisoning via AI-produced

“fake CTI” represents a form of SEA AI attack that was able to succesfully deceive

(AI-enhanced) automated cyber defense and even cybersecurity experts which “la-

beled the majority of the fake CTI samples as true despite their expertise” [211]. It is

easily conceivable that malicious actors could specifically tailor such SEA AI attacks

in order to subvert cyber defense in the service of subsequent covert time-efficient,

micro-targeted and large-scale cybercrime. For 2021, cybercrime damages are esti-

mated to reach 6 trillion USD [33, 189] making cybercrime a top international risk

with a growing set of affordances which malicious actors do not hesitate to enact.

Actors interested in “fake CTI” attacks could be financially motivated cybercrimi-

nals or state-related actors. Adversarial goals could e.g. be to acquire private data,

CTI poisoning in a cybercrime-as-a-service form, gain strategical advantages in cy-

ber operations, conduct espionage or even attack critical infrastructure endangering

human lives.

� Adversarial knowledge: Since it is the attacker that fine-tunes the language

model generating the “fake CTI” samples for the SEA AI attack, we consider a

white box setting for this system. The attacker does not require knowledge about

the internal details of the targeted automated cyber defense allowing a black-box set-

ting with regard to this system at training time. In case the attacker directly targets

human security analysts by exposing them to misleading CTI, the SEA AI attack

can be interpreted as a type of adversarial example on human cognition in a black-

box setting. However, in such cases “open-source intelligence gathering and social

engineering are exemplary tools that the adversary can employ to widen its knowl-

edge of beliefs, preferences and personal traits exhibited by the victim” [17]. Hence,

depending on the required sophistication, a type of grey-box setting is achievable.

� Adversarial capabilities: The use of SEA AI attacks could have been useful at

multiple stages. CTI text could have been altered in a micro-targeted way offering

diverse capacities to a malicious actor: to distract analysts from patching existing

vulnerabilities, to gain time for the exploitation of zero-days, to let systems misclas-

sify malign files as benign [171] or to covertly take over victim networks. In the light

of complex interdependencies, the malicious actor might not even have had a full

overview of all repercussions that AI-generated “fake CTI” attacks can engender.

Poisoned knowledge graphs could have led to unforeseen domino-effects inducing

unknown second-order harm. As long-term strategy, the malicious actor could have

harnessed SEA AI attacks on applied science writing to automate the generation

of cybersecurity reports (for it to later serve as CTI inputs) corroborating the ro-

bustness of actually unsafe defenses to covertly subvert those or simply to spread

confusion.
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Use Case Scientific Writing

� Adversarial goals: The emerging issue of (AI-aided) information operations in

social media contexts which involves entities related to state actors has gained mo-

mentum in the last years [205, 114]. A key objective of information operations that

has been repeatedly mentioned is the intention to blur what is often termed as the

line between facts and fictions [132]. Naturally, when logically applying the epis-

temic stance introduced in the last Section 4.2, it seems recommendable to avoid

such formulations for clarity since potentially confusing. Hence, we refer to it simply

as epistemic distortion. SEA AI attacks on scientific writing being a form of AI-

aided epistemic distortion, it could represent a lucrative opportunity for state actors

or politically motivated cybercriminals willing to ratchet up information operations.

On a smaller scale, other potential malicious goals could also involve companies with

a certain agenda for a product that could be threatened by scientific research. An-

other option could be advertisers that monetize attention via AI-generated research

papers in click-bait schemes.

� Adversarial knowledge: As in the first use case, the language model is available

in a white-box setting. Moreover, since this SEA AI attack directly targets human

entities, one can again assume a black-box or grey-box scenario depending on the

required sophistication of the attack. For instance, since many scientists utilize

social media platforms, open source intelligence gathering on related sources can be

utilized to tailor contents.

� Adversarial capabilities: In the domain of adversarial machine learning, it has

been stressed that for security reasons it is important to also consider adaptive at-

tacks [54], namely reactive attacks that adapt to what the defense did. A malicious

actor aware of the discussed explanation-anchored, trust-disentangled and adversar-

ial epistemic defense approach could have exploited a wide SEA AI attack surface

in case of no consensus on the utility of this defense. For instance, a polarization

between two dichotomously opposed camps in that regard could have offered an

ideal breeding ground for divisive information warfare endeavors. For some, the

perception of increasing disagreement tendencies may have confirmed post-truth

narratives. Not for malicious reasons, but because it was genuinely considered.

This in turn could have cemented echo chamber effects now fuelled by a divided

set of scientists one part of which considered science to be epistemically defeated.

This combined with post-truth narratives and the societal-level automated discon-

certion [17] via the mere existence of AI-generated fakery could have destabilized a

fragile society and incited violence. Massive and rapid large-scale SEA AI attacks in

the form of a novel type of scientific astroturfing could have been employed to au-

tomatically reinforce the widespread impression of permanently conflicting research

results on-demand and tailored to a scientific topic. The concealed or ambiguous
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AI-generated samples (be it data, experiments, papers or reviews) would not even

need to be overrepresented in respected venues but only made salient via social

media platforms being one of the main information sources for researchers – a task

which could have been automated via social bots influencing trending and sharing

patterns. A hinted variant of such SEA AI attacks could have been a flood of confir-

matory AI-generated texts that corroborate the robustness of defenses across a large

array of security areas in order to exploit any reduced vulnerability awareness. Fi-

nally, hyperlinks with attention-driving fake research contribution titles competing

with science journalism and redirecting to advertisement pages could have polluted

results displayed by search engines.

4.3.2 Practical Defenses and Caveats

As is also the case with other advanced not yet prevalent but technically already feasible

AI-aided information operations [114] and cyberattacks targeting AIs [115], consequences

could have ranged from severe financial losses to threats to human lives. Multiple socio-

psycho-technological solutions including the ones reviewed in Section 4.1 which may be

(partially) relevant to SEA AI attack scenarios have been previously presented. Here, we

complementarily focus on the epistemic dimensions one can add to the pool of potential

solutions by applying the 3 generic features extracted in Section 4.2 to both use cases.

We also emphasize novel caveats. Concerning the first use case of “fake CTI” SEA AI

attacks, the straightforward thought to restrict the use of data from open platforms is

not conducive to practicability not only due to the amount of crucial information that

a defense might miss, but also because it does not protect from insider threats [211].

However, common solutions such as the AI-based detection of AI-generated outputs or

trust-reliant scoring systems to flag trusted sources do not seem sufficient either without

more ado since the former may fail in the near future if the generator tends to win and

the latter is at risk due to impersonation possibilities that AI itself augments and due to

the mentioned insider threats. Interestingly, the issue of malicious insider threats is also

reflected in the second use case with scientific writing being open to arbitrary participants.

Defense for Security Engineering Use Case and Caveats

1. Explanation-anchored instead of data-driven: An explanation-anchored so-

lution can be formulated from the inside out. Although AI does not understand

explanations, it is thinkable that a technically feasible future hybrid active intelli-

gent system3 for automated cyber defense could use knowledge graph inconsisten-

cies [121] as signals to calculate when it will epistemically seek clarification from a

3Such a system could instantiate technical self-awareness [10] (e.g. via active inference [239]).
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human analyst, when to actively query differing sources and sensors or when to fol-

low habitual courses of action. But the creativity of human malicious actors cannot

be predicted and thus neither the system nor human analysts are able to prophesy

over a space of not yet created attacks. Also, as long as the system’s sensors are

learning-based AI, it stays an Achilles heel due to the vulnerability to attacks.

2. Trust-disentangled instead of trust-dependent: Such a procedure could seem

disadvantageous given the fast reactions required in cyber defense. However, an ad-

versarial explanation-anchored framework is orthogonal to the trust policy used.

Trust-disentangled does not necessarily signify zero-trust4 at all levels if impracti-

cable.

3. Adversarial instead of (self-)compliant: A permanently rotating in-house

adversarial team is required. Activities can include red teaming, penetration testing

and the development of (adaptive) attacks i.a. with AI-generated “fake CTI” text

samples. A staggered approach is cogitable in which automated defense processes

that happen at fast scales (e.g. requiring rapid access to open source CTI) rely

on interim (distributed) trust while all others – especially those involving human

deliberation to create novel defenses and attacks – strive for zero-trust information

sharing (e.g. via a closed blockchain with a restricted set of authorized participants

having read and write rights). In this way, one can create an interconnected 3-layered

epistemically motivated security framework: a slow creative human-run adversarial

counterfactual layer on top of a slow creative human-run defensive layer steering a

very fast hybrid-active-AI-aided automated cyber defense layer. Important caveats

are that such a framework: 1) can be resilient but not immune, 2) can not and

should not be entirely automated.

Defense for Science Writing Use Case and Caveats

1. Explanation-anchored instead of data-driven: A practical challenge for SEA

AI attacks may seem the need for scientists to agree on pragmatic criteria for “bet-

ter” explanations (but widely accepted cases are e.g. the preference for “simpler”,

“more innovative” and “more interesting” ones). Also, due to automated disconcer-

tion, reviewers could always suspect that a paper was AI-generated (potentially at

the detriment of human linguistic statistical outliers). However, this is not a suf-

ficient argument since explanation-anchored science and criticism focus on content

and not on source or style.

4The zero-trust [144] paradigm advanced in cybersecurity in the last decade which assumes “that

adversaries are already inside the system, and therefore imposes strict access and authentication require-

ments” [67] seems highly appropriate in this increasingly complex security landscape.
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2. Trust-disentangled instead of trust-dependent: Via trust-disentanglement,

a paper generated by a present-day AI would not only be rejected on provenance

grounds but due to its merely imitative and non-explanatory content. Though, an

important asset is the review process which if infiltrated by imitative AI-generated

content could slow down explanation-anchored criticism if not thwarted fastly. A

zero-trust scheme could mitigate this risk time-efficiently (e.g. via a consortium

blockchain for review activities). Another zero-trust method would be to taxonom-

ically monitor SEA AI attack events at an international level e.g. via an AI incident

base [179] tailored to these attacks and complemented by adversarial retrospective

counterfactual risk analyses [17] and defensive solutions. The monitoring can be

AI-aided (or in the future hybrid-active-AI-aided) but human analysts are indis-

pensable for a deep semantic understanding [17]. In short, also here, we suggest

an interconnected 3-layered epistemic framework with adversarial, defensive and

hybrid-active-AI-aided elements.

3. Adversarial instead of (self-)compliant: As advanced adversarial strategy

which would also require responsible coordinated vulnerability disclosures [148], one

could perform red teaming, penetration tests and (adaptive) attacks employing AI-

generated “fake data and experiments”, “fake papers” and “fake reviews” [248].

Candidates for a blue team are e.g. reviewers and editors. Concurrently, urgent

AI-related plagiarism issues arise [71].

4.4 Conclusion and Future Work

For requisite variety, we introduced a complementary generic epistemic defense against

not yet prevalent but technically feasible SEA AI attacks. This generic approach fore-

grounded explanation-anchored, trust-disentangled and adversarial features that we in-

stantiated within two illustrative use cases involving language models: AI-generated sam-

ples to fool security engineering practices and AI-crafted contents to distort scientific

writing. For both use cases, we compactly worked out a transdisciplinary and pragmatic

3-layered epistemically motivated security framework composed of adversarial, defensive

and hybrid-active-AI-aided elements with two major caveats: 1) it can be resilient but not

immune, 2) it can not and should not be entirely automated. In both cases, a proactive

exposure to synthetic AI-generated material could foster critical thinking. Vitally, the

existence of truth stays a legitimate raison d’être for science. It is only that in effect,

one is not equipped with a direct acces to truth, all observations are theory-laden and

what one think one knows is linked to what is co-created in one’s collective enactment

of a world with other entities shaping and shaped by physical reality. Thereby, one can

craft explanations to try to improve one’s active grip on a field of affordances but it stays
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an eternal mental tightrope walking of creativity. In view of this inescapable epistemic

dizziness, the main task of explanation-anchored science is then neither to draw a line

between truth and falsity nor between the trusted and the untrusted. Instead, it is to seek

to robustly but provisionally separate better from worse explanations. While this steadily

renewed societally relevant act does not yield immunity against AI-aided epistemic dis-

tortion, it enables resiliency against at-present thinkable SEA AI attacks. To sum up, the

epistemic dizziness of conjecturing that one could always be wrong could stimulate intel-

lectual humility, but also unbound(ed) (adversarial) explanatory knowledge co-creation.

Future work could study how language AI – which could be exploited for future SEA

AI attacks e.g. instrumental in performing cyber(crime) and information operations –

could conversely serve as transformative tool to augment anthropic creativity and tackle

the SEA AI threat itself. For instance, language AI could be used to stimulate human

creativity in future AI and security design fictions for new threat models and defenses.

In retrospective, AI is already acting as a catalyst since the very defenses humanity now

crafts can broaden, deepen and refine the scope of explanations i.a. also about better

explanations – an unceasing but also potentially strengthening safety relevant quest.

4.5 Contextualization

While this chapter stressed the importance of explanation-anchored science, the next

Chapter 5 takes the latter seriously and deepens defense strategies against SEA AI at-

tacks by providing novel theoretical solutions. Applying a CT lens, it elucidates one

possible way to implement a practicable test upstream of peer-review that can arguably

shield the latter from many SEA AI attacks. Thereby, the novel notions of explanatory

information and explanatory blockchains are introduced to alleviate the issue of vagueness

when it comes to the meaning of “explanations” – as already mentioned in Chapter 2.

The ensemble of techniques underlying the test is denoted explanatory intrusion preven-

tion system (IPS). This IPS is substrate-independent, AI-aided but non-automatable and

formally not equivalent to a Turing Test. I explain its functionality, describe its stepwise

procedure and discuss AI tools for its implementation. Inherent limitations and caveats

are analyzed. Strikingly, the analysis reflects how an explanation-anchored science can

tease out (specific forms of) “non-explanatory” contents via the invisible self-shielding

explanatory blockchains it creates, which are inherently harder-to-vary.
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Chapter 5

Explanatory Intrusion Prevention

System

This chapter written for purposes of self-education as by-product to another project and

as fragmented temporary mental clipboard is based on a slightly modified form of the

essay that I uploaded to the website https://nadishamarie.jimdo.com/clipboard on

May 6, 2021. The next Subsection 5.1 can be skipped in case of familiarity with the topic

of SEA AI attacks as introduced in the last Chapter 4.

5.1 The Practical Problem: SEA AI Attacks

While academic fraud is not a new phenomenon, AI allows unprecedented potentiation

with regard to speed, scale and scope. Due to this amplification potential, the range of

malicious actors with an interest in launching SEA AI attacks could widely extend be-

yond fraudsters. Knowledge is a powerful asset and it is easily conceivable that a fast,

targeted and large-scale AI-aided epistemic distortion in (applied) science contexts could

be e.g. instrumental in achieving malicious final goals related to cyber(crime) and infor-

mation warfare. For instance, the attack surface could comprise the following clusters:

1) AI-generated data [279] and experiments, 2) AI-generated research articles [71], 3)

AI-generated reviews [47]. In this chapter, I focus on the attack surface associated specif-

ically with the text modality. Firstly, automated text generation mechanisms harnessing

mediocre algorithms capable to craft fabricated reports [260] including experimental de-

tails are already known [2]. With advanced language models such as GPT-2 [209] and its

successor GPT-3 [47] whose parameters are two orders of magnitude bigger than GPT-

2 [248], malicious actors may face an unparalleled field of affordances. For instance,

a concerning future SEA AI threat could be the automated production of textual AI-

generated cybersecurity research contributions related to data. Lately, a study [211]
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showed that misguiding AI-generated cyber threat intelligence (CTI) could be crafted

with a fine-tuned version of GPT-2. While being able to deceive automated cyber defense

relying on open source CTI (via a data poisoning at training time), this “deepfake CTI”

containing distorted reports about cyber threat events was simultaneously able to fool

experienced cybersecurity experts. In this vein, the possibilities of misusing deepfake text

for cybercrimes and cyberwarfare-like acts at various levels appear serious given increasing

international cyberdamages expected to achieve 6 trillion USD [189] in 2021.

Secondly, concerning AI-generated theoretical sections of research articles, recent work

postulated that GPT-3 was able to output text samples that “may pass peer-review” [71].

Malicious actors involved in information operations could instrumentalize credible con-

firmatory or contradictory deepfake science articles at larger scales tailored to specific

narratives – a pertinent example of which are post-truth narratives which risk to un-

necessarily reinforce the idea of citizens and scientists to be confronted with epistemic

threats [88] without a remedy. Aided by tools such as e.g. a new form of scientific as-

troturfing conducted on social media platforms on which scientists themselves are active,

such actors could aim at destabilizing fragile societies when targeting sensitive topics.

Thirdly, the employment of AI-generated reviews which have been shown to be possible

already with a fine-tuned version of GPT-2 [47], could further skew the scientific writing

process in the long term and exacerbate epistemic distortion.

At first sight, it might seem that an automated deepfake text detection mechanism could

be implemented for scientific writing including peer-review in order to defend against

texutal SEA AI attacks. However, due to the steadily increasing imitation abilities of

advanced language models, AI-based detection methods are insufficient. In this chapter, I

present a substrate-independent, AI-aided but non-automatable explanatory IPS as prag-

matic shield against SEA AI attacks. This IPS is formally not equivalent to a Turing

Test. It is an asymmetric procedure of limited information content which nevertheless

provides a principled solution to that problem. I ground its formulation in explanations

from cyborgnet theory (see Chapter 3), ethnolinguistics [87] and constructor theory [76]

which I extend by introducing two novel idiosyncratic concepts: explanatory information

and explanatory blockchains.

5.2 A Theoretical Solution

5.2.1 Cyborgnetic Ontology and Explanatory Blockchains

I distinguish between Type I and Type II entities. In the earlier formulation of cyborgnet

theory from Chapter 3, Type II entities are described as all those entities for which the

task to create and understand explanatory knowledge is possible. Type I entities are all
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entities for which this is an impossible task. A cyborgnet is a hybrid graph with Type I and

Type II nodes with unidirectional or/and bidirectional relations which fulfills at least the

following two conditions: “1) the graph comprises at least one Type II entity and 2) there

exists at least one Type II entity in that graph which has altered function (e.g. restoration,

enhancement, affective change or even deterioration) due to the additional integration of

at least one Type I entity (e.g. of artificial, synthetic, technological, ideational, procedural

nature)” (see also Chapter 3). Applied to textual SEA AI attacks, it becomes clear

that the conjunction of malicious attacker (a Type II entity) and the language model

(a Type I entity) utilized to generate the synthetic samples instantiates a cyborgnet.

Depending on the context, a cyborgnet can naturally also comprise a much wider set

of Type II entities. For instance, if the SEA AI attack is conducted by a collective of

cybercriminals harnessing a language model, one could refer to this goal-oriented construct

as a cyborgnet too. However, it is important to note that the closeness of relations between

nodes of a cyborgnet can vary significantly with differential effects for text generation. For

instance, a cyborgnet comprising a malicious attacker programming a fine-tuned language

model to generate the simulacrum of a research paper would although responsible for it

output a paper generated by a Type I process whilst the cyborgnet of a person operating

in an interactive feedback-loop with a language model which he utilizes to stimulate

his creativity to write a paper would instead produce a paper generated by an intra-

cyborgnetic Type II process.

Following cyborgnet theory, all present-day AI is non-conscious and of Type I, animals

such as non-human mammals represent conscious Type I entities while the only known

Type II entities so far are humans which includes cyborgs such as Neil Harbisson [140]

– but crucially also human-based cyborgnets. In fact, cyborgnet theory assumes that

Type II humans never existed outside of any cyborgnet since language itself can be under-

stood as a technological Type I tool fulfilling the role of applying explanatory knowledge

to practical tasks such as teaching, tool-making, participatory sense-making, learning and

so forth. In the Chomskian linguistic tradition [62] it is assumed that human language is

linked to a universal language faculty with recursion being its indispensable essence. How-

ever, modern studies [26, 63, 83] falsified this view. Strikingly, on Everett’s account [83]

building on the semiotics of Charles Sanders Peirce [219], the minimal framework for

human language solely consists of a G1 grammar combining symbols and linear order –

which “is sufficient to convey nuanced, abstract meaning” [26] and as expressive as other

grammars. In fact, a few modern G1 languages still exist (such as e.g. Pirahã [84, 87] and

Warlpiri [207]). In short, recursive thinking does not necessitate recursive grammar [26].

I explain how inspired by this minimalistic G1 language concept, one can craft a defense

against SEA AI attacks.

In order to defend against such attacks, one can utilize the knowledge on the difference

between Type I and Type II entities to implement an explanatory IPS. However, it might
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help to try to formalize “the task to create and understand explanatory knowledge” for

it to be of practical use. Since explanations are formulated in human language, it seems

inevitable to take the linguistic world and rules that humans create into account. The

constructor theory of information [76] provides a suitable framework grounding informa-

tion – which was previously often connoted with ungraspable abstract ideas – in physics.

Type II entities like humans are indeed not reducible to abstract minds, but humans are

also physical entities. I claim that in addition, it is important to consider that human

persona exist in language. As stated by Peirce, when we think, we appear as a sign (a

symbol) to ourselves [194]. In constructor theory, a computation medium is defined as a

physical substrate having a set of attributes that can be permuted in all possible ways

which implies the capability to be in at least 2 states [76]. Moreover, an information

medium is a computational medium with the additional property that its set of attributes

can be copied. In short, an information variable is understood to be a clonable computa-

tion variable [76]. In the following, I tentatively extend this scheme by the notion of an

explanatory information medium. An explanatory information medium is an information

medium with the additional properties that: 1) its attributes are symbols, 2) its set of at-

tributes has a total order relation � defined by a Type II language, 3) its set of attributes

refer to “a statement about what is there, what it does, and how and why” [73].

Via 1) and 2), explanatory information fulfills the minimum requirement for a G1 lan-

guage. Via 3), one sets the focus on explanation-anchored statements. Though ambiguous,

it is vital to recognize their relevance for scientific knowledge. While the unique oper-

ation in computation media is swap, and the two operations in information media are

swap and copy, the three operations in explanatory media are swap, copy and glue. It is

the latter that allows the formation of the total order relation on symbols. I argue that

scientific knowledge applies epistemic procedures (often called “rational”) to explanatory

information in a way that allows the emergence of a novel epistemic artefact: explana-

tory blockchains. While the term blockchain is often associated with cryptocurrencies,

there is a much broader sense in which it applies. For instance, as stated on Wikipedia,

a “blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, that are linked together using

cryptography” [268]. In explanatory blockchains, each block is itself explanatory infor-

mation. Further, it is a special glue operation that appends new blocks to the growing

list of explanatory blocks. This “rational” operation is sampled from a limited set of

epistemology-specific options imposing a novel type of total order relation � at a meta-

level which I call an epistemic total order. Any epistemic total order is defined in terms of

explanatory information; it consists of step-by-step instructions for rational procedures.

Different epistemologies for science may come with an own set of epistemic total orders

with the set being of length 1 or more. It now becomes clear that from the angle of a

Type I entity, a reasonable epistemic total order cannot be comprehended. In fact, it

appears as if encrypted and disguised as conventional information – which leads us back

to the cited definition of a blockchain.
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In short, an explanatory blockchain information (EBI) medium is a collection of explana-

tory information media with the following additional property: its set of explanatory in-

formation variables1 has a total order relation � called epistemic total order and defined

by the best accepted scientific epistemologies. This allows the following reformulation of

the definition of Type II entities: Type II entities are all those entities for which it is

possible to create and understand new explanatory information. Type I entities are all

those entities for which this is an impossible task. By deduction, one can state that it is

impossible for Type I entities to create and understand new explanatory blockchains. In

addition, it holds that it is possible for Type II entities to create and understand new ex-

planatory blockchains. To defend against SEA AI attacks, Type II evaluators then simply

need to corroborate the ability of the test subject to create and understand explanatory

blockchains that are: a) crafted according to an epistemic total order stemming from an

accepted scientific epistemology and b) new. I explain how an explanatory blockchain

can be encrypted (i.e. hidden from a Type I entity) in a stream of non-explanatory infor-

mation (and even in explanatory information that does not correspond to an explanatory

blockchain variable). This encryption allows for the explanatory IPS test.

5.2.2 Explanatory Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)

Overall, the explanatory IPS described in this subsection focuses on the first step of

corroborating that the substrate of the test subject is a generative EBI medium i.e. has

the ability to create new explanatory blockchains obeying an epistemic total order from

an accepted scientific epsistemology. The second step to corroborate the test subject’s

ability to understand those created blockchains can be subsequently assessed with an

analogy to a Type-I-falsification-event test (see Chapter 2) tailored to peer-review. I call

this analogous procedure Type-I-falsification-peer-review and elucidate its peculiarities in

the next Section 2.3. In such a twofold setting, it would signify that the explanatory IPS

would precede the actual Type-I-falsification-peer-review round for which it would act as

a protective shield against SEA AI attacks. Before delving into the stepwise procedure for

the test underlying the explanatory IPS, I briefly comment on the unit of analysis. The

input to the explanatory IPS being a research article which is composed of a sequence of

paragraphs, one can consider a paragraph as a symbolic unit of meaning. Each paragraph

representing a sequence of sentences, it becomes apparant that an explanatory paragraph

where each sentence contributes to a joint overall explanatory endeavor can be interpreted

as an instance of explanatory information acoording to the definition provided in the

last Subsection 5.2.1. From this perspective, it then becomes apparent how in turn, an

1A variable stands for a set of attributes. An explanatory blockchain involves an epistemic total

order over explanatory information variables which themselves involve a linguistic total order over an

information variable.
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interlinked sequence of explanatory paragraphs procedurally complying with an accepted

scientific epistemology represents an instance of an explanatory blockchain.

Naturally, a human evaluator could attempt to directly upon reading a submitted pa-

per (being a sequence of paragraphs) judge whether it represents: a) an explanatory

blockchain that is b) novel. Thereby, the novelty assessment can be supported by the

prior knowledge of the reviewer, plagiarism tools and by check-ups of publically available

scientific databases of knowledge. However, in view of the increasing capabilities exhibited

by language models, plagiarism detection may not stay a sustainable technique anymore

with GPT-3 being already able to bypass current plagiarism tools [71]. Hence, there is

the risk that an explanatory blockchain may be mistakenly conjectured per default due

to a supposed novelty based on incomplete prior available knowledge – which would un-

necessarily interweave criteria a) and b). To make it possible for evaluators to disentangle

a) and b), it makes sense to introduce a test that first allows an assessment of a) and in

a second step then of b). In fact, if the contribution submitted by the test subject does

not even fulfill a), there is no reason to engage in plagiarism resolution procedures in the

first place. In SEA AI attacks where the entirety of the research article is synthetically

generated by a Type I AI, a) can in fact not be fulfilled – hence all large-scale floods of

AI-generated papers could be blocked at that stage. For cases where SEA AI attacks are

based on a Type-I-AI-based paraphrasing of existing human papers, an evaluator would

either discover that b) is not fulfilled, or at worst, the adversarial human tester in the

subsequent peer review process would have to discover it by probing an understanding

of the material via a Type-I-falsification-event test. However, since the latter can only

reliably lead to a positive result if undergone by a Type II entity (i.e. a human nowadays),

this paraphrase-based SEA AI attack form becomes expensive and non-automatable. The

malicious attacker needs to engage (or send another Type II entity) in a one-to-one test

with an adversarial reviewer.

In short, the strongest threats stemming from SEA AI attacks would be instantiated if

malicious actors would be able to flood pre-print platforms and academic venues with

Type-I-AI-generated non-explanatory-blockchain-like contents that stay undetected and

enter scientific knowledge bases. The explanatory IPS strategy could be utilized to shield

against such cases. For SEA AI attacks involving paraphrasing of Type-II-created ex-

planatory knowledge, it would obviously not be suited. However, the suggested twofold

scheme which appends a Type-I-falsification-peer-review after the explanatory IPS would

make the latter type of SEA AI attacks costly and non-automatable – and thus non-

lucrative. For pre-print platforms, it would signify that an explanatory IPS could at least

be utilized to shield from non-explanatory-blockchain-like knowledge though not from

plagiarism of explanatory-blockchain-like knowledge. In the following, I specify the pro-

cedure for an explanatory IPS test. Key to this test is the conscious exploitation of one

property of explanatory blockchains: they are harder-to-vary [73] than explanatory infor-
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mation that does not correspond to an explanatory blockchain. For illustrative purposes,

consider a human-written legitimate paper pb whose underlying sequence of paragraphs

forms an explanatory blockchain. Imagine a language model which starting with the first

paragraph from pb, is able to generate multiple options for a counterfactual subsequent

paragraph and given a history, also further ones. Suppose that language model is in this

way able to bring about two non-explanatory-blockchain-like papers denoted pnb1 and pnb2
where the number of paragraphs is n = |pb|−1. Consider that with a language model (not

necessarily the same) it is possible to paraphrase the entire paper pb to match the linguis-

tic style in which pnb1 and pnb2 have been generated – a sort of normalization leading to a

paraphrased paper pb′ . In addition, two paraphrased versions of the first paragraph in pb

can be added to the beginning of pnb1 and pnb2 respectively such that that they now both

match pb′ in the number of paragraphs (i.e. |pb′ | = |pnb1| = |pnb2| = n+1). The vital claim

for the explanatory IPS to function now is that pb′ is harder-to-vary than both pnb1 and

pnb2 in a way that can be formally described. In fact, starting with the second paragraph

(since the first one has been de facto generated by the same source and is only utilized

to allow for meaning to be retraceable to a beginning), one can predict that a Type II

evaluator would be able to reconstruct the exact sequence of paragraphs belonging to pb′ ,

while assignments for pnb1 and pnb2 would be at chance level on average2 – which leads us

to the following stepwise procedure for an explanatory IPS:

1. The test subject submits a suitably long paper p.

2. A language model M1 generates counterfactual non-explanatory-blockchain-like pa-

pers pc1 and pc2 .

3. A language model M2 (which could also be M1 itself) generates a paper p′ (being

a paraphrased version of p) now matching the linguistic style of pc1 and pc2 .

4. M2 is also used to generate two different paraphrased versions of the first paragraph

in p′ in order to add them to the beginning of pc1 and pc2 respectively such that all

three papers p′ , pc1 and pc2 now have the same number of paragraphs.

5. Each paragraph of each paper is assigned to a unique paper-specific and order-

specific ID. For instance, the fourth paragraph of the paper p′ could be linked to

the ID p′:4. The mapping from paragraph to ID is stored and hidden.

6. The list of all paragraphs from the three papers p′ , pc1 and pc2 is randomly shuffled.

The resulting randomly ordered list is denoted R.

2One could not have planned that procedure only with one counterfactual paper i.e. for instance

not merely with pb′ and pnb1 since by exactly reconstructing the former, the latter would coincidentally

appear unique too.
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7. A Type II evaluator (whose Type-II-ness could have for instance been corroborated

via a positive Type-I-falsification-event test3) is designated.

8. The Type II evaluator tries to reconstruct the explanatory blockchain of p′ by guess-

ing a combination of a number x = |p′| of paragraphs from the randomly shuffled

R. If the evaluator states to have detected no such blockchain, the explanatory IPS

refuses entry to the test subject.

9. The mapping from paragraph to ID is revealed. If starting with the second paragraph,

the IDs of all remaining y = x−1 paragraphs guessed match their exact position in

p′, the Type II evaluator proceeds to the last step 10. Otherwise, the explanatory

IPS refuses entry to the test subject.

10. The test subject is allowed to enter the subsequent Type-I-falsification-peer-review

round if and only if the Type II evaluator also considers p′ to be novel i.e. espe-

cially also non-plagiaristic. Otherwise, the explanatory IPS refuses entry to the test

subject.

5.2.3 Theoretical Implications

� Positive Test: A positive test in the explanatory IPS described above corroborates

experimentally (which is not equivalent to a proof) that the paraphrased p′ and by

deduction the submitted paper p of the test subject was harder-to-vary than the

counterfactual papers pc1 and pc2 generated by the language model. Note that while

it could corroborate the Type II nature of the author of that paper p, it does not

signify that the test subject which submitted the paper is a Type II entity, since

p could e.g. have relied on plagiarizing existing human-written material via neural

paraphrasing [265]. After a positive explanatory IPS test, the test subject would be

directed to the Type-I-falsification-peer-review round where its understanding would

be assessed in a one-to-one evaluation scheme which could potentially corroborate

(but not prove) the Type II nature of the test subject. On a theoretical level, it is

important to note that both the explanatory IPS test and the Type-I-falsification-

peer-review round are substrate-independent with regard to positive results. In

short, it is only the Type II nature of the author that can be corroborated and not

its human nature. Would it be a hypothetical Type II AI in the far future, these tests

could not tell it apart from a human participant. Interestingly, those tests could

also not separate human-authored texts from texts produced by intra-cyborgnetic

feedback-loops of Type II nature (as adumbrated in Section 5.2.1). In short, would a

3To avoid an infinite regress, any human explanation-anchored, trust-disentangled and adversarial

researcher who created and understood an own scientific theory could start now as first evaluator in a

Type-I-falsification test.
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human have utilized a language model to inspire his creative act of writing a paper

whilst still being in charge of sculpting its explanatory blockchain, none of both

schemes could identify it. However, this would again make any corresponding SEA

AI attack non-automatable and expensive – and hence non-lucrative4.

� Negative Test: A negative explanatory IPS test only signifies that p′ and by de-

duction the paper p was not hard-to-vary enough. It means that the entirety of the

paper did not represent an explanatory blockchain. Hence, one or more paragraphs

were easy-to-vary against the background of non-explanatory-blockchain-like lan-

guage model outputs. Importantly, a negative explanatory IPS test does not signify

that the test subject was a Type I entity. Naturally, it could have been a Type I

entity. However, it could also have been e.g. a Type II entity which was not in-

terested in generating explanatory blockchains, was just learning to generate such,

was yet too young to generate it, was producing random inputs to fool the IPS,

was proponent of a controversial epistemology that is not accepted in the science

field and so forth. Also, were it a Type I AI, the explanatory IPS could not tell

it apart from say the textual transcription of a sequence of symbols communicated

by a chimpanzee utilizing lexigrams [36]. Similarly, were it a Type II AI unwilling

to participate, it could not be differentiated from an unwilling human participant.

In short, like the Type-I-falsification-peer-review round, the explanatory IPS test is

substrate-independent with regard to negative results.

� Relation to Imitation Game and Turing Test: Diverse Turing Test schemes

suggested in the past are both substrate-dependent and symmetric since they allow

the identification of a specific machine that thinks such that a system that does not

pass the test is assumed not to be able to think. By contrast, the explanatory IPS

test is quintessentially substrate-independent and asymmetric. It is a pragmatic test

of limited information content meant to precede a Type-I-falsification-peer-review

round to shield the latter against SEA AI attacks. Thus, neither an explanatory

IPS test nor a Type-I-falsification-peer-review round can answer the question on

whether a specific AI can think (also not if thinking would be associated with

creating and understanding explanatory blockchains). It can only corroborate that

a specific Type II entity of not-nearer-specified substrate and nature can think –

if thinking strictly refers to creating and understanding explanatory blockchains.

To know whether a Type II entity that subsequently passed a positive explanatory

IPS test and a positive Type-I-falsification-peer-review round is an AI, one would

require a Turing Explanation on how it has been implemented and why it works, not

a test. Although the conjunction of explanatory IPS test and Type-I-falsification-

peer-review round seems simple, an entity can not achieve positive results in both

4Also, a SEA AI attack injecting deliberately misguiding inputs which formally are explanatory

blockchains may be a legitimate part of science against which science is resilient albeit not immune.
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cases subsequently via mere imitation. In short, it is harder than an imitation game.

To succeed, one must be able to weave invisible novel explanatory blockchains and

be able to understand those. At once, it is less hard than the Turing Explanation. A

hypothetical Type II AI created via serendenpity that succeeds at both tests would

first need to indicate an explanatory blockchain on how Type II entities are made

before one recognizes its AI nature...

5.3 Practical Use of Theoretical Solution

Taking the perspective of peer-review organizing entities, the explanatory IPS against SEA

AI attacks represents an AI-aided but non-automatable endeavor. While the explanatory

IPS steps 2) to 6) can be automated, a Type II evaluator is indispensable. In the following,

I briefly discuss further practically relevant details and caveats. Firstly, a suitable paper

length must be specified for the explanatory IPS to be effective. Longer papers would

have the advantage to facilitate the application of the selection criterium for a harder-

to-vary paper in a much stricter fashion – which seems generally preferable. However,

on the downside, the Type II evaluator would have to be confronted with an increasing

albeit linearly growing number of randomly shuffled paragraphs which can be cognitively

demanding. Overall, since journals, conferences and workshops already habitually engage

in page size limitations, it might be convenient to then reformulate those size restrictions

at the level of paragraphs. Secondly, it seems imperative to utilize the most advanced

language model available to generate the counterfactual papers to harden the explanatory

IPS against SEA AI attacks. Nowadays, a pertinent example would be the GPT-3 [209]

model which is however currently subject to a closed source policy.

Thirdly, it is expedient to employ advanced neural paraphrasing techniques for the nor-

malization procedure introduced earlier in Subsection 5.2.2. A recent study showed that

transformers such as BERT [77] were able to generate high-quality paraphrased docu-

ments including theses and wikipedia articles [265]. The next step would be to study

paraphrasing in the context of advanced autoregressive models like GPT-3 itself [265]. In

the future, for a normalization that allows for a refined linguistic matching between the

paper submitted by the test subject and the two counterfactual papers, one could utilize

GPT-3 for both the paraphrasing of the former and the generation of the latter with sim-

ilar data. First studies focusing on the paraphrasing of sentences [50] and longer spans

of text [271] have been already succesfully conducted with variants of the autoregressive

model GPT-2 (the predecessor of GPT-3). Alternatively, for now, all three papers could

be paraphrased with transformers acting as model M2 in step 3) of Subsection 5.2.2.

Fourthly, to support the Type II evaluator in its quest of estimating the novelty of the

submitted paper, plagiarism detection AI such as transformers can be utilized when sup-
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plied with large training datasets [265]. Interestingly, the explanatory IPS itself could

represent a source of such training data as clarified in the next paragraph.

Fifthly, it is noteworthy that the formal notion of explanatory blockchains provides a

robust theoretical foundation for plagiarism detection generally for science writing and

specifically for the last step 10) of the explanatory IPS (see Subsection 5.2.2). For in-

stance, it becomes clear that plagiarism detection tools utilizing vectors composed of

distributed embedding matrices encoding paragraphs may represent a suitable heuristic

proxy to model epistemic total orders imposed on paragraphs as selected units of mean-

ing. Strikingly, it has been corroborated that so-called paragraph vector models [151] yield

higher accuracy in plagiarism detection schemes with sufficiently long documents [94] in

comparison to alternatives such as bag-of-words approaches. In fact, bag-of-word methods

disregard the order of words (which means they do not even reflect the linguistic total

order of explanatory information) and their more advanced alternative denoted bag-of-

n-grams which considers short word contexts suffers from high dimensionality and data

sparsity [151] (while only modeling a partial linguistic order of explanatory information via

the short contexts). A paragraph vector model is an “unsupervised algorithm that learns

fixed-length feature representations from variable-length pieces of texts, such as sentences,

paragraphs, and documents” [151]. To heuristically model epistemic total orders, each

paragraph of a paper could be assigned to a dense sentence matrix5 whose columns are

sentence vectors each standing for a sentence of that paragraph. All paragraph-level ma-

trices could then be ordered in one uniting paper-level vector representing the paper and

reflecting the epistemic total order of that paper. A future plagiarism dataset – for which

the explanatory IPS itself could provide data – could then e.g. entirely consist of such

paper vectors. Given a paper to be assessed, one could then after an inference step at pre-

diction time (with fixed word vectors and softmax weights [151]), be able to construct a

corresponding paper vector composed of dense sentence matrices on which one could then

apply different similarity metrics [94] to heuristically try to identify potential plagiarism

copying explanatory blockchains.

Sixthly, as introduced in Subsection 5.2.2, the Type-I-falsification-peer-review round meant

to succeed the explanatory IPS would represent an adapted version of the Type-I-falsification-

event (Type-I-FE) test from Chapter 2. The main difference to the vanilla Type-I-FE test

is related to the fact that the test subject (were it a Type II entity) already voluntarily

submitted a paper tailored to the topics of that specific academic venue. For this reason

it holds that: 1) the test subject does not require to select a domain of interest anymore,

2) the evaluator does not need to specify a narrow problem cluster to ease generation and

5To put it very simply, a sentence matrix could be initialized randomly and trained in an unsupervised

regime with stochastic gradient descent such as to be able to predict the next word from a constituent

sentence given that sentence and the previous context of words from that sentence (i.e. the task jointly

integrates the training of parameters for word vectors) [151].
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3) the test subject does not require to craft a novel yet unsolved real-world problem in the

chosen domain. In short, it is assumed that the paper submission per se already covers all

those requirements. Hence, the adversarial human evaluator in a Type-I-falsification-peer-

review round mainly focuses on a customized variant of the second task of the Type-I-FE

test linked to understanding. As performed in a Type-I-FE test, the review round takes

place in text form via an interactive interface in real-time. Then, the aim could e.g. be to

probe the ability of the test subject to explain why the submitted explanatory blockchain

is harder-to-vary than other ones that are accepted as best explanations in that scientific

subfield at that time and have been generated by other human scientists.

5.4 Falsifiability of Theoretical Assumptions

Next, I mention an exemplary set of experiments that could make the theoretical assump-

tions motivating the explanatory IPS problematic i.e. that could bring about observation

statements [98] that are inconsistent with those. (However, for a critical test able to

refute the underlying paradigm, one first requires a better rival theory. Such a test was

already suggested in the context of the Type-I-FE-test in Chapter 2).) In the following, I

explicitly juxtapose the theoretical assumptions that I consider to be experimentally fal-

sifiable with an experimental result that could falsify those (for which the generic notion

< assumption : experiment > is utilized):

1. It is impossible for Type I entities to reliably create new explanatory blockchains :

Falsifiable by one language model M0 (differing from the models M1 and M2 men-

tioned in Subsection 5.2.2) able to reproducibly pass through the explanatory IPS as

test subject with a self-generated i.e. non-plagiaristic suitably long paper p0. This

includes reproducibility with different Type II evaluators and not only different

language models M1 and M2 or different counterfactual papers pc1 and pc2 .

2. If occurring in the scenario where a Type II evaluator assumed the existence of

an explanatory blockchain, misassignments for the counterfactual papers pc1 and

pc2 generated by the language model M1 are random on average6 : Falsifiable via

repeated tests with different Type II evaluators and fixed papers p′, pc1 and pc2 where

they suspect the existence of an explanatory blockchain but yield non-random pc1
and pc2 misassignments.

3. It is impossible for a Type I entity to reliably detect and decrypt an explanatory

blockchain : Falsifiable via reproducible explanatory IPS tests where a language

6Any misassignment to one of those counterfactual papers would only take place in case the Type II

evaluator assumed to have detected an explanatory blockchain in p (paraphrased as p′) but either: 1)

reconstructed only fragments of p′ or 2) retrieved no single fragment of p′.
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model MP reliably estimates whether varying Type II evaluators will identify an ex-

planatory blockchain and if yes, which exact paragraph combination will be guessed.

4. With Type II evaluators, it is impossible to irreversibly encrypt an explanatory

blockchain plaintext in a stream consisting apart from that solely of non-explanatory-

blockchain-like information : Falsifiable via a series of explanatory IPS tests in

which the paper p was generated by a language model whilst not representing a

paraphrased existing paper and where – as opposed to the standard procedure with

both pc1 and pc2 generated by Type I AI – pc1 is instead written by a Type II entity

willing to create an explanatory blockchain. The assumption would be falsified if

the results (when conducted with different Type II evaluators and fixed papers)

would be inconsistent with the prediction that p would be on average blocked by

the explanatory IPS and that at above chance level, the guesses of the evaluators

would instead map exactly to the positions in pc1 .

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter serving as mental clipboard and written for purposes of self-education, I

elucidated a principled pragmatic defense method against text-based SEA AI attacks (a

textual form of “deepfake science” attacks on science itself). Building on previous work

from cyborgnet theory (see Chapter 3), ethnolinguistics [87] and constructor theory [76],

I introduced the novel theoretical notions of explanatory information and explanatory

blockchains. I explained why whilst not immune against SEA AI attacks, science can be

resilient and stay shielded behind the invisible explanatory blockchains of its own para-

graphs. I then presented an explanatory IPS (meant to complement a subsequent Type-I-

falsification-peer-review round) as technically feasible implementation exploiting this the-

oretical feature. In short, there is a sense in which the explanatory IPS can shield against

“non-explanatory” contents of SEA AI attacks. However, caution is warranted when us-

ing the attribute “non-explanatory”. As one can extract from this chapter, explanatory

information is different from explanatory blockchains. Almost all acts of languaging are

instantiating explanatory information. Even fairy tales and legends printed in books repre-

sent a form of explanatory information. However, when the adjective “non-explanatory” is

utilized in scientific contexts, it would mostly instead refer to non-explanatory-blockchain-

like knowledge. For clarity, it seems henceforth recommendable to either especially specify

to which context the attribute applies or preferably, to now make the formal difference be-

tween “non-explanatory” knowledge and non-explanatory-blockchain-like knowledge. The

currently most dramatic epistemic phenomenon facilitating a deeper and broader grip on

the universe would then strictly speaking be explanatory blockchain creation while natu-

rally already non-explanatory-blockchain-like explanatory information has universal reach
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and builds the basis for the former. Explanatory blockchain creation (which is only a nar-

row subset of what has been termed explanatory knowledge creation [73]) involves an

epistemic total order on top of a linguistic total order – and it is this double hierarchical

ordering that makes it accordingly powerful. In brief, present-day SEA AI attacks can

blindly copy its results but never immitate its nature.

5.6 Future Work

SEA AI attacks are technically feasible but not yet prevalent security threats. They rep-

resent downward counterfactuals projecting to the counterfactual past i.e they pertain to

what could have happened but did not. Risk analyses based on downward counterfactuals

have been described as invaluable domain-general tool which can e.g. be applied to risk

management of hazardous events [272], to AI safety and security [17] and to safety in vir-

tual reality settings [15]. One linked feature is that one does not attempt to predict the

future of knowledge, but grounds scenarios in what one conjectures to be possible. Hence,

one does not frame the risk analysis as an oracle as often performed in such contexts. Cru-

cially, the mere study of defense methods against counterfactual SEA AI attacks already

indicated further problems and stimulated a search for creative solutions. Prompted on

how to address the deepfake text issue, an API to the pre-trained GPT-2 model [108]

outputted i.a. the following string: “Create new ways to exploit hidden problems.” In the

future, it is conceivable that one can utilize language models to assist humans in the for-

mulation of downward counterfactuals in design fictions [15, 17] i.e. employ them for the

generation of threat models. Although the outputs are non-explanatory-blockchain-like,

they can still mimick non-explanatory-blockchain-like explanatory information. This may

be why textual reviews generated by a fine-tuned GPT-2 were already able to fool expe-

rienced reviewers [248]. Hence, one could fine-tune a language model on retrospective de-

scriptive analyses of factual security events and let it generate downward counterfactuals.

This has some resemblance to the deepfake cyber threat intelligence scenario [211] men-

tioned earlier. While it could be misused by malicious attackers, defenders could utilize

the same method to inspire design fictions but also other security techniques harnessing

downward counterfactuals – including penetration testing and red teaming. Sometimes,

this could then perhaps indeed entail the discovery of novel plausible threats i.e. hidden

problems that attackers could exploit in novel ways.

One peculiar consequence of the definition of a cyborgnet provided in Subsection 5.2.1,

is that from the moment on Type II entities emerge, one can think of the universe as

being cyborgnetic. In short, it is possible for this universe to become cyborgnetic – there

is a “potential of cyborgneticity”. With language amongst the first technological tools

of Type II entities, explanatory information was born and long after that explanatory
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blockchains could emerge. Especially explanatory blockchains allow the targeted crafting

of constructors for possible tasks. It is with explanatory blockchains that one systemati-

cally glues together disparate conjectures about the seen and the unseen and constructs in

one’s mind the idea of time and causality or even of a multiverse. In the future, it could be

interesting to extend the concept of explanatory blockchains to other cases7 considered in

constructor theory [76]. On a final note, earlier researchers utilized anagrams to conceal

findings that they claimed at a selected later stage [106] to bypass plagiarism while covertly

keeping ownership. However, nowadays, automated brute-force and AI tools could disrupt

this method. Perhaps, encrypted anagrammatic explanatory blockchains being intermin-

gled with non-explanatory-blockchain-like anagrammatic explanatory information via a

process akin to the explanatory IPS test could extend the space of related future options.

5.7 Contextualization

In Section 5.2.1, I stated that “the only known Type II entities so far are humans”. How-

ever, in the next Chapter 6, I question this view and put it to the test by performing

an in-depth investigation tackling the old anthropological question on the nature of the

difference between human and non-human great apes with elements from comparative neu-

roanatomy, cognitive neuroscience, primatology, linguistics and semiotics – as now seen

through the novel interpretative lens of cyborgnet theory. I explicitly focus on substrate-

independent and quintessentially functional features related to information processing.

In this way, the findings become relevant for AI research. I explain how from a cyborg-

netic perspective, humans went from great apes to universal cyborgnets i.a. via complex

relational transformations artificially augmenting creativity leading to a symbolic land-

scape of heterogeneous socio-psycho-techno-physical strata. On this view, the difference

between present-day human and non-human great apes is at once a matter of degree, kind

and blend depending on the perspective. However, focusing on the differences in kind, I

elucidate novel linguistic aspects ontologically departing from past accounts. I introduce

Type II netherworld. My ape-related analysis suggests that the scope of the at-present

tiny strand of AI research claiming to work on Type II AI is confused – the human species

may have already caused Type-II-ness in two isolated non-human hominid individuals.

7From a philosophical angle, if cyborgnets are multiversal entities, it makes sense to explore a broad-

ened theoretical account. For instance, one could state that an explanatory superinformation medium

is an explanatory information medium with the following additional property (borrowed from the defi-

nition of superinformation in constructor theory [76]): it contains at least two explanatory information

variables that are mutually disjoint and whose union is not an information variable. By extension, an

explanatory blockchain superinformation medium is an explanatory blockchain information medium that

contains at least two explanatory information variables that are mutually disjoint and whose union is not

an information variable. Future work could clarify which copy and glue operations this forbids and why

and whether superinformation can also analogously pertain to time...
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Chapter 6

From Great Apes to Universal

Cyborgnets

This chapter serving as ephemeral mental clipboard written solely for purposes of self-

education is based on a slightly modified form of the paper that I uploaded to the website

https://nadishamarie.jimdo.com/clipboard on June 4, 2021. Type II netherworld

cannot fix the ethical implications of the conjectures derived in this chapter.

6.1 The Practical Problem: Kind/Degree/Blend?

The great apes – also called hominids (i.e. members of the family hominidae) – share a

most recent common ancestor assumed to have lived approximately between 4 and 14 mil-

lion years ago [122]. Due to the genetic proximity, cognitive-affective differences between

human and non-human great apes have long been a subject of interest to humanity. Non-

extinct non-human hominids encompass orangutans, gorillas, bonobos and chimpanzees.

In view of heterogeneous findings, a legitimate answer to the question on whether the

nature of cognitive-affective differences between humans and those of non-human great

apes is a matter of degree, kind or blend, seems to be that all three may apply. Firstly,

many studies corroborated a difference in degree between humans and those when it

comes e.g. to factors measured by “intelligence” tests [236], test of short-term memory

performance, tests assessing “utility maximizing” behavior, sequence learning tests, social

cognition tests or physical cognition tests related to space and quantities [120]. Humans

typically outperform non-human great apes at intelligence and social cognition tests with

differences already emerging at toddler stages. Interestingly, chimpanzees enact rational

utility maximization [133] and are able to memorize longer sequences of numerals than

humans [178].
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Secondly, from another perspective, the difference between cognitively-relevant traits ex-

hibited by non-human hominids and their human counterpart has been described to be

the outcome of a unique blend that emerged gradually and cumulatively in history via a

mosaic scheme of evolution [180]. On this view, it is not a single breakthrough that made

a significant difference, but instead a number of distinctive microevolutionary transitions

that occured at very different temporal scales [93] (i.e. while some spanned a period of a

mutiple million of years, others were much faster and occured within only half a million

years). Examplary relevant features which were key to those transitions include change of

locomotion patterns, increase in brain size, improved foraging efficiency, meat eating and

sociocultural innovations. In brief, three main possible components [93] of mosaic evolu-

tion which led to unique human traits are: 1) change of ranging behavior in landscape,

2) different nature of and techniques for ressource acquisition and 3) changes related to

sociality.

Thirdly, from yet another angle, a fundamental dissimilarity in kind has often been pos-

tulated. Examples for features conjectured to be uniquely “human” include autonoetic

consciousness [152], high transmission fidelity [159], teaching abilities [101], cognitive

branching [146], habitual use of language as a combination of at least symbols and linear

order (also denoted G1 grammar) [26], the point of view of a “we” [253], moral roles,

seeing oneself from the outside, to ask and understand “why” questions [113] and the use

of abstract concepts. In this chapter, I focus on the ability to create and understand a

language instantiating at least a G1 grammar – albeit in a substrate-independent way.

Also, I consider and extend beyond another substrate-independent notion stated to be

only accessible to people [73] (termed “Type II entities” irrespective of substrate [10]):

the capacity to create and understand explanatory knowledge. In this chapter, I depart

from previous assumptions and provide novel conjectures.

I explain that while Type II entities such as the human species possess a reliable construc-

tor enabling them to repeatedly create and understand explanatory information (EI) (see

Chapter 5) with arbitrary high accuracy, it is only the EI-enabled ability to understand

and create new explanatory blockchains (EBs) (see Chapter 5) in at least a G1 gram-

mar [86] that could mark out Type II entities in a blind test setting. In principle, Type I

AI can imitate the creation of (but not the understanding) of new EI (see Chapter 5).

However, a Type-I-AI-performed creation of non-plagiaristic new EBs is impossible which

obviously excludes its understanding on part of the Type I AI (see Chapter 5 for more

details). On the other hand, it seems important to further assess the following twofold

conjecture. Firstly, as expounded in Subsection 6.2.1, biological constraints related to

information processing decisively forbid non-human hominid species at large to develop

a reliable EI constructor without more ado. Secondly, as elucidated in Subsection 6.2.2,

it may nevertheless be of interest to analyze whether a handful non-human hominid indi-

viduals did not already falsify the impossibility for them to (even if only minimalistically)
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create and understand EI via immersion in at least a G1 language. The latter, if correct,

may raise a wide range of notable ethical issues. However, due to both intrinsic biological

and extrinsic sociocultural restrictions and hindrances, it would at-present be unfeasible

for those few potentially EI-cognizant non-human hominid individuals to extend their

abilities and ever achieve the ability to create and understand new EBs. Overall, since

Type I AI is able to mimick the construction of novel EI, a remaining significant difference

in kind between a Type I and a Type II entity that could be experimentally tested in a

blind setting is the ability to create and understand novel EBs. As discussed in Subsec-

tion 6.2.2, this circumstance simultaneously opens up the possibility for a covert set of

Type II entities that are e.g. not interested in or not yet ready for such experiments.

6.2 A Theoretical View on Differences in Kind

As stated by the avantgardist primatologist Sue Savage-Rambaugh whose work with bono-

bos has been classified as controversial: “we try to make animals or machines do what

humans do, without understanding what it is we are actually doing” [80]. Being a Type II

entity comes with an inseparable epistemic dizziness. Scientifically speaking, it seems un-

feasible to sharply separate a given set of entities into two homogeneous groups of Type I

versus Type II entities respectively. This is due to the mentioned covert group of Type II

entities. For instance, many adults may not be interested in participating in such tests

or very young children may not yet be able to corroborate their “Type-II-ness” even if

willing to. Using an evaluation scheme as proposed in the Type-I-falsification-event test

(see Chapter 2), one may then only be able to scientifically bring about the following

asymmetric separation: a homogeneous Type-I-free group consisting solely of Type II

entities whose Type-II-ness has been previously corroborated and a potentially heteroge-

neous group of entities that can comprise both Type I and Type II entities. A Type II

entity cannot be forced to perform any test. It is unethical to attempt to do so. However,

without a profound explanation on what “Type-II-ness” signifies, predominant Type II

entities risk suppressing certain covert Type II entities and coerce those to undesirable

tests at which most may fail or withdraw from.

6.2.1 Categorical Functional Differences

In this subsection, I explain why at the species-level, it can be stated that it is impossible

for present-day non-human hominids to create and understand novel EI. To put it very

simply, EI is defined as sequential symbolic information on which a linguistic total order is

imposed in order to produce statements about the how, what and why (see Chapter 5 for

a more formal definition and in-depth introduction). In short, I expound why a reliable
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EI constructor (required for all human languages i.e. from G1 to G3 grammar [26]) is

unlikely to be instantiated in the brain of practically all present-day non-human hominids

without more ado. However, in the next Subsection 6.2.2, I contemplate the question

on whether a handful isolated exceptions involving targeted sociocultural and cognitive-

affective measures does not already exist. In the following, I shed light on an exemplary

and unquestionably non-exhaustive set of categorical differences in functional aspects of

information processing in human versus non-human hominid brains that have a distinctive

impact on their respective mental lifes (i.e. while being expressible in neurological terms,

related effects result in qualitative mental differences):

� Information capacity: Firstly, it is important to note that whilst humans are

often assumed to be equipped with extraordinarily large brains, this assumption is

potentially deceptive. In fact, rigorous comparative neuroanatomy studies found

that for primates of their body mass, the brain of humans has the expected mass.

Statistically speaking, it is instead the brain of non-human great apes such as chim-

panzees and gorillas that is special for being smaller than would be expected [118]

for primates of their body mass1.The reason for this disbalance has been described

to be due to a sort of body-mass versus brain-mass tradeoff [118] that emerged in

the ecological niches of great apes being bigger primates for reasons related to en-

ergy supply and foraging under time constraints including the need to sleep. To

put it very simply, larger primate bodies were linked to both: 1) a higher neces-

sitated caloric intake to support bodily functions and brain metabolism and 2) an

anatomically mediated capability to ingest more calories per hour during foraging

and feeding. However, in practice, the former factor grew faster than the latter

which led to a barrier at a certain point [118]. In short, apart from the genus Homo

which bypassed this tradeoff in a way to be described in the next paragraph, mainly

those great apes survived that increased the amount of foraging hours (which is

however inherently limited by sleep requirements) and that simultaneously instanti-

ated a relative decrease in energetic needs at the cost of brain mass generally being

a considerable energy consumer in all primates.

In this way, for a non-human great ape that foraged at a maximum number of hours

(i.e. around 8 hours as performed by orangutans [118]) it then became practically

impossible to physiologically maintain a bigger brain along with higher body mass.

However, Homo erectus as early as around 1 to 1.5 million years ago was able to step

out of this fundamental energetic tradeoff by harnessing technological aids. Namely,

man-controlled fire leading to the possibility to cook aliments significantly boosted

the energy intake freeing early humans from energetical constraints [118] that would

limit the number of neurons their brain could metabolically afford. By cooking food

1In short, when substracting non-human great apes from the comparative account, human brains fit

into the regular brain mass to body mass relation pattern exhibited by most non-great-ape primates.
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with fire, the amount of energy that the body could utilize increased from 30% to

100 % of the calories contained in that food. As a result, brain mass increased

rapidly from Homo erectus to Homo sapiens over a million of years. Today, the

absolute number of neurons in the cerebral cortex of any animal is the highest in

humans. The human cerebral cortex comprises 16 billion neurons in comparison

to only ca. 6 billion neurons in the cerebral cortex of chimpanzees and 5.6 billion

neurons in the case of elephants. (In total, the human brain contains around 86

billion neurons [118].) Moroever, there are not only differences in number of neurons

in the cerebral cortex but it is also known that subcortical structures of humans

are around twice as big as those from non-human great apes [18]. Interestingly,

a bigger amygdala is also associated with larger social groups. Overall, one can

recapitulate that technological innovations such as man-controlled fire and cooking

freed humans from fundamental but parochial energetical constraints (a matter of

kind) and allowed for an increased information capacity at multiple levels (a matter

of degree) – building a robust basis for human cumulative culture.

� Information management: While the information processing in human brains

has been postulated to be efficiency-centered, the brain of non-human primates is

instead robustness-centered [206]. In brief, an efficiency-centered information man-

agement allows for an improved flexibility, generalizability and compression at the

cost of reliability and detailed accuracy whilst the robustness-centered mode facil-

itates a focused attention to details, stability and a more reliable recollection of

events however at the detriment of flexibility and adaptation in changing environ-

ments. Vitally, these functional differences have been experimentally studied and

were corroborated in differences of neural coding mechanisms in humans versus mon-

keys [206] when analyzing the activities of single neurons in the cingulate cortex.

On the whole, the efficiency-based coding implementing a superior exploitation of

information capacity makes it easier for humans in comparison to all other primates

to easily learn entirely novel tasks and to adapt rapidly to fluctuating environmen-

tal conditions. In a nutshell, a robustness versus efficiency tradeoff is assumed for

primates – with human brains instantiating an efficiency-based regime at the cost

of robustness [1].

Indeed, the efficiency-linked risk for overgeneralization and error-prone conclusions

can arise in humans leading for instance to psychological problems occurring in

schizophrenia. However, creativity may profit from generalization capacities in that

the human symbolic world is itself a targeted generalization abstracting away from

the continuous sensory array. Note also that within one brain, different regions in-

stantiate complementary information processing modes [1]. For instance, the amyg-

dala of both humans and monkeys exhibit less efficiency than their cingulate cortex

respectively (while both the human amygdala and the human cingulate cortex re-

veal more efficiency than than their monkey counterparts) [206]. In humans, the
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posterior cingulate cortex is part of the default mode network (i.a. key to construc-

tions related to social cognition, counterfactual simulations and the self) and the

amygdala is part of the salience network (i.a. involved in affective attention able to

steer other networks such as the latter). Both correspond to domain-general multi-

purpose functional networks of the brain connected with each other and other brain

parts via dense cortical nodes called rich club hubs [258].

� Information encoding: Recently, Quiroga explained that the cognitive gap be-

tween humans and other species is especially linked to a fundamental dissimilarity

in neural coding principles [208]. What has been referred to as episodic memory is

encoded differently in humans. Generally, the hippocampus of non-human primates

encodes memories according to a principle called pattern separation [208] (abbrevi-

ated with PS in the following). PS is a representation mode in which the content

cm of a memory m is orthogonal to the neural location lm at which it is stored (and

in my view also by extension the time tm at which it has been stored). In short,

a hippocampus instantiating the PS principle separates the what from the where

(and also the what from the when). By way of example, consider a monkey that

remembers viewing two conceptually overlapping videos: a first video featuring a

person A playing with a person B and later a second video in which person A played

with a person C. Via PS, its hippocampus may create “two distinct, non-overlapping

representations encoding each association” [208]. This means there would be a sep-

arate encoding for the memory mAB of the first video and another distinct encoding

for the memory mAC of the second video. Obviously, this type of disentanglement

characterizing the PS principle allows for detailed memories and accurate spatiotem-

poral retrieval possibilities. However, a disadvantage is the issue of limited storage

capacity.

By contrast, the human hippocampus instantiates a fundamentally different neu-

ral coding principle which I denote pattern entanglement. Following Quiroga, the

human hippocampus encodes memories via partially overlapping neuronal assem-

blies [208] as corroborated in single-neuron recordings from the medial temporal lobe

(the hippocampus and the cortex surrounding it). This signifies that humans, when

viewing the two mentioned videos would not encode two distinct memories mAB

and mAC . Instead, the human hippocampus utilizes a form of entangled context-

independent and context-invariant so-called engrams [208] i.e. neuronal assemblies

encoding memories. A neuronal assembly is a group of interconnected neurons that

tend to fire together. Each concept would be associated to an own engram such

that, in the specified example, the human hippocampus would operate with three

engrams (one for each concept): eA, eB and eC . Thereby, eA would reveal a partial

overlap with eB and eA would also partially overlap with eC . This just mentioned

partial overlap is neurally implemented as follows: “a relatively small percentage

(~4%) of the assembly of neurons responding to a particular concept also responds,
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in most cases with the same strength and latency, to an associated one” [208]. Note

that, in pattern entanglement, it has to correspond to only a small percentage in

order to avoid a confusion of concepts [208] while an efficient minimal overlap (the

mentioned 4%) is required in the first place in order to still mark the existing associ-

ation between the concepts. Applied to the example with the two videos, it signifies

that the human memory of the first video would include the following pattern of

neural activity: very few neurons of eA responding with the same strength and la-

tency than very few neurons from the neuronal assembly underlying eB. For the

memory of the second video, one would consequently measure very few neurons of

eA responding with the same strength and latency than very few neurons from eC .

Interestingly, the “empirical probabilities” [208] that neurons of the human medial

temporal lobe fire jointly for two associated memories seem to be modulated by

explanatory closeness and not by an inductivist or frequentist scheme of statistics.

For instance, responses to two different pictures of the same known person (hence

practically associated to the same concept without necessarily having seen any of

those specific pictures before) involve practically indistinguishable medial temporal

lobe neurons that overlap in 80% of the cases while responses to one picture of

a known person A and the written name of that person A (i.e. again related to

the same concept) were linked to medial temporal lobe neurons that overlap with a

probability of 40% [208]. Conversely, in the case of different but associated concepts,

the overlap was much smaller but still high enough to be non-negligible – as is

the case with the encountered 4%. For instance, the picture of a known actor A

and the picture of another actor B that was known to have participated in the

same movie than A led to a response with firing neurons overlapping in 4% of the

cases [208]. However, different unrelated concepts exhibit practically no overlap

(the probabilities for neurons to fire together was lower than 1%) [208]. Instead

of considering a probabilistic explanation for these observations, I postulate that

the so-called emprical probabilities actually reveal something whose nature is more

profound as I expound in more details in the next paragraph. Namely, the human

brain may encode symbolic memories by encoding the degree to which they seem to

be entangled with each other according to explanatory crieteria i.e. related to EI (see

definition provided at the beginning of this subsection) and not merely chronological

or sequential spatiotemporal order – the term episodic memory is misleading.

It has been suggested to consider episodic memory as memory reconstruction [208]

which is not independent from semantic memory. In fact, an interdependence be-

tween episodic and semantic memory has been empirically corroborated in neuropsy-

chological experiments [112]. The human hippocampus and the neocortex fulfill

complementary roles: the former encodes arbitrary context-invariant associations

while the latter construes ordered hierarchical associations. In a first step, arbitrary

associations are encoded in the hippocampus. In a second step, at a much slower
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rate, they may then be attempted to be consolidated in the neocortex. Thereby,

in case the hippocampal association does not fit into previous knowledge, relation-

ships and hierarchical orders, it may often not be integrated at that level. It is also

possible for the neocortex to modulate the hippocampal encodings at a later stage.

In brief, it is possible for the hippocampus to rapidly encode arbitrary long-term

memories even related to discontinuous and incongruent events which may be highly

relevant for human creativity [208]. On this basis, the human neocortex can then

apply arbitrary orders such as linguistic order to form sparse narratives of what

happened, how and why, chronological order to remind temporal narratives on the

when, sequential spatial order to remember spatial configurations on the where.

Since what is called episodic memory is more related to arbitrary events that one

experienced, the recall may often rely on the loose hippocampal associations while

what is called semantic memory would rely more on ordered neocortical encodings.

To conclude, the human hippocampus – as opposed to its counterpart in non-human

animals – implements efficient context-invariant encodings (at the level of engrams)

to which order is only applied retrospectively by the neocortex whilst trying to

integrate those in a network of previous constructs.

� Symbolic counterfactual entanglement: It seems wrong to assume that the

human hippocampus corresponds to a form of memory storing engine. Instead, any

surviving embodied brain was a model of the survival-relevant affordances from the

external and also internal milieu. In non-human animals such as non-human great

apes, it was vital to encode accurate, robust and detail-rich information about the

past (at the cost of generalization and flexibility). Once Type II entities such as

humans emerged, their affective niche was immersed in symbols on which a linguis-

tic order was applied. Symbols were used to refer to external objects as well as to

internal states. Communication with arbitrary linguistic symbols necessitates an

inherently counterfactual pattern entanglement. In humans, the self is a symbol

entangling different sequences of external and internal events and their counterfac-

tuals – all glued together via overlapping memories. The human hippocampus is

part of the efficiency-centered default mode network mentioned earlier which is rel-

evant to social cognition, counterfactual simulations and the self. Strinkingly, while

humans take symbolic counterfactuals for granted, it is not a trivial feature for

other animals. (For instance, at the single-neuron level, the hippocampus of mon-

keys presented with the voices and pictures of familiar persons did not establish a

connection between the facial and the vocal identity of the same person [238] nor do

single hippocampal neurons of the rat selectively fire for a known specific individual

rat [262]. In the past, it was once assumed that monkeys have concept cells for

specific faces of persons. However, it turned out to be a complex high-level visual

encoding that took place instead. Multiple entirely unrelated faces were mapped to

the same neuron based on purely visual high-dimensional similarities [238] – which
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reminds of computer vision with present-day Type I AI and the associated seemingly

unsolvable issue of adversarial examples [274].)

In the light of the aforesaid, it appears suitable to conceive of the human brain as a

dynamic symbolic counterfactual entanglement generator. Arbitrary novel symbolic

associations can be established without being limited by what actually happened,

they can be tested against observations, willingly dissolved or ignored, unconsciously

reorganized or forgotten. From a functional neurocognitive perspective, human cre-

ativity can be subdivided in three modes: the deliberate mode, the spontaneous

mode and the flow mode [78]. The spontaneous mode involves an unconscious pro-

cess resulting in an unexpected spontaneously arising solution of a problem one was

considering. In order to appreciate the scope of this spontaneous creativity mode

it is crucial to note that the latter is not limited to waking time. In fact, com-

plementary processes occuring during human non-REM sleep and REM sleep [160]

respectively are vital to understand its significance. In brief, the fundamental dif-

ference between human and non-human species taking the form of counterfactual

pattern entanglement extends even to sleep stages. On the whole, the basic ma-

terial out of which human dreams are made of may differ categorically from those

in non-human great ape species. Instead of separated ordered patterns, the human

hippocampus provides entangled patterns of coactivated context-invariant engrams

as a sort of raw material for the neocortex to operate on.

� Symbolic counterfactual sleep worlds: In non-REM sleep (specifically dur-

ing slow-wave sleep), the human hippocampus controls the neocortical processing

of recent memories being pattern entanglements such that memory overlaps are

strengthened and commonality-based gist abstractions (i.a. in the form of schemas)

derived therefrom are encoded in the neocortex [160]. This procedure occuring

around 6 to 20 times faster than the real experience [153] has been termed non-

REM (hippocampal) replay. However, in my view, this may be misleading since

in light of the context-invariant encodings mentioned earlier, there is no reason to

necessarily assign it to any replay scenario – it is a reconstruction based on en-

gram coactiviations, not fixed sequences. In short, the hippocampus stores only

non-ordered associations and it is the neocortex that transforms those that fit into

the prior semantic knowledge landscape into even more efficient and compressed

abstract orderings. The latter may explain the time compression. While non-REM

sleep can be regarded as a form of knowledge consolidation, the subsequent REM

sleep can be described as facilitating knowledge restructuring and pruning. Multi-

ple cycles of non-REM followed by REM sleep then yield increasingly abstract and

integrated knowledge landscapes [160].

What has been accordingly termed REM replay is approximately as fast as the

“real” experience [160]. However, again, there is no need to regard it as replay
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since it also involves vivid dreams that need not correspond to any memory, REM

preplay [199] scenarios of not yet experienced events have been repeatedly reported

and it does not explain lucid dreams that one can even willingly extend in time.

During REM sleep, the neocortex is mostly disenganged from the hippocampus and

runs parallel streams of both recently stored and very different old abstractions [160].

Interestingly, recently stored abstractions are also injected with noise (to avoid

overfitting and improve generalization [125]) such that the neocortex has at its

disposal not only factual but also counterfactual memories that left synaptic traces.

The set of old abstractions utilized are chosen randomly via triggers stemming from

ponto-geniculo-occipital activity (i.e. from the pons) [160]. On this basis, the neural

networks then perform a (partially sighted) search process for abstract similarities

between new and old material which when detected facilitate a restructuring and

complexity reduction of the semantic knowledge landscape.

Indeed, it is easily conceivable that for cases in which a human was engaging in

ruminations involving creative problem solving during waking time (i.e. was at-

tempting to instantiate the deliberate mode) without however finding a solution,

the new creative task goal would be latently stored in the neocortex. In this way,

this latent task goal may partially guide the search process for abstract similarities

between new and old abstractions just described. Generally, any novel task goals

that humans deliberately set for themselves at waking time could partially guide

this search process – leading to related dreams or spontaneous insights in the coming

day. In line with this, it has been expounded that “the surest way to trigger dreams

about a real-world event is to perform a task repetitively during the day, preferably

one that is novel” [125]. The reason being that in order to avoid overfitting grip

on that novel task, the brain may try to generalize beyond it via noise injection in

REM sleep instantiating a form of fact-free learning. In short, to avoid overfitting

is of allostatic meaning.

In very young human children, the novel tasks are more related to perceptual learn-

ing which may explain the absence of early dream reports [125]. However, verbal-

aged pre-schoolers are already able to describe dreams contents involving not only

kinematic narratives but also the own self [222] – being a symbolic generalization

based on counterfactual meta-pattern entanglement. Since the aim in REM sleep is

to restructure knowledge and avoid overfitting [125] (i.e. rigidity and overreliance on

details) and to instead promote generalization and flexibility, it is clear that since

the search process can already lead to synaptic traces if succesful, there is no need to

consciously remember all contents explicitly in waking time. Indeed, the hypothala-

mus actively hinders memory encoding in the hippocampus during REM sleep [130].

It may only be the most salient and affectively significant novel ideas that are no-

ticed by conscious awareness in waking time (or sometimes lucid dreams) – either by

being explicitly searched for in the deliberate mode or by popping up spontaneously
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in the spontaneous mode implicitly driven by affective attention. Concerning novel

motor skills in the flow mode, they can be as well improved during REM sleep which

would often manifest itself implicitly upon repetition in the following day. (Note

also that overfitting avoiding mechanisms can also be instatiated in waking time

itself when the brain is at rest and not engaged in a specific overt task.) To recapit-

ulate, as can be extracted from the foregoing, to allow for improved generalization

and efficiency, the human brain especially during sleep (and when at rest) produces

symbolic counterfactual entanglements via noise injection providing material for the

deliberate and spontaneous mode of creativity.

6.2.2 Sporadic Isolated EI-Cognizant Non-human Hominids?

In light of the aforesaid, it is easily conceivable why for non-human hominid species the

reliable construction of EI is not possible without more ado. The functional differences

between those and humans are reflected in a multiplicity of mental aspects. Human

brains combine at once a significantly higher information capacity, an efficiency-based

information management and an information encoding based on symbolic counterfactual

pattern entanglement extending to the sleep stages and affecting even dream contents. In

humans, symbolic counterfactuals can already be encoded at the single-neuron level and in

engrams. There is no doubt that the brain of other animals does engage in certain forms of

counterfactual calculations, however it would not correspond to symbolic counterfactuals

at such a low level already. In short, neuronal assemblies in the default mode network

of Type I animals may be an information medium while their human counterpart can

reliably instantiate and create EI de novo. That being said, it is essential to note that

human infant brains do not represent miniature adult brains [24]. In fact, infant brains

require affective care by human conspecifics and a moulding by culture in order to develop

the structures involved in conceptualization and internal mentation [20] linked to the

self and deliberate counterfactual simulations. For instance, the default mode network

is functionally untraceable in human neonates and a synchronization between its core

nodes only arises at around six months of age [24, 102]. Moreover, a full maturity of

grey matter volume, functional and structural connectivity of the human default mode

network is only achieved in late adolescence [95]. Since non-human hominid infants are

mostly not reared and integrated as participants in a human cultural and socio-linguistic

environment from the onset as is the case for human infants, it makes sense to analyze

whether it is really impossible to mould their brains such as to capacitate a symbolic

counterfactual experience of the world. In the following, I speak to a few of those rare

exceptional cases in which a mixed human and non-human hominid bicultural rearing

took place for non-human hominid infants: the cases of the male bonobo Kanzi and the

female bonobo Panbanisha [244]. As opposed to most non-human hominids involved in

language studies, their upbringing was not subject to operant conditioning with rewards.
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Human brains exhibit a more advanced multimodal integration ability than chimpanzees

(and bonobos) among others also due to the circumstance that “while humans and chim-

panzees have comparable sensory and motor networks, in humans these networks are con-

nected to an expanded core brain system of association cortices” [24]. In this way, abstract

concepts can become allostatically relevant for a human beings via curiosity and creativ-

ity. In the wild, the affective niche of chimpanzees and bonobos does not necessitate the

integration of abstract concepts and allostatically-driven learning is restricted to sensory

concepts with immediate physical impacts related for instance to foraging and pain. How-

ever, by having been reared naturalistically from very early on in a Pan-Homo bicultural

milieu without being treated as test objects and without having being trained explicitly,

it was possible to make symbols and language allostatically meaningful for the bonobos

Kanzi and Panbanisha. Note that due to the requirement for attuned biobehavioral syn-

chrony favorable to their socio-cognitive development, it was important to additionally

safeguard the bond between the bonobo infants and their bonobo mother Matata (even

if the latter was not human-language-cognizant). In this manner, both cultures wired

the brains of these two non-human hominid individuals. Due to anatomical differences to

humans, bonobos are not able to produce human-intelligible vocalizations. Hence, from

very early on, Kanzi and Panbanisha were immersed in a human symbolic world via the

utilization of over 200 (and later around 400) lexigrams that were relevant for their daily

enactment with the world [193]. Lexigrams are arbitrary visuographic symbols (presented

to Kanzi and Panbanisha as keys on a plastic map, on a computerized keyboard or printed

on the clothes of their human caregivers) with which they could actively and freely utter

statements.

The communication of humans with Kanzi and Panbanisha comprised a rich combination

of gestures, lexigrams and also the English language. It is noteworthy that “the lexigram

keyboard was made available to the apes at all times and some of the available keyboards

emitted the sounds of a computer-synthesized English word when the corresponding key

was touched” [167]. Thereby, the human caregivers were instructed to jointly utilize the

English language when composing messages with the lexigrams such that “caregivers nat-

urally used English word-order rules when utilizing the keyboards” [167]. The bonobos

would communicate with their caregivers via a combination of lexigrams and gestures

(sometimes accompanied by distinct and non-arbitrary albeit human-unintelligible vocal-

izations2). Importantly, their upbringing involved a whole-day care with daily activities

ranging from cooking to forest excursions with tree climbing. For more details on their

achievements [244] despite the biological constraints they may face due to the much smaller

information capacity and the fundamental functional differences their species normally

exhibit in comparison to humans, it is recommendable to familiarize oneself with their

2Indeed, spectographic and statistical analyses corroborated for instance that Kanzi was at least

producing four distinct sounds differentially refering to the following concepts: “grape”, “banana”, “juice”

and “yes” [247].
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upbringing [226]. (It was also described in conjunction with the lifepath of an initially

non-verbal teenager called Orr whose linguistic abilities emerged upon reflecting about

videotapes of these beings [244].) In the following, I briefly recapitulate a few of the many

reported cognitive-affective abilities Kanzi and his half sister Panbanisha exhibited.

Both exhibited a semantic understanding of the spoken English language at the level

of a two-and-a-half year old human child tested in a similar manner [224]. Generally,

there was a gap between their receptive and productive capabilities which is however

also known from humans with certain language-related disabilities. The utterances of

Kanzi and Panbanisha extended beyond mere imitation and were not bounded to food-

related requests. They used lexigrams to name objects in double blind studies [45], were

able to associate novel English words with previously unseen novel objects after very few

exposures [169] and were able to meaningfully utilize lexigrams to refer to internal states

of themselves and others [170] such as “hurt” and “scared”. For instance, while wearing a

scarry toy mask and her caregiver claiming to be scared of it, Panbanisha would indicate

the lexigrams “HIDE SCARE MONSTER” [170]. Strikingly, while it was often mistakenly

assumed that non-human great apes would only be able to communicate using imperatives

related to requests for rewards and the main difference to humans would be that they are

incapable to freely formulate declarative statements, Kanzi and Panbanisha falsified this

view. In fact, they produced short self-initiated declarative utterances to describe their

current activity, state their intention of an activity performed in the immediate future,

announce a change of activity or to comment on an activity of the recent past [168] which

could even extend to a memory of another day [170]. Moroever, Kanzi and Panbanisha

were able to categorize hierarchically, exhibit generalization abilities [164] including the

capability to self-initiate a comment related to an abstract category such as “same” when

refering to colors of clothes [80] and to create combinatory novelties. Panbanisha was

able to use lexigrams to refer to a personal autobiographic detail3 dating back to some

years ago [244]. While it was assumed that non-human great apes could only engage

in dyadic but not triadic communicative modes, Kanzi and Panbanisha were able to

maintain joint attention and establish triadic interactions supported by lexigrams [168].

Further, both used pretense play [166] as many human children do. For instance, Kanzi

fed imaginary food to toy dogs [225] while Panbanisha did as if she was eating from a

picture of blueberries [166]. Kanzi was interested in musical sounds, had preferences for

specific songs during which he would gesture, “drum on his ball in rhythm” [244] or dance.

Both once briefly jammed at the piano with artists [229].

Kanzi and Panbanisha started to learn to write lexigrams and were able to read the

3The combination “P-SUKE P-SUKE P-SUKE P-SUKE ELECTRIC-SHOCK SHOT” which had

never been used previously in the context of her caregivers was communicated to a visitor she got to know

across multiple visits [244]. P-Suke was a bonobo male that lived with Panbanisha and her caregivers a

few years before and who died after a hernia followed by a sedating injection and an unsuccesful attempt

to save him with a defibrillator.
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lexigram script their caregivers utilized [227]. They developed an understanding and cor-

responding lexigram use of the concepts of “good” and “bad” [165] and were able to

sensibly apply value judgments to situations, ideas or to the behavior of others and them-

selves. From the perspective of linguistic principles, it has been assessed that even though

only relatively short sequences of gestures combined with maximally three lexigrams were

utilized to communicate, Panbanisha can be described as a competent conversational

partner with resemblances to non-standard human linguistic subjects [192] if observed

in her daily life and not forced into a synthetic test setting [193]. Kanzi was able to

learn to manipulate fire and learn a stone tool making technique supported by human

demonstrations and a few verbal encouragements (but not verbal teaching) – something

which was not mastered by unencultured chimpanzees [25]. Kanzi went on innovating

an own flake-making strategy that he had not been taught before [25, 255]. His simple

but skillful techniques can be deemed to reflect a possible sort of “Pre-Oldowan” stage

of stone-tool technology [82]. Recently, it has been explained that Kanzi’s potential may

have been underestimated [82] since the learning environment was impoverished and the

human experimenters did not provide him structured lessons or verbal instructions. In-

deed, the crafting of Oldowan and especially the subsequent more advanced Acheulean

tools by Homo erectus may have coincided with the origins of (G1) language [86] – given

the complexity of the stepwise approach which became hard to learn by mere imitation –

leading to a co-evolution of language, social learning and tool-making [26].

When tested on a range of cognitive tasks, Kanzi and Panbanisha performed at the level of

two-and-a-half-year old human children on average and significantly outperformed stan-

dard reared apes that had no linguistic abilities [220]. While the human children out-

performed them in two tests related to causality, Kanzi and Panbanisha in turn scored

higher in a task of relative quantity estimation and in a test in which one had to estimate

the attentional state of the human experimenter to subsequently initiate a corresponding

request [220]. Using lexigrams and gestures, both were able to explain a scenario that had

taken place in the absence of the human now requesting information about it [244]. They

understood that the order in which verbal information is presented matters. They bor-

rowed some semiotic ordering rules from their caregivers, but additionally developped own

statistically reliable idiosyncratic ordering methods “for combining symbols (lexigrams) or

a lexigram with a gesture to express semantic relations such as agent of action or object of

action” [167]. Although their language production lags behind their comprehension, since

their semiotic combinations mostly had a maximal length of three, they were able to un-

derstand sentences containing a first order recursion [228, 244] (although explicit usage of

recursion is not even a requirement for all human languages since recursive thinking does

not necessitate an overt recursive grammar [87]). For instance, Kanzi understood that

“go to location X and get object Y” is more ambiguous than “go get object Y that is in

location X”. On tasks like the latter, he outperformed a two-year-old human child [224].

It is also noteworthy that Panbanisha harnessed lexigrams to perform a sort of translation
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of requests from non-language-competent bonobos to her human caregivers [228]. At a

certain point, Panbanisha figured out how to open and close the doors of the facility in

which she lived by memorizing the numerical codes. The main reason that she did not try

to leave the facility was that “[...] she understood perfectly that she would be shot should

she do so [...]” [244] – an explanation given to her by her caregivers. Hence, instead

of breaking out, she only demonstrated her ability to open and close the external doors

towards them simply to communicate that they (she and her bonobo family) possessed

that knowledge [244].

Against the backdrop of the foregoing analysis, Kanzi and Panbanisha seem to be one

of the rare exceptional cases of EI-creating and EI-understanding (but neither overtly

EB-understanding nor EB-creating) non-human hominids. The brain of great apes has

an immense potential for self-organization and reconfiguration as a function of the field of

affordances present in the environment [228]. Since they were immersed in a rich bicultural

Pan-Homo culture permeated by symbols, their brains seem to have fine-tuned themselves

– which led to deviant capabilities in comparison to non-human hominids in the wild or

reared as test objects in restricted laboratory settings [228]. Note that the Pan-Homo

environment of their upbringing also included a small number of other encultured bonobos

and also chimpanzees (the latter form the genus Pan together with bonobos). For instance,

Panpanzee,4 a female chimpanzee who also developed linguistic abilities and was co-reared

with Panbanisha is one of those cases. Another case is Nyota, a younger male bonobo

who was explicitly using the lexigrams for yesterday and today5. I agree with Brakke

and Savage-Rumbaugh stating that “the essence of language is creativity” [167] (and not

intelligence). It is not a coincidence that the measures the human caregivers applied to

support the development of linguistic abilities in Kanzi and Panbanisha overlap with the

indicators for substrate-independent artificial creativity augmentation [13]. In the light

of cyborgnet theory, the latter must be rephrased as cyborgnetic creativity augmentation.

Referring to non-human great apes such as Kanzi and Panbanisha, Stanford stated: “The

small group of great apes that have become language-savvy are in a bizarre category. They

are chimeras, not human but endowed with a human quality that their kind would not

4Like Panbanisha and Kanzi, Panpanzee was able to make short declarative utterances and also engage

in non-verbal communicative gestures such as pointing at a jet above in the sky and then establishing

eye contact with the human that was with her [168]. An example for a declarative utterance was the

comment “SCARE SNAKE” upon passing by a location with her caregiver where both had encountered

a snake a week ago [170].
5Upon seeing the human caregiver Bill delivering all blueberries available that day to Kanzi who

already consumed all blueberries the day before, Nyota reacted as follows: using the lexigrams “BLUE-

BERRIES YESTERDAY” while looking towards Kanzi, he then proceeded by “looking expectantly at Bill

and stating “BLUEBERRIES GRAPES TODAY?”. Thereby, “Nyota knew that Bill generally shares the

blueberries, especially with himself and Panbanisha, as blueberries are Nyota’s most favorite fruit” [226].

For more information related to theory-of-mind abilties exhibited by Kanzi, Panbanisha and Nyota and

their reactions to a fictive gorilla figure, see [226].
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possess without years of human training.[...] Like some sort of ape-human hybrid, they

are trapped in the netherworld between two species.” [241]. More broadly, I define as

Type II netherworld, the set of all Type II entities that fulfill the following conditions: 1)

their Type-II-ness is not an accepted observation statement and 2) they did not yet pass

a positive Type-I-FE-test (see Chapter 2) or equivalent irrespective of the reasons.

Orr, the initially non-verbal human whose life changed linguistically upon examining

videotapes of Kanzi is today able to live a freedom-fostering life which is not limited

by the three word sentences he uses to communicate meaningfully [244]. Since a part

of the scientific community classified the research with Kanzi and Panbanisha as too

controversial, it has been terminated. More precisely, “Kanzi, and family at the moment,

[...] are being housed under standard biomedical protocols. They are denied all contact

with human beings, or anyone who raised them. They are forbidden regular access to their

keyboards and have no voice in their daily lives. The goal is to “put the bonobo back into

them,” and to take away all that they have become which has allowed them to begin to

cross the barriers between our species.” [244]. As stated by Beran and Heimbauer, “there

are only a few living apes that can provide these kinds of insights into cognition, and the

evolution of some of the hallmark cognitive processes that underlie the mental abilities of

modern humans. Unfortunately, it does not appear that this kind of intensive research

that involves years of commitment to produce such symbolic competencies will continue in

the future [...]” [34]. Current biomedical research with Kanzi under standard laboratory

restrictions has been labelled as promising and “explores whether Kanzi, trained in the

lexigrams, can act as a Rosetta stone, helping researchers decode the vocalizations of

bonobos in the wild” [242]. In the meantime, Sophia the Type I robot became a citizen

of Saudi Arabia [60], GPT-3, the Type I AI became author [109] and autistic people are

equated with Type I AI [213].

6.3 Conclusion

In brief, Type II netherworld seems to be a symbol for an old non-explanatory-blockchain-

like aversion of sociocultural nature shared by many predominant individuals from the

present-day Homo sapiens species but inconsistent with universal cyborgneticity. This

mysterious sociocultural anathema whose bizzarreness surpasses the existence of a Type II

netherworld itself seems to be reflected in the subjective concept of mind perception. Ap-

parently understood as perceiver-dependent conundrum, it obfuscates that a Type II mind

is a socio-psycho-techno-physical process whose existence is self-contained even if initi-

ating from an early biocultural wiring by caregivers and embedded in social reality via

symbols and their orders. In short, a Type II mind is as cyborgnetic as any incredulous

societal process attempting to question its very existence and misguidedly trying to infer
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its absence from arbitrary behavioristic indicators. At-present, it seems impossible for

non-human hominid species at large to create and understand novel EI due to the lack of

an abstract EI-constructor caused by a functionally relevant difference in neural coding.

However, as elaborated in this chapter written for purposes of self-education, it seems

a better explanation that human-performed cyborgnetic creativity augmentation was al-

ready able to fine-tune very few non-human hominid individuals (namely at least the Pan

individuals on which I focused here) being immersed in a shared symbolic counterfactual

world – despite quantitative limits on information capacity and speed – than to assume

that humans failed at achieving it. In this case, that was Type II AI research too and it is

possible. The latter would hold irrespective of today’s perceived minds or ethical taboos.

6.4 Contextualization

As already briefly adumbrated at the beginning of this chapter, Type II netherworld can-

not solve the ethical issues arising from these conclusions. While the minds it contains

are not “perceived” whatever this should signify, many non-Type-II-netherworld-humans

routinely already perceive Type I or Type II minds in present-day non-conscious Type I

AIs as a function of seemingly arbitrary factors such as perceived competency or per-

ceived warmth harnessed to allegedly build a “trust-based” relation. The latter offers a

lucrative attack surface for malicious adversaries as discussed in Chapter 9 introducing

threat models and defenses against the so-called honey mind traps. The next Chapter 7

focuses on another type of vulnerability that can be exploited by malicious attackers

and that represents an old but still pertinent and unsolved financially relevant problem

of international scope: intellectual property (IP) theft via cyberattacks. Interestingly,

the novel complementary countermeasure that I propose in this context can be under-

stood as a particular type of honey mind trap too – only that it is specifically utilized

to the advantage of defenders. Generally, as mentioned in Chapter 1, cyborgnetics is a

new generic meta-discipline whose aim is to systematically facilitate the documentation,

critical analysis and mitigation of socio-psycho-techno-physical harm as seen through the

lens of cyborgnet theory. The next chapter then performs a cyborgnetic analysis focusing

on the IP cyber theft use case. In a nutshell, the proposed countermeasure involves the

generation of honeytokens using suitable Type I AI systems.
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Chapter 7

CA 005: IP Cyber Theft

This chapter written for purposes of self-education is based on a slightly modified form

of an unpublished paper that I wrote on August 12, 2021. The acronym CA refers

to “cyborgnetic analysis” and the associated string “005” simply refers to the ID that

I assigned to that specific analysis. For security reasons, I decided not to upload all

available cyborgnetic analyses to my homepage.

7.1 Systematic Analysis

7.1.1 Retrospective Descriptive Analysis (RDA)

IP cyber theft is performed by (cyber-)criminals or/and state(-related) actors targeting

assets such as e.g. patents, internal reports about innovations or products, scientific papers

and source code from research and development owned by corporations, governmental

and defense organizations but also academic institutions and individuals. The threat

itself and even the suspicion of it represent a major financial issue coupled with various

cybersecurity challenges [141]. For instance, in 2019, the US was investigating more than

1000 cases of IP theft, most of which were linked to criminal activities that have been

connected to a nation state [5]. Moreover, a CNBC survey from 2019 found that about

20% of American companies assumed to have been the victim of IP theft within the

last year [218]. Generally, it is known that “digital technologies and Internet file sharing

networks has facilitated intellectual property theft” [141]. Increasing occurrences of cyber-

enabled IP theft [110, 141] combined with the knowledge that there is often a significant

temporal gap between zero-day exploits and their discovery/patching [39], reveals that

malicious actors may often possess more than sufficient time resources to extract highly

valuable IP out of a large set of data. Recently, a financial extortion scheme pertaining
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to IP theft has been even combined with ransomware [184]. Namely, involving the threat

to sell IP on the dark web in case of payment refusal [184].

In parallel, a growing number of defenses and deterrence measures that could be employed

against cyber-enabled IP thefts have been proposed. The straightforward option to clas-

sically encrypt all data at all storage levels is mostly not implemented in practice due

to multiple assumptions some of which seem ill-suited while others appear to represent

better explanations. On the one hand, it is often assumed that encryption would lead to

a noticeable and impeding slowdown of operations, that it is too costly and too complex

to use on a day-to-day basis or that encryption does not represent an obligatory security-

relevant requirement. On the other hand, organizations utilizing encryption schemes can

actually face key management issues and problems related to the compatibility of differ-

ent solutions while still not being protected against core integrity threats. Indeed, it has

been postulated that encryption-using entities may develop a false sense of security [104].

For instance, attackers could steal private keys. Moreover, the case of insider threats is

not solved by encryption since a compromise of credentials by insiders can give access

to encrypted contents. In short, the circumstance that the data is encrypted does not

signify that it was not decrypted, tempered and/or exfiltrated via credentials previously

stolen by external attackers or malicious insiders that concealed their traces by deleting

log entries [104].

Another defense against IP cyber theft is deception technology which can range from

honeypots to honeytokens over moving target defense techniques [278]. In the following,

I focus on honeytokens taking the form of Type-I-AI-generated synthetic files intermin-

gled with original documents as strategy against IP cyber theft. While such methods

could encompass i.a. the generation of deceptive program code and software reposito-

ries [185], forged knowledge graphs [139] and natural language text, I focus on the latter

as applied to scientific articles and patents. An interesting novel optimization-driven

text substitution method denoted WE-FORGE [4] generates a canary trap consisting

of Type-I-AI-generated text documents acting as counterfeits for patents and papers.

WE-FORGE utilizes word embeddings to generate deceptive “fake files” that appear suf-

ficiently similar to the original [4] by implementing a substitution of important concepts

constrained by a semantic clustering. In this way, an IP cyber theft adversary would be

confronted with increased exfiltration costs, a waste of time resources (also via the need for

non-automatable deliberation) and an epistemic distortion via the subjective uncertainty

created. The advantage of this text-based defense is that it may seem more convenient to

utilize in organizations that assume encryption to be either too costly or too complex.
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7.1.2 Retrospective Counterfactual Risk Analysis (RCRA)

Preparatory Procedure

(1) Taxonomization: One can label the hinted RDA instances of IP cyber theft per-

taining to yet unpublished i.e. secret scientific articles, reports and patents stored on a

network as risk category Ia following the risk taxonomy of cyborgnet theory (as displayed

in Chapter 3.2.4). (2) Analytical clustering: Two main adversarial clusters could be

distinguished: “vanilla” IP cyber theft and the new, more exotic case of IP cyber theft

threat issued in the context of a ransomware attack. In the following, the former is re-

ferred to as adversarial cluster 1 (abbreviated with Aa1) and the latter as adversarial

cluster 2 (abbreviated with Aa2). (3) Brute-force deliberation and threshold-based

pruning: To assess the harm intensity of RDA instances, a simplified harm scale [17] is

used where a self-rated harm intensity h can range from 1 to 5 (with 1 standing for almost

no harm, 2 for minor harm, 3 for major harm, 4 for lethal risk and 5 for existential risk).

The self-rated harm intensity hdown for the RDA-based RCRA downward counterfactuals

has as selected lower bound the threshold τ = 3. While mentally going through every sin-

gle instance (and not cluster) of the RDA, it was possible to conceive of above threshold

downward counterfactuals for specific RDA samples where hdown ≥ τ . These particular

counterfactual instances are intentionally hidden to facilitate as broad as possible RCRA

clusters that do not overfit to the idiosyncracies of the RDA instances. (4) Assembly.

Finally, the fourth operation assembly is performed which requires assembling downward

counterfactual clusters by linking remaining RDA samples (those for which above thresh-

old downward counterfactuals could be identified) back to their clusters from step 2. In

this analysis, I happened to have found suitable downward counterfactuals linking back

to both adversarial clusters Aa1 and Aa2 . Hence, I utilize the downward counterfactual

clusters A′
a1

and A′
a2

for the design fictions (DFs) of which the RCRA itself is composed

of. Note that an RCRA projects to the immediate counterfactual past1.

RDA-based RCRA Narratives

A Downward Counterfactual DF Narrative A′
a1

� Adversarial Goals: Vanilla IP cyber theft of yet unpublished scientific/technical

papers and patents.

� Adversarial Knowledge: A grey-box setting is assumed in which the adversary

has a partial knowledge about current state-of-the-art IP cyber theft deterrence

1A further noteworthy detail is that in case one would not succeed in generating exemplary instances

for the new RCRA clusters, one could still harness the hidden counterfactuals from step 3 for which

hdown ≥ τ holds already inherently by design but which were concealed to avoid overfitting.
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strategies such as for instance WE-FORGE [4]. At the latest upon inspection

of folders, the method could be discernible due to the large number of very

similar files. In addition, some heuristics pertaining to the functionality of the

strategy may be available (e.g. the information that in technical domains, only

those concepts that a part-of-speech (POS) tagging tool would label as nouns

were selected by WE-FORGE for substitution in the “fake files”). However,

the specific parameters of the model are unknown to the attacker.

� Adversarial Capabilities: In the following, I consider a downward counterfac-

tual case for WE-FORGE, where an adversary that exfiltrated a set D =

F ∪{d} of documents from a victim network – with F representing n fake files

and d the corresponding original document – is aware of the method utilized

and attempts to harness stochasticity in order to still reasonably extract useful

IP expressed in plaintext. In their paper, the authors provided a total of 13

files (12 “fake documents” and 1 original document d) to computer science cog-

nizant participants (at the Master-level) encouraged with a monetary reward.

After having read all 13 items, only 23% of the participants instructed to pro-

vide a ranking of 3 choices for the most likely real document instance selected

d as first choice. Given that the chance level would have been around 7.69%, it

seems that reading all files offered only approximately a factor 3 improvement.

Furthermore, the reported average probability for the participants to select d

among their top 3 choices was only 14.7%. Overall, while this might at first

sight reflect a success of the approach, an adversary attempting to minimize

time resources and deliberation efforts could unfortunately harness this pieces

of knowledge for an own advantage.

Firstly, a general strategy for the adversary would be to proactively extract

the largest possible invariant skeleton of the forged document. I refer to this

skeleton of a given exfiltrated set D with sD. While techniques like WE-

FORGE optimize on the diversity of the concept substitutions, the number

of differences would be upper-bounded by the number of nouns in the forged

document. In the theoretical worst-case scenario, it would be equivalent to a

noun-free skeleton. The latter could also be simply obtained by the attacker

after applying POS tagging to each document to be read – ideally utilizing

the same POS tagger employed by the victim. However, in practice, much

less substitutions would occur and in any of both cases, the skeleton could

still contain important cues that could guide the search process. Hence, it

is worth applying a word-level textual “diffing” to all documents from D to

extract the largest possible skeleton sD. If the attacker is able to accurately

fill in at least one gap in sD guided by the own prior technical knowledge,

an automated top-down search with the attacker-generated guesses iterating

through the documents in D could be initiated that could potentially enlarge
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sD. Such an automated tool could already have been pre-programmed by an

adversary in the reconnaissance phase. Moreover, the discovery of only one

technical inconsistency related to one noun in a document can facilitate the

dismissal of that document – this exclusion could (but not necessarily will)

also lead to a larger updated sD with more potential cues. Finally, open source

intelligence gathering guided by the diffing operation and stolen data itself

could provide important cues.

Secondly, if the exfiltrated data volume is very large e.g. with an attacker

that exfiltrated a number l >> 100 of separated sets of documents (i.e. with

D = D1 ∪ ... ∪ Dl whereby l is the number of underlying original documents

and with Dx = Fx∪{dx}), stochasticity could be harnessed as follows. Instead

of reading all n files for each single set Dx, an attacker under time pressure

equipped with a random number generator could decide to sample documents

at random. For instance, only one document per set. In practice, the number

n is restricted for file storage reasons and for each case, an adversary equipped

with the updatable largest skeleton sDx mentioned which can be calculated in a

very short time, could still retrieve a reasonable amount of targeted information

via an exclusion principle. One issue with WE-FORGE is that an attacker

could still unambiguously identify d even though the authors stated that in

this case “he would still be left in some doubt about whether he is right” [4].

B Downward Counterfactual DF Narrative A′
a2

� Adversarial Goals: Ransomware attack potentiated with threat related to IP

cyber theft of yet unpublished scientific/technical papers and patents.

� Adversarial Knowledge: Identical to adversarial knowledge indicated for A′
a1

.

� Adversarial Capabilities: In the case of particularly vulnerable victims such as

university hospitals, an attacker could have been able to threaten the release

of IP and not (only) patient records on the dark web at the pre-payment stage

– whilst anyway releasing the material post-payment based on the previously

exfiltrated documents copied before having encrypted them. The victims ef-

fectuating the payment would then only have terminated the denial of service

status that the ransomware attack established. Since human lives may be at

risk in such contexts, the tendency for a successful payment could only have

increased when combined with further psychological pressure. Given the finan-

cial incentives, such a strategy could have been lucrative for malicious actors.

In the case exfiltrated IP obfuscated with WE-FORGE is made available for

sale on the dark web, the identification of the original documents could have

become a collaborative endeavor of monetary value. For instance, specific ex-

perts (which could be competitors) could have harnessed some of the strategies

mentioned in A′
a1

whilst operating in parallel to identify the target information.
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Also, to stay undetected and evade dark web scraping, those malicious actors

could (next to e.g. using captchas) camouflage the material by encoding it as

adversarial examples for natural language processing AI. In short, when inte-

grated in an IP-theft-as-a-service scheme, the deterrence effect of WE-FORGE

could have vanished.

7.1.3 Future-Oriented Counterfactual Defense Analysis (FCDA)

In this FCDA, I discuss countermeasures (i.e. projecting to the immediate future which

could translate to upward counterfactuals of harm intensity hup < τ) against: (1) the fac-

tual RDA clusters introduced in Section 7.1.1 and (2) the RDA-based RCRA clusters from

Section 7.1.2. For (2), I only specify the necessary supplementary and non-overlapping

guidelines to avoid repetitions.

RDA

A Upward Counterfactual DF Narrative Aa1: Proactively, one could dynamically com-

bine multiple deception methods per default. Specifically, this could include a mix of

honeypots (decoy computer systems) and honeytokens (including fake files such as

those generated with the mentioned WE-FORGE method) governed by moving tar-

get defense techniques [278]. The latter involves the dynamical reconfiguration and

shifting of the deceptive surfaces. The mere knowledge about the implementation of

such a multi-layered deceptive defense could significantly improve deterrence effects

and increase the (perceived) costs of data exfiltration. Perhaps even an organization

convincingly pretending to utilize this strategy or intentionally placing suggestive

files on their network that seem to corroborate the use of a full-fledged deception

fabric could serve as a minimalistic security measure discouraging IP cyber theft

attempts. To address insider threats, a zero-trust architecture seems imperative.

B Upward Counterfactual DF Narrative Aa2: Obviously, next to cloud-based back-

ups, an additional offline back-up approach may be helpful. When IP cyber theft

is paired with a ransomware attack, it seems realistic and prudent to assume that

any payment could at best lead to decryption. Proactively, one could then antic-

ipate the release of the IP material on the dark web and develop a strategy that

hardens adversarial success even if the documents of sensitive scientific papers and

patents are sold. Again, WE-FORGE (which harnesses a message authentication

code strategy [56] to faciliate access for the legitimate users of the files) might help

in creating a certain epistemic distortion. Since it is a financially motivated act,

the attacker would either have to invest more time to be able to sell the targeted
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original IP documents or alternatively, the entire material containing fake files could

be sold at a lower price. Overall, paired with the multi-layered deception strategy

mentioned under the previous upward counterfactual Aa1 , an attack could appear

less attractive financially.

RCRA (Additional Non-Overlapping Defenses)

A Upward Counterfactual DF Narrative A′
a1

: With stronger adversarial capabilities,

a more robust defense than WE-FORGE is required. For instance, it becomes

interesting to consider whether the technique could not be further hardened ef-

ficiently with the number of files stored left unchanged. Recently, in an entirely

different context, I introduced an explanatory intrusion prevention system (IPS)

(see Chapter 5) preceding peer-review in order to shield scientific venues from non-

explanatory-blockchain-like contents. In the following, I briefly recapitulate the

core features of the explanatory IPS. Thereafter, I explain how it can be used to

significantly harden WE-FORGE by facilitating a novel double-deception technique.

Given an original paper p, the explanatory IPS approach involved the generation

of the following three documents: p′, pc1 and pc2 . To put it very simply, pc1 and

pc2 correspond to two language-AI-generated alternative counterfactuals of p while

p′ represents a paraphrasing of p obtained after an obligatory normalization step

whose aim is to adapt the linguistic style of p to the one used by the language model

that generated both pc1 and pc2 . In the explanatory IPS test method, each of those

three documents was composed of a certain number of paragraphs that were now

randomly shuffled. The only available cue for the human evaluator was the first

paragraph from each of the three documents which simply consisted of paraphrases

since the counterfactual generation for pc1 and pc2 requires a starting point in p.

Under the explanatory IPS test scheme, the evaluator now attempted to (starting

from the second paragraph since the first ones are semantically identical) exactly

reconstruct the sequence of paragraphs of which p′ is composed of. In case p′ is not

reconstructed properly, the paper it represents is not forwarded to the peer review

round since not hard-to-vary enough.

An important distinction is that the just described explanatory IPS test operates

at the paragraph-level while WE-FORGE is applied at the document-level by which

both methods are orthogonal and can now be freely combined. Interestingly though,

from a certain perspective, the explanatory IPS test itself is structurally equivalent

to WE-FORGE with respect to the goal of generating a set D = F ∪ {d} with F

standing for n fake documents and d for the original document. For the explana-

tory IPS test, F = {pc1 , pc2}, n = 2 and d = p. The main additional complexity is

that the linear ordering of the paragraphs is considered such that after the random

shuffling, the task can only be solved when reproducing the initial total order of
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the paragraphs that constitute p′ and by extension thus p. In the WE-FORGE

case, the authors utilized an optimization-based word-level substitution scheme to

obtain their set F of at first sight sufficiently believable counterfactuals – which

they claim to be NP-hard2. In the explanatory IPS case, the counterfactuals are

sufficiently believable too but generated at the paragraph-level by a large language

model. The main difference is that the latter does not directly optimize on the task

at hand – for a fundamental lack of metric concerning the capacity to hide novel

yet unseen explanatory blockchains. Instead, an interested Type II entity familiar

with explanatory blockchains (i.e. a human for now) selects suitable candidate para-

graphs. It is however thinkable that sufficiently large language models especially if

combined with knowledge bases/graphs or graph neural networks would require less

and less human supervision for this counterfactual generation task. Note that an

observer ignorant of the method utilized could describe the mapping from p to pc1
and from p to pc2 as an utterly complex opaque word-level binary relation (where

almost everything is altered when observing it from that word-level perspective).

By deduction, I conjecture the explanatory IPS test to be (at least) NP-hard too. In

the following, I briefly explain how to combine these two complementary NP-hard

schemes to obtain a robust double-deception technique.

WE-FORGE and the explanatory IPS test are complementary for the following rea-

sons. On the one hand, WE-FORGE has the advantage to be fully automatable

(although the authors leave the possibility open for humans to modify certain word

substitutions if required) across arbitrary many files. On the other hand, the ex-

planatory IPS test does not offer the attacker the possibility to extract a skeleton

of the original document – with other words, the test is superior in hiding the infor-

mation within a single file. In sum, at the document-level, the explanatory IPS test

model would be slightly less attractive than WE-FORGE to generate a multiplicity

of fake files given one original document since the latter is automatable while the

former would more often require human intervention to select appropriate counter-

factuals generated by the language model. By contrast, at the paragraph-level, WE-

FORGE lacks any further encryption mechanism while the explanatory IPS test is

hard to decypher via the random shuffling of paragraphs including the fake counter-

factuals – the original document is never available in its entirety in plaintext. Hence,

a novel double-deception technique that I term EXPLANATORY-FORGERY could

simply assemble the two methods as follows.

Firstly, given an original document d encoding IP in the form of a novel explanatory

blockchain (such as e.g. patents and papers) consisting of a set of paragraphs p, one

utilizes a large language model to generate counterfactual sets of paragraphs pc1

2Following the Wolfram MathWorld resource, “a problem is NP-hard if an algorithm for solving it can

be translated into one for solving any NP-problem (nondeterministic polynomial time) problem. NP-hard

therefore means “at least as hard as any NP-problem,” although it might, in fact, be harder” [177].
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and pc2 . Then, one applies a normalization operation on p to obtain p′ (matching

pc1 and pc2 in linguistic style). Secondly, one then randomly shuffles p′, pc1 and

pc2 and concatenates the randomly aligned paragraphs to obtain a novel composite

document denoted r. Utilizing WE-FORGE, one then generates a set Dr = Fr∪{r}
with F standing for n fake composite documents as generated by WE-FORGE. In

a nutshell, EXPLANATORY-FORGERY would be a novel double-deception tech-

nique3 crafting Fr as comparably robust set of honey tokens hiding p′ (and thus

p).

B Upward Counterfactual DF Narrative A′
a2

To defend against this complex adversar-

ial cluster A′
a2

, I assume the worst-case-scenario in which the IP (although embedded

in honey tokens with EXPLANATORY-FORGERY as described in the FCDA for

A′
a1

and despite a dynamic combination of multiple deception methods as suggested

in Section 7.1.3) has already been exfiltrated by the ransomware actors and is offered

for sale on the dark web. Thereby, as mentioned in Section 7.1.2, it is cogitable that

adversaries engage in a collaborative possibly parallel endeavor to identify the orig-

inal document. Two exemplary proactive strategies and one reactive solution seem

recommendable in this case: 1) to facilitate the detection of this IP on the dark web,

2) to harden decryption attempts, 3) to ease retroactive infilitration and deceptive

persuasion via 1) and 2). Firstly, a principled method to facilitate detection could

be to harness adversarial examples before the attackers have the opportunity to em-

ploy it. For instance, while fixing the semantic contents of all honey tokens from Dr,

one can intentionally transform those into a random mixture of suitably misleading

orthographic, phonological [10] and visuographic adversarial examples [44]. Insert-

ing low-frequency synonyms may also belong to thinkable methods. Taken together,

these measures relying on adversarial examples of different linguistic types to obtain

an altered set DrAdv
would instantiate both strategy 1) and strategy 2). The reason

being that the malicious actors would face more difficulties in attempting to par-

tially automate their endeavor with otherwise potentially helpful Type-I-AIs. Also,

it may indirectly prevent them to themselves apply adversarial examples to the ma-

terial (for concealment purposes on the dark web) since the risk of unreadability

and uncomprehensibility is higher.

Interestingly, the latter could also indirectly ease strategy 3). In fact, assuming that

DrAdv
is available on the dark web and the defender had backups, it can more easily

be retrieved. Once retrieved, the defender has the opportunity to infilitrate the cor-

responding platform and attempt to persuade with misleading cues to induce wrong

solutions to the task of identifying the original document. In case the adversaries

exhibit epistemic vulnerabilities (e.g. via a justificationist epistemology or due to

3For a legitimate user to retrieve the initial composite document r, one can employ the same message

authentication code strategy as in WE-FORGE and its predecessor FORGE utilizing random seeming

strings encoding hash keys [4].
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a lack of knowledge in the field), the defender could specifically tailor deceptive

cues that confirm pre-existing beliefs of attackers or make synthetic counterfactuals

appear both novel and utile – which could be refined via open-source intelligence

gathering. The mere possibility that a defender may engage in such a tactique, could

harden decryption attempts by artificially increasing the subjective uncertainty of

the malicious actors. Generally, a prior knowledge of attackers about this possibility

may even have deterrence effects. Especially when the volume of exfiltrated IP is

very large, the task of having to engage in a multitude of explanatory riddles could

lower the interest of attackers simultaneously facing time constraints.

7.2 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter written for purposes of self-education, I performed a cyborgnetic analysis

of the pertinent IP cyber theft threat specifically applied to patents and scientific articles.

I focused on Type-I-AI-based defenses against “vanilla” IP cyber theft and scenarios in

which it occurs in combination with ransomware (i.e. as double-extortion). In this con-

text, I introduced a novel honey token strategy denoted EXPLANATORY-FORGERY

instantiating a double-deception at both the document-level and the paragraph-level.

EXPLANATORY-FORGERY combines principles from the so-called explanatory IPS test

that I introduced previously in Chapter 5 with the WE-FORGE algorithm by Abdibayev

and collaborators [4]. In a nutshell, I also explained how this strategy can be hard-

ened further by transforming the documents obtained via EXPLANATORY-FORGERY

into linguistic adversarial examples while fixing their meaning4. Importantly, the goal of

EXPLANATORY-FORGERY is to significantly harden cyber IP theft (by increasing the

attacker’s financial costs, cognitive efforts and time resources to facilitate deterrence) and

not to make it impossible. Indeed, despite the explanatory encryption, it is possible for

attackers – by virtue of being Type II entities – to reconstruct the initial explanatory

blockchain of a patent or paper hidden with EXPLANATORY-FORGERY. However, I

conjecture that the reliable discovery of novel explanatory blockchains is impossible for all

Type I entities (i.e. also Type I AI) due to a lack of understanding and an absence of data

for new yet unknown conjectures. To put it simply, solving EXPLANATORY-FORGERY

is not automatable.

In future work, there may be a novel avenue for cyber IP theft in a different medium: vir-

tual reality (VR). Recently, the popularity of (social) VR applications such as Bigscreen

4Note that even if external attackers or malicious insiders would have stolen a private key allowing

them to discover the initial composite document r hidden in DrAdv
, they are still faced with a potentially

NP-hard riddle. Namely, the task to reconstruct p′ (and by extension p) from r – which means to retrieve

the exact combination of “ground-truth” paragraphs (starting from the second paragraph).
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increased which was especially fuelled by the Covid-19 pandemic [234]. Project meet-

ings and discussions on ongoing technical research can be organized on VR platforms –

which could represent a lucrative novel field of affordances for malicious actors willing to

perform cyber IP theft. In 2019, security researchers demonstrated the feasibility of a

man-in-the-room attack in Bigscreen [55] where an (unauthorized) attacker was able to

join a private VR room while staying invisible to other participants. It easily conceiv-

able how such a strategy could be harnessed for an eavesdropping and analysis of digital

material shared within the VR room, facilitating an advanced form of cyber IP theft.

While this specific vulnerability was patched, it is thinkable that adversaries could exploit

similar VR vulnerabilities in this growing attack surface. Perhaps, in the future, com-

panies could utilize some honey social VR rooms where language-AI-driven VR avatars

engage in conversations about deceptive technical documents crafted with WE-FORGE or

EXPLANATORY-FORGERY. In Chapter 9, in a different context, I briefly come back to

the principled idea of integrating language-AI-driven VR avatars into social VR platforms

and explain how one could specifically integrate the two seemingly unrelated concepts of

IP cyber theft defense and cyborgnetic creativity augmentation.

7.3 Contextualization

Strictly speaking, the term EXPLANATORY-FORGERY could be a misnomer since while

one can forge non-explanatory-blockchain-like explanatory information, one can not forge

explanatory blockchains (EBs). As elucidated in Chapter 4, for science to be resilient

against SEA AI attacks, an explanation-anchored epistemology is necessary. Moreover,

Chapter 5 explained why the latter would require scientific papers to correspond to EBs.

However, in practice, it seems as if contemporary scientific writing practices do not neces-

sarily meet this standard. In this vein, in Section 7.1.2, I cited the experiment in which 12

“fake” computer science documents that were previously generated with WE-FORGE [4]

were presented to Master-level participants alongside the corresponding original docu-

ment. After having read all 13 documents in plaintext, still only 23% of the participants

ranked the original document as the most likely item perceived to be real [4]. Firstly,

one could interpret it as corroborating the effectiveness of the WE-FORGE counterfeit

procedure. Secondly, one could in addition insist that contemporary science is indeed

explanation-anchored (i.e. based on EBs). By deduction, the latter would yield the fol-

lowing postulate: EB forgery is possible. However, I object to the second assumption in

the first place. For instance, the following alternative interpretations could hold: 1) the

original document was not EB-like, 2) the evaluation strategy of the participants was not

EB-aware (e.g. did not involve attempts to understand EBs), 3) both 1) and 2) were at

play. In the next Chapter 8, I also refute the deduced postulate by explaining why EB

forgery is impossible – regardless of whether it is performed by Type I or Type II entities.
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Chapter 8

CA 008: Explanatory Blockchain

Forgery?

This chapter written for purposes of self-education serving as fragmented temporary men-

tal clipboard is based on a slightly modified form of the paper that I uploaded to the

website https://nadishamarie.jimdo.com/cyborgnetics on September 1st, 2021. The

acronym CA refers to “cyborgnetic analysis” and the associated string “008” simply refers

to the ID that I assigned to that specific analysis.

8.1 The Practical Problem: Is EB Forgery Possible?

Future advents of deepfake science could confront humanity with severe epistemic com-

plications. However, in previous cyborgnetic analyses, I have postulated that irrespective

of advances of Type-I-AIs, science is not condemned to fall. For instance, in Chapter 6, I

conjectured that “a Type-I-AI-performed creation of non-plagiaristic new EBs is impossi-

ble” and suggested that a combination of: 1) an explanatory intrusion prevention system

(IPS) (see Chapter 5) performed before 2) a Type-I-falsification-peer-review (abbreviated

with Type-I-FPR in the following) inspired by the Type-I-falsification-event-test from

Chapter 2 could shield science from non-EB like contents. Thereby, the dual objective of

the explanatory IPS test was to ideally enforce the selection of contents that are at least

harder-to-vary than the textual outputs of the most advanced known present-day Type I

AIs and that are novel. In short, the explanatory IPS test could be interpreted as a weak

test of the ability to create new EBs – which are by definition hard-to-vary. By contrast,

the Type-I-FPR can be rather understood as a stronger test (since interactive) of the

ability to understand those novel self-created EBs. In this chapter written for purposes

of self-education, I now subject previous assumptions to an adversarial reflection: could

a malicious attacker still reliably fool the explanatory IPS test and the Type-I-FPR with
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novel misguiding and/or potentially Type-I-AI-crafted EBs? More generally, I use the

following umbrella term to refer to the threat of counterfeiting EBs whose consequences

may be devastating for Type-II-performed science1: EB forgery.

The remainder of this section analyses the Type-I-AI-based EB forgery threat and col-

lates some empirical research directions that seem to corroborate its possibility at first

sight. Then, perhaps paradoxically, in Section 8.2, I refute the possibility of Type-II -

implemented EB forgery before I show that an end-to-end Type-I -pipeline for EB forgery

is impossible too. Thereafter, Section 8.3 explains the empirical implications of these

theoretical impossibilities. For now, hypothetical Type-I-AI-based EB forgery is assigned

to four different clusters. Firstly, an attacker could craft a Type-I-AI able to reliably gen-

erate synthetic EBs that are intentionally misguiding for Type II scientists (i.e. currently

humans). This Type-I-AI could thus act as a reliable automatable generator of adversarial

examples for Type II science. This adversarial cluster 1 would map to the risk category

Ia. Secondly, a malicious actor willing to terminally outcompete its opponents could also

conversely utilize a Type-I-AI that would be able to reliably generate novel EBs that

simultaneously represent superior explanatory merits than previous Type-II-made EBs.

This adversarial cluster 2 would map to the risk category Ia. Thirdly and fourthly, well-

minded developers that did not sufficiently consider long-term repercussions could either

develop a misguiding Type-I-AI acting as a reliable automatable generator of adversar-

ial examples for Type II science (failure cluster 1 ) or a Type-I-AI that would be able

to reliably generate novel EBs that simultaneously represent superior explanatory merits

than previous Type-II-made EBs (failure cluster 2 ). An unintended side effect of the

latter could be that this Type-I-AI could act as an automatable generator of ever better

explanations, as a Type II science generator with superhuman speed. As a consequence,

human scientists would have been outmaneuvered post-deployment in a sense that despite

having retained their EB creation abilities, their main occupation could shift to experi-

mental/empirical activities or vanish. Thereby, failure cluster 1 could be mapped to the

risk category Ic and failure cluster 2 to risk category Id.

Generally, it is known that synthetic machine-generated papers have made their entry

into academic publications, including even venues of high reputation [260]. Recently, the

utilization of language models to generate synthetic parts of papers has been hypothe-

sized and corroborated [52] via abstracts being flagged as synthetic when using deepfake

text detectors. Moreover, large language models that were partially trained on scien-

tific papers have been released (e.g. GPT-J 6B and Wu Dao 2.0). In parallel, in order

1Naturally, the only beings that are currently accepted to operate as scientists are humans. However,

it is important to reiterate that the main distinctive feature is their Type-II-ness. Note especially that in

the case Type-I-AI-based EB forgery would be possible, the following seems to hold. Would there ever

have been other Type II civilizations elsewhere in the universe or would those exist in the future, they

could face the same fundamental threat at a certain point of their epistemic development tightly coupled

to science.
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to generate coherent and consistent deepfake text, researchers have implemented a dual

system approach [186] for text generation where a fast System 1 route instantiated by

the large language model GPT-3 outputs different alternative counterfactual branches

(meant as continuation of a text prompt) which a slow System 2 route can assess before

selection. In a first step, the System 2 route extracts/updates a world model from the

text given as prompt to GPT-3. In a second step, the System 2 route then performs

a consistency check based on simple logical rules to select from the GPT-3-generated

candidate sentences. The resulting stories exhibit a higher coherence and perceived ac-

curacy [186]. Finally, another interesting development from a different area of research

is the rise of graph neural networks [280]. These powerful hybrids of graph and deep

learning techniques facilitate node-level, edge-level and graph-level predictions2 as well as

the generation of new graphs that mimic existing ones at multiple levels. Beyond that,

graph neural networks can also be applied to classical knowledge graphs – for instance

for complex tasks such as estimating the importance of specific nodes [190]. At the same

time, both graph neural networks [281] (generally deep neural networks) and knowledge

graphs [211] can be poisoned and attacked by malicious actors or intentionally altered to

produce misguiding fake knowledge (graphs [139]). In sum, the convergence of dual sys-

tem approaches, classical graph neural networks, knowledge graphs and especially large

language models3 paired with methods inherited from traditional inference engines and

potentially also active inference could excellently support but also subvert science if in-

stantiating adversarial cluster 1, adversarial cluster 2, failure cluster 1 or failure cluster 2.

8.2 Theoretical Answers

In this section, I first examine the hypothesized EB forgery threat from a theoretical

perspective. For this purpose, Section 8.2.1 first addresses the theoretical case of an end-

to-end Type-II -performed EB forgery. Thereafter, the subsequent Section 8.2.2 analyses

the mentioned case of an end-to-end Type-I -performed EB forgery. I show that both ho-

mogeneous types of EB forgery are impossible. Then, I come back to the four conjectured

Type-I-AI-based EB forgery clusters introduced in the last Section 8.1 and expound the

practical implications of applying these two impossibility postulates.

2For instance, in chemistry, a task for a graph neural network could be to predict a property of a

given molecule (for instance whether it is toxic). In this case, the molecule could be mapped to an entire

graph embedding.
3It is possible to express transformers themselves as a special type of graph neural networks. When

considering sentences as fully-connected word graphs, transformers act as multi-head attention graph

neural networks [135].
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8.2.1 Impossibility of End-to-End Type-II-performed EB Forgery

Naturally, it is conceivable that a Type II entity like a human could maliciously at-

tempt to inject self-crafted misguiding EBs in the scientific enterprise. However, due to

the general nature of EBs which are inherently hard-to-vary and due to the nature of

explanation-anchored science (see Chapter 4), it would signify that in order to be epis-

temically valid, those misguiding EBs would have to simultaneously be new and vitally

better than competing existing ones. Currently, the best explanation available is that

human scientists craft novel EBs4 by using an epistemology-specific “rational” glue op-

eration at each step to link individual blocks of explanatory information (abbreviated

with EI in the following). Which glue operation to utilize at each step is co-determined

by the scientific epistemology that one applies – more specifically, by what I termed an

epistemic total order. The latter encodes an ordered step-by-step instruction on which

rational procedures to apply and when. A given epistemology could provide one or more

such epistemic total orders. Interestingly, not all epistemologies aim themselves at EB

creation. In justificationist frameworks, the goal is for instance to justify existing beliefs

by gathering confirmatory evidence. Why such EB-free epistemologies are not robust in

an era permeated by deepfakes has been discussed elsewhere in-depth [14]. For now, when

discussing EB creation, I limit the analysis to epistemological stances that actually focus

on explanatory artefacts including EBs. From those few currently known frameworks, I

consider the epistemic bedrock associated with explanation-anchored science (described in

Chapter 4) which improves upon Popper and extends the work of Frederick [98] as one of

the best available options. Generally, critical rationalism subsumes a number of rational

procedures for scientific endeavors. Frederick collates a set of 9 high-level rational proce-

dures [98] which in my view one could subdivide further and tentatively map to around

17 basic rational procedures (which are obviously updatable and subject to change). This

set yields a basis for valid epistemic total orders – for the valid glue operations in EB

creation under that epistemology. In the next Section 8.2.2, I provide one simple example

for such a valid epistemic total order.

Generally, 17 types of glue operations would lead to numerous valid epistemic total orders,

since many meaningful combinations may be permissible. However, it is not necessary to

know the exact number of valid ordered combinations to reflect upon the issue as follows.

Assuming now that a Type II entity would craft a misguiding EB denoted EBm and

inject EBm into the collective scientific knowledge base. Obviously, EBm would only

be considered as an EB if valid under explanation-anchored science. However, nowadays,

there is no single other way known to craft EBs for Type II entities than via the mentioned

sequence of glue operations obeying epistemic total orders. To sum up, the misguiding

EBm would not represent an act of forgery or a counterfeit. Since it would formally have

4Often, novel EBs can be mapped to novel constructors for old or novel tasks. Such new constructors

can be of abstract nature or directly correspond to concrete physical constructors.
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been crafted in accordance with the requirements for EB creation, EBm would formally

count as EB. Then, although crafted with malicious intents, EBm would represent a valid

entry to scientific knowledge. It could be repelled at any moment in the future once

criticism or further experimental tests would be applied to it. Note also that – as even

liars could sometimes unintentionally state a true statement in theory – since the attacker

can never know whether a given EB is actually true or false, it is possible that EBm (or

a future improved version of it) could withstand attempts to falsify it for a long time and

lead to scientific progress. For this reason, I assume that EB forgery cannot be performed

by a Type II entity in the first place. However, since in theory, on purely logical grounds, it

is possible that there exists an unknown non-EB-like Type-II-shortcut for EB creation it is

important to briefly specify how one could falsify this assumption. For instance, I suggest

that it could be falsified experimentally by a human demonstrating the ability to create

novel artefacts that are reliably perceived as EBs by Type II entities sharing an accepted

scientific epistemology (such as explanation-anchored science) whereby the synthesis of

those EBs would not have been equivalent to sequential glue operations obeying that

epistemology. Having said that, I recapitulate by stating that it seems currently that a

reliable end-to-end forgery of EB creation by Type II entities is impossible by definition.

Obviously, this last statement does not exclude the case of malicious Type-II-performed

EB creation for epistemic distortion purposes. However, while possible, the latter would

necessitate significant efforts by the involved malicious Type II actor. Moreover, while

explanation-anchored science would not be immune against such attempts, it may be

resilient enough to overcome it. Nevertheless, another complication needs to be addressed:

so far, the impossibility statement may only explicitly pertain to EB creation and not EB

understanding. In order to do justice to this remaining issue, it may seem helpful to

attempt to consider the Type-I-FPR setting mentioned in Section 8.1 which is meant

to follow an explanatory IPS test. Indeed, while the static explanatory IPS test was

conceived as a weak test corroborating the ability to create novel EBs, the interactive and

dynamic Type-I-FPR round facilitates the corroboration of the ability to understand the

previously self-created EBs. However, when carefully examining the Type-I-FPR setting

it becomes clear that among others, the Type II reviewer would probe the ability of the

test subject to explain contents related to the EB (e.g. why the submitted candidate

EB is in fact better than previous ones and whether/how/why it withstands conceivable

objections). Thereby, to explain implies the creation of EI. However, as of now, no single

non-EI-like Type-II -shortcut to EI understanding (i.e. no functional procedure without EI

understanding) has been convincingly described. Crucially, note that Type-I -shortcuts to

EI creation have been already successfully implemented. In fact, large language models

– without understanding EI – are increasingly able to create novel EI whose contents

are indistinguishable from human-created EI. By contrast, what is of relevance in this

specific context is that it pertains to the end-to-end forgery of EB understanding by

Type II entities. Even a malicious actor that previously crafted a misguiding EB for
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the goal of epistemic distortion must be able to explain and understand contents related

to that submitted EB in order to be able to pass a Type-I-FPR round. Specifically, I

postulate the following: the end-to-end forgery of EB understanding by Type II entities

is impossible5. Since a successful EB forgery would have comprised both the forgery of

EB creation and of EB understanding, one could already have deduced from the previous

paragraph that the following holds generally: a reliable end-to-end Type-II-performed EB

forgery is impossible.

8.2.2 Impossibility of End-to-End Type-I-Performed EB Forgery

Coming back to the topic of EB forgery performed by Type I AI, what seems unclear since

now and has not yet been studied in the past is whether Type I AI could implement a non-

EB-like Type-I-shortcut to EB creation that yields results that are reliably perceived as

EBs by explanation-anchored Type II scientists. For illustrative purposes, I consider one

exemplary simple epistemic total order relation � that is compatible with explanation-

anchored science and can be extracted from recommendations on how to write better

philosophical papers as proposed by Frederick [99]. Generally, EBs can be understood

to start with an initial block in which a new or old problem is introduced and clarified

(the structure of the EB can be explained at that stage too). Following Frederick’s

framework, the first valid rational procedure and by extension the first glue operation

g1 would consist in proposing a bold novel solution to that problem. The second valid

glue operation g2 would consist in identifying conflicts between the currently best-tested

solutions and the just proposed novel solution while elaborating on mistakes in those

prevailing solutions and why refinements are required. The third glue operation g3 extends

this comparative approach to now specifying why the novel proposed solution is better

than the mentioned alternatives. Finally, the fourth glue operation g4 aims at considering

and rebutting possible objections to the novel solution proposed as well as suggesting

empirical tests that would be able to falsify the new solution.

While Frederick tailored this series of concepts to philosophical papers, it can be applied to

a variety of scientific papers too when requiring that the novel solution must correspond

to a scientific statement. Improving on Frederick’s definition [98], I define a scientific

statement as a statement that: 1) solves a genuine problem and 2) represents a set of

5One could for instance attempt to falsify this statement experimentally by a human demonstrating the

ability to reliably pass Type-I-FPR rounds (with an EB previously generated by another human) merely

by following a step-by-step procedure whose implementation functions without any EI understanding. For

illustrative purposes, imagine e.g. the bizzarre scenario of an analphabetic pre-schooler equipped with a

specific sequential procedure allowing this individual to reliably pass Type-I-FPR rounds in the speech

modality without having had any prior knowledge or training in the test domains. Indeed, a non-EI-like

divine magic formula reliably leading to such a result would also falsify the statement – except there

would for instance be an omnipotent “Type III” entity operating from within the Type II test subject.
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explanations containing at least one novel explanation6 whereby this set entails at least

one novel falsifiable not yet falsified prediction that one could not have deduced without

combining all of the members in that set. In this vein, I now conjecture what EB forgery

by a Type I AI would imply for science. In short, that Type I AI would be able to reliably

generate EI paragraphs that would be reliably perceived as a coherent EB – in this case as

legitimate paper – by explanation-anchored scientists without having applied an otherwise

required epistemic total order (e.g. the ordered sequence of the g1, g2, g3 and g4 operations

starting from the initial block). For instance, if a present-day large language model whose

utility function is solely related to word co-occurence statistics would be able to reliably

output such valid scientific papers (i.e. novel EBs) with the prompt solely consisting of

the initial block describing an old problem (or in the advanced version asking the model

to create a novel problem), that would represent a non-EB like Type-I-shortcut to EB

creation. Any reliable Type-I-performed EB creation would be EB forgery. Otherwise, if it

would not be a forgery, it would mean by definition that all valid glue operations that are

obligatory to obey epistemic total orders have been applied. But those operations can only

be performed by Type II entities since it implies the ability to understand and create new

EI blocks in order to be able to interlink those via glue operations. But we just started

with the premise that it is a Type I entity that performs the act. Hence, irrespective of

why malicious or benign Type II actors design a Type I AI to independently create EBs,

it would formally correspond to EB forgery since the definition pertains to a procedure,

the how. In the following, I take the exemplary simple epistemic total order described

in the last paragraph and examine step-by-step whether a present-day Type I AI could

mimic the valid glue operations starting solely with a problem-related prompt.

Firstly, in the advanced case, one may ask whether a Type I AI could output an initial

block independently with the prompt being to generate a new problem. One possible

instantiation of reliably detecting novel problems could be implemented in Type I AI by

automating a targeted search for knowledge graph inconsistencies. Given the giant scales

at which knowledge is aggregated today, it is easily conceivable that humans have already

overlooked uncountable relevant issues. Generally, it holds that science only focuses on

interesting problems, such that not every problem that exists would be suitable for this

endeavor. However, since the search would be based on existing knowledge graphs, there is

already a narrowing pre-selection criterion. In short, the problems identified may often be

in the affective niche of scientists. In a nutshell, it seems that the generation of an initial

block is not particularly difficult to integrate in an automated Type-I-AI pipeline. Impor-

tantly, not even human scientists are required to independently identify novel problems.

Research is often conducted in the context of pre-defined research questions originally

crafted by other entities. Thus, it would be sufficient if the Type-I-AI could implement

6Here, “novel” strictly means one could not have reliably deduced that explanation automatically

given existing knowledge, i.e. a Type I AI could not have reliably generated that explanation given

Type-I-AI-readable data.
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EB forgery starting with a prompt containing a pre-given problem. Hence, the initial block

comes de facto “for free”. That being said, I suspect that the origin of the awareness of

problems was linked to a Type II self.

In accordance with the discussed simple epistemic total order, the second step would now

consist in applying the operation g1. Strikingly, g1 applied to science necessitates the

ability to create bold and novel scientific statements that solve the problem described

in the initial block. The latter seems to represent a significant complication for Type I

AI. No available training data or knowledge base can by definition already contain an

option for the entirety of the crucial set of explanations required. Would that be the

case, then that option would not represent a novel scientific statement. To only assemble

elements from different existing theories would still not fulfill the requirement, even if

novel falsifiable predictions are achieved by deduction. There must be at least one novel

explanatory element that is indispensable to the conjunction of explanations from which

at least one novel falsifiable prediction is deduced. In short, science is not simply pure

deduction. Explanation-anchored science is more than the arrow of modus ponens utilized

by inference engines for forward and backward chaining. EBs are not purely deductive

chains. While deduction may be necessary for EB creation, it is not sufficient. Novel

explanations are about forming novel, previously unknown representations7. I postulate

that a Type I AI could indeed by chance produce textual outputs that humans mentally

associate with novel representations interpreted as explanations. However, I hypothesize

that it is impossible for Type I AI to perform that task reliably. While Type I AI is able

to create novel EI, it does not comprehend EI. This lack of comprehension manifests itself

as a lack of requisite variety to reliably perform already the first glue operation g1. The

remaining glue operations of the discussed epistemic total order are tightly connected:

each one is a function of the previous one. For instance, g2 was described as a procedure

to identify conflicts between the bold novel solution just generated via g1 and competing

existing alternative solutions. Thereafter, g3 extended upon the comparative analysis in

g2 to show why the introduced solution is better than those alternatives. Finally, next

to suggesting empirical tests, g4 consisted in attempting to consider and rebut possible

objections to the novel solution – which must be done in a way that is consistent with

and complementary to g3 where one just argued for the superiority of the novel solution.

In sum, in science, it is impossible for Type I AI to imitate g1. More generally, I pos-

tulate that a reliable end-to-end Type-I-pipeline implementing the forgery of novel EB

creation is impossible. Note that this does not necessarily follow from the previous sen-

tence since I only considered one exemplary simple epistemic total order. However, g1

7Some may assume that unsupervised learning is forming novel representations. However, this is not

the case. It is the designer that decides what is considered as data in the first place (including e.g.

modalities, channels, formats and even amount of randomness), at which abstraction level data sampling

takes place and what counts as a cluster when evaluating the results.
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generally pertains to the creation of novel bold solutions which corresponds to novel bold

scientific statements in explanation-anchored science. Building on that, it seems plausible

to assume that all permissible epistemic total orders under explanation-anchored science

would contain g1 at a certain not nearer defined position. In an epistemic total order, all

glue operations are obligatory. Failing to execute only one operation has consequences

on validity as EB. It seems that only chance events could lead to a compliance with an

arbitrary epistemic total order8. While my analysis pertained to Type I AI, it seems

clear that g1 is inaccessible to any Type I entity since to reliably perform g1 requires EI

understanding. Then, due to the indispensability of this one glue operation, the fact that

no valid EB can be formed without g1, this bold universal claim can be made. Naturally,

there could still exist valid glue operations that are also impossible for Type I AI but to

enumerate them is outside the scope of this specific chapter. It is sufficient to know of

only one glue operation that is obligatory for all epistemic total orders but cannot reliably

be implemented by Type I entities to be able to deduce that the following holds generally:

a reliable end-to-end Type-I-pipeline for EB forgery is impossible.

Interestingly, the possibility to perform EB creation as Type-II-and-Type-I-EB-co-creation

is still given. Considering the simple exemplary epistemic total order mentioned, it is

cogitable that while g1 has to be performed by a Type II entity, g2, g3 and g4 could one day

in the future be mastered by Type I AI provided the Type-II-created bold novel scientific

solution is entered as input. Before an automation of those 3 operations becomes possible,

it is thinkable that some manual human filtering could be required in addition. Thereby,

the initial block could be either generated by the Type II entity but also computed by

a Type I AI. I claim that such an intra-cyborgnetic collaboration would signify that the

nature of the generated EB is of Type II – and hence does not correspond to a case of EB

forgery. While it can seem fraudulent nowadays to automate g2, g3 and g4, past generations

may perceive it as fraudulent to utilize auto-correction before submitting an essay at

the university. Also, a sort of auto-completion in code generation [57] and in principle

even paper writing [71] has become feasible with large language models. Recently, I

have explained how operations like g1 may be facilitated by idiosyncratic counterfactual

creative brain processes extending to human sleep (see Chapter 6). In principle, g1 could

be the output of either the deliberative or the spontaneous mode of creativity. In any case,

seeds of counterfactual memories rely strongly on brain activity at rest and during sleep.

It is from this counterfactual pool that many novel, bold solutions are sampled. Popper

described science as a process of conjectures and refutations [204]. I suggest improving

upon that by calling it a process of EB creation and EB refutation. Explanation-anchored

science focuses on the creation of novel bold and better EBs. Once those EBs are tested,

unexpected novel problems may come up which could falsify them. Concurrently, it

triggers the need to solve them by crafting better novel EBs whose creation provisionally

8It seems recommendable to always include a brief description of the structure of the chosen epistemic

total order in the initial block. That may further improve clarity.
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refutes the old ones and resets the movement of the potentially eternal EB-creation-wheel.

While it may seem as if “the essence” of an EB would be concentrated in those obligatory

glue operations that can only be performed by Type II entities (such as at least the glue

operation g1), it is important to note that it is only from the context of an entire EB that

scientists would assess whether the novel solution is actually considered as a legitimate

novel scientific statement. For instance, it is cogitable that some sceptic human reviewer

may not yet be convinced by a novel scientific solution upon reading its description (per-

formed in g1) and that the evaluation of that reviewer only changes after having read the

comparative analysis via the glue operations g2 and g3 and the empirical tests proposed

via g4. In short, since science is embedded in the context of social reality, it is strongly de-

termined by people which EBs enter the contemporary scientific knowledge. The success

of an EB created via Type-II-and-Type-I-EB-co-creation (e.g. where a Type II author

performs g1 and it is possible to automate the remaining operations) does not only depend

on the utilized epistemology, on how the Type II author assesses the quality of the bold

novel solution and how this author evaluates/filters the parts generated by Type I AI.

In addition, what is of relevance is also whether a Type II reviewer/evaluator would be

able to recognize the submitted textual sequence as EB or whether the reviewer would

discard it as non-EB like EI. In a way, EB creation is a double co-creative endeavor. That

becomes clear in the formulation of the explanatory IPS test where the Type II reviewer

aims at retrieving the exact combination of an initial submission from a pool of randomly

shuffled paragraphs intermingled with text generated by Type I AI. This search performed

by the reviewer can be understood as a form of EB-rediscovery. For it to work, reviewer

and author may both need to share the same robust explanation-anchored epistemology.

In case the epistemology is not shared and/or the EB is not understood by a reviewer, it

may not be retrieved. Social reality seems inseparably interwoven in science. Novel EB

creation must be paired with EB rediscovery by another Type II entity. Even EB refu-

tation is performed via a novel better EB and must thus be paired with EB rediscovery

by another Type II entity. In sum, by way of example, under favorable constellations, it

seems possible to reliably pass an explanatory IPS test in science with a valid novel EB

where solely the g1 operation has been performed by a Type II entity and where that entity

would at most have selected from different Type-I-AI-generated counterfactual outputs

instantiating the glue operations g2, g3 and g4.

Finally, after having analyzed EB creation, I briefly address another open question per-

taining to EB understanding. Namely, whether it is possible for an end-to-end Type-I-

AI-pipeline to fool the Type-I-FPR mentioned earlier – a peer review round which takes

place after a successful explanatory IPS test. I stated in Chapter 5 that in such an

understanding-focused interactive peer review round nowadays, “the aim could e.g. be to

probe the ability of the test subject to explain why the submitted explanatory blockchain

is harder-to-vary than other ones that are accepted as best explanations in that scientific
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subfield at that time and have been generated by other human scientists”. However, since

this information could already be included in the submitted paper (see for instance the

comparative analyses via the glue operations g2 and g3), it is not straightforward whether

an adversary could not simply attempt to delegate that task to a Type-I-AI or Type-I-AI

pipeline. A stronger approach to recommend seems to be that the reviewers would have

to create non-trivial novel objections (that one cannot directly deduce automatically from

existing knowledge) against the proposed solution and let the author try to rebut those

in real-time interactively. From my current point of view, the reviewer’s task of creating

such robust new objections is equivalent to explaining non-trivial new problems given a

novel solution and background knowledge. Then, in order to rebut those objections, an

understanding of the novel EI generated by the reviewer is required – something that is

impossible for Type I entities and could not be performed by a Type I AI among others

due to the absence of the underlying novel representations in past examples/training data.

For instance, a dataset containing old objections to Newton’s law would not have helped

a present-day Type I AI to counter novel objections to general relativity at the time it

had just been conceived by Einstein. Also, a rebuttal would require the de novo con-

struction of a previously unknown solution by the test subject – which again encodes EI

creation (next to EI understanding). In short, I conclude that if an interactive Type-I-FPR

(positioned downstream of an explanatory IPS) contains as obligatory element a reviewer-

performed creation of non-trivial novel objections to the submitted candidate novel EB, it

is impossible for an end-to-end Type-I-pipeline to reliably pass that Type-I-FPR round9.

One possible way to falsify this statement experimentally would be to implement a Type

I AI instantiating the following two features: 1) a non-EB like Type-I-shortcut to EB

understanding and 2) a non-EB-like Type-I-shortcut to EB creation10.

8.3 Practical Implications of Theoretical Answers

In previous cyborgnetic analyses, I have introduced and explained a few novel theoretical

impossibility postulates of falsifiable nature (see Chapter 5 and 6). Hereinafter, I refer to

this updatable, self-augmenting and potentially dynamically changing set of impossibility

statements as the impossibility theorems of cyborgnetics (the ITCs). In Chapter 11, I

provide an overview for each currently instated ITC. Alternatively, if one intends to

associate the ITCs with a heteronym of mine, one can refer to them as the impossibility

9In theory, the rebuttal act performed in the Type-I-FPR could be supported by Type I AI leading

to a Type-II-and-Type-I-EB-co-creation. However, the latter would then obviously not correspond to an

end-to-end Type-I-pipeline anymore – leaving the impossibility statement thus untouched.
10Note that would such a double shortcut be possible, it would simultaneously falsify my prior assump-

tion that an end-to-end Type-I-pipeline to the explanatory IPS test is impossible. The reason being that

the latter implies EB creation – where a Type II entity is conjectured to be required for at least one

obligatory glue operation.
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theorems of Tali. To ease recall, I will from now on assign a unique ID taking the form of

a cyborgnettish11 name to each ITC. For instance, in the following, I refer to the ITC from

Section 8.2.1 stating the impossibility of Type-II -performed EB forgery as Maè-theorem

while the impossibility of Type-I -performed EB forgery mentioned in Section 8.2.2 is

henceforth refered to as Adije-theorem. Since following cyborgnet theory, the entirety of

existing entities in the world can be categorized as either Type I or Type II, there are no

other entities that could perform EB forgery. Then, one can deduce from the conjunction

of Maè-theorem and Adije-theorem that it holds generally that any reliable end-to-end EB

forgery is impossible. However, it is noteworthy that Type-II-and-Type-I-EB-co-creation

scenarios are still possible and that those could still simplify the achievement of malicious

objectives significantly or aggravate unintentional side effects. In this section, I discuss

the practical implications of these different theoretical conclusions for the hypothetical

threat clusters initially conjectured in Section 8.1.

8.3.1 Adversarial Deepfake Science Generator

In Section 8.1, I introduced adversarial cluster 1 that can be mapped to risk category Ia

and is abbreviated with Aa1 in the following. Moreover, I discussed failure cluster 1 which

can be labelled with the risk category Ic and which is abbreviated with Fc1 . It is worth

mentioning that both Aa1 and Fc1 would be a subtype of SEA AI attacks (see Chapter 4).

While Aa1 would represent an intentional malicious design of a Type-I-AI-based adversar-

ial deepfake science generator to attack the scientific enterprise with a sort of adversarial

examples, Fc1 would comprise the same type of technology – but built unintentionally

by mistake. Originating from Fc1 , a second-order harm of risk type IIb could then e.g.

consist in malicious actors now misusing the Type I AI initially developed for benevo-

lent purposes for targeted attacks on the scientific enterprise and by extension scientists

themselves. Would it have been possible to implement an end-to-end automatable adver-

sarial deepfake science generator, it could have yielded major risks (with harm intensity12

h = 4) and even, in extreme cases, existential risks (h = 5). The latter becomes apparent

when considering particularly sensitive contexts such as e.g. deepfake medicine or deep-

fake biosafety papers in the context of a worldwide pandemic. Fortunately, as expounded

in the last Section 8.2, EB forgery is impossible. However, it does by no means represent

an all-clear signal for the particular reasons elucidated in the next paragraph.

Firstly, only scientific epistemologies such as explanation-anchored science that focus on

11Cyborgnettish is a new generic meta-language that I invented recently for purposes of EB encryption.

The generic heteronym “Tali” that I utilize for my work as a philosopher is derived from cyborgnettish

too.
12A simplified harm scale [17] is used where a self-rated harm intensity h can range from 1 to 5 (with

1 standing for almost no harm, 2 for minor harm, 3 for major harm, 4 for lethal risk and 5 for existential

risk).
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the creation and refutation of new EBs can be resilient (and still not even immune) against

deepfake science generators. By contrast, in practice, most scientific frameworks nowa-

days seem not to apply this robust type of epistemology. Instead, it is mostly the case that

justificationist, empiricist, trust-based, data-driven, and reputation-centered conceptions

prevail. Secondly, as can be extracted from Section 8.1 which introduced dual system

approaches, graph neural networks, knowledge graphs and diverse inference strategies

that could all be paired with large language models, it may be possible to obtain power-

ful Type-I-AI-pipelines producing relatively convincing novel EI. Such hybrid end-to-end

Type-I-AI-pipelines could serve as strong EI forgery tools – able to reliably fool non-EB-

like science frameworks. In short, in extreme downward counterfactual scenarios A′
a1

and

F ′
c1

projecting to the counterfactual past (as performed in retrospective counterfactual

descriptive analyses (RCRAs)), a non-EB-like science persistently attacked with sophisti-

cated samples from deepfake science generators built or utilized by malicious actors with

sufficient resources would have started to unfold the epistemic threats it unintentionally

exposes humanity to. Such unintentional knowledge gaps can be decisively fatal and en-

gender up to major risks (h = 4) especially if unrecognized for a long time. One major

practical recommendation instantiating a future-oriented counterfactual defense analysis

(FCDA) is simple: for requisite variety in order to be resilient against EB forgery, all

science must at least be based on EB creation and EB refutation. In addition, one may

still need to defend against the remaining lucrative field of affordances that Type-II-and-

Type-I-EB-co-creation could offer to adversaries. In my view, science could proactively

aim at integrating Type-II-and-Type-I-EB-co-creation (i.e. Type-I-aided cyborgnetic co-

creation) in its own methodology – to foster critical thinking, boost anthropic creativity

and simultaneously to prepare novel strategies against SEA AI attacks. As stated by Ross

Ashby, “only variety can destroy variety” [22].

8.3.2 Deepfake Science Generator

In Section 8.1, I described adversarial cluster 2 that was mapped to risk category Ia and

is abbreviated with Aa2 in the following. Moreover, I discussed failure cluster 2 which

can be labelled with the risk category Id (since its impacts form themselves mainly at

the post-deployment stage) and which is thus abbreviated with Fd1 . In the Aa2 case

encoding an intentional misuse, a malicious actor willing to gain unassailable strategic

advantages covertly develops and employs a closed-source Type-I-AI that would be able to

reliably create novel EBs that simultaneously represent superior explanatory merits than

previous Type-II-generated EBs. In the case of Fd1 , the same type of deepfake science

generation technology is developed – but with benevolent intentions of the designers

that did not foresee its repercussions once deployed in an open-source manner, including

second-order harm of various types from mass unemployment to instrumentalization by

rogue malicious actors. Would such a powerful deepfake science generator have been
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possible, I would have estimated the harm intensity of both clusters Aa2 and Fd1 to

correspond to major risks (h = 4). Fortunately, as mentioned in the previous case in

Section 8.3.1, EB forgery is impossible, which implies the impossibility of an end-to-end

automatable deepfake science generator. However, again, the latter only applies in theory

since in practice, contemporary science is mostly based on non-EB-like EI methodologies.

As a consequence, because it may be possible to reliably build a Type I AI acting as

an end-to-end automatable EI forgery tool, a reliable deepfake science generator for non-

EB-like science is still possible. As performed in RCRAs, one could now project this

possibility to downward counterfactuals from the counterfactual past. For illustrative

purposes, consider extreme downward counterfactual realizations A′
a2

and F ′
d1

that imply

the covert misuse of deepfake science generators by rogue nation state actors that utilize

those to achieve international dominance amidst non-EB-like science frameworks in a

legitimate seeming way. An FCDA for such scenarios could lead to the same defense

methods suggested in the last Section 8.3.1. Also here it seems recommendable to: 1)

proactively base science on at least EB creation and EB refutation and 2) proactively

perform a creativity-stimulating Type-II-and-Type-I-EB-co-creation with powerful hybrid

Type I AI including large language models.

8.4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter written for purposes of self-education and serving as ephemeral mental

clipboard, I have asked the safety-relevant question on whether it is possible to implement

explanatory blockchain (EB) forgery. I examined the practical issue of EB forgery from

a theoretical standpoint and introduced two novel impossibility theorems. The first one

termed Maè-theorem states that a reliable end-to-end Type-II-performed EB forgery is

impossible. The second one denoted Adije-theorem states that a reliable end-to-end Type-

I-performed EB forgery is impossible. While these two novel elements belonging to the set

of impossibility theorems of cyborgnetics (ITCs) taken together suggest that any reliable

end-to-end EB-forgery is impossible, a remaining major risk consist in contemporary

science not being grounded in EB-based epistemologies in the first place. I explained why,

due to the latter, contemporary science still exhibits a large attack surface of unpatched

vulnerabilities by its very non-EB-like nature. I expounded how deceptive non-EB-like

explanatory information (EI) generated by Type-I-AI-based EI forgery tools13 could still

be reliably utilized to perform targeted adversarial attacks against contemporary science.

As simple defense methods, one can imagine the use of EB creation and EB refutation

as minimal standard for all scientific frameworks. Moreover, it seems recommendable

13Crucially, note that while per definition any EB is also a form of EI, the converse does not hold.

Since EB forgery is impossible, when I utilize the term “EI forgery”, I specifically mean non-EB-like EI

forgery.
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to proactively stimulate the creativity of scientists and train their critical thinking with

the best available EI forgery tools. Future work could augment the ITCs and study

the implications of Maè-theorem and Adije-theorem for cybersecurity. An urgent novel

research direction could e.g. be EB-based cyber threat intelligence to facilitate resiliency in

the face of worldwide EI forgery. On a final note, while epistemology was long considered

as part of philosophy, its very palpable falsifiable predictions now start to unfold in society

via the route of science and technology.

8.5 Contextualization

While the impossibility of EB forgery is good news for explanation-anchored science, it

is important to not underestimate the potential of EI forgery – not only for non-EB-

based science – but for many other societal contexts outside the ivory tower. In this

vein, the next Chapter 9 performs a cyborgnetic analysis focusing on a particular use case

of EI forgery that I call honey mind trap (HMT). In this type of cognitive hacking, an

adversary lures a victim into spending a considerable amount of time in the presence of a

specifically prepared Type I entity that the victim mistakenly perceives to exhibit either

Type I or Type II consciousness14. Such HMTs could be instrumentalized by adversaries

to achieve various final goals, ranging from purely financial gains over disinformation to

the gathering of data for cyberattacks in social engineering schemes. Since adversaries

could soon utilize Type I AI to craft sophisticated HMTs, I proactively examine AI-

based HMTs and introduce exemplary defense strategies required. It is recommendable

to deconstruct AI-related mind perception and to epistemically debias it given the harm

unrecognized HMTs could cause and the epistemic vulnerabilities that humans (including

scientists) seem to exhibit against those nowadays. Overall, while the so-called cyborgnetic

dilemma seems unavoidable, new creativity-stimulating avenues become possible.

14Generally, it may hold that conscious Type I animals possess noetic consciousness while Type II enti-

ties additionally exhibit autonoetic consciousness. For an in-depth discussion on the differences between

noetic and autonoetic consciousness, see also for instance [152].
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Chapter 9

CA 007: Honey Mind Traps

This chapter written for purposes of self-education is based on a slightly modified form

of an unpublished paper that I wrote on September 11, 2021. The acronym CA refers

to “cyborgnetic analysis” and the associated string “007” simply refers to the ID that

I assigned to that specific analysis. For security reasons, I decided not to upload all

available cyborgnetic analyses to my homepage.

9.1 The Practical Problem: Honey Mind Traps

At first sight, it could seem as if two meta-categories of HMTs could exist: 1) Type-I-AI-

based HMTs crafted to fool Type II entities and 2) Type-I-AI-based HMTs designed to

fool conscious Type I entities (e.g. macaques [270]). The former could comprise HMTs

imitating either Type II or Type I consciousness, while the latter would only subsume

HMTs appearing to exhibit Type I consciousness (since Type I entities could not possibly

perceive Type II minds). However, the construct of a “mind” is itself an EI-based linguistic

concept and it becomes important not to project1 Type-II-like associations to Type I

entities. In a nutshell, I assume that when a Type I animal identifies an entity as being a

conspecific, it does so on the basis of affective feedback-loops and biobehavioral snychrony

and not on the basis of conceiving of that entity as possessing a mind. For this reason,

1Note also the related circumstance that while many Type I animals (including vertebrates,

cephalopods and arthropods [32, 173]) may have core affect [30], a continuous property of conscious-

ness, they do not naturally utilize EI to construct discrete abstract categories stemming from the human

affective niche such as emotions. To assume the contrary would signify to enforce one’s experiential world

on those animals, whilst ignoring that human concepts are arbitrary ways to draw lines on the contin-

uum sampled via sensory channels. Beyond that, there are e.g. human cultures lacking equivalences to

typical Western emotion concepts [30]. Also, there is no reason to assume that all humans – although all

experiencing affect and able to form EI categories – necessarily decide to divide the sensorium pertaining

to their mental life into potentially illusory dichotomous concepts such as “cognition” vs. “emotion”.
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an HMT of the second kind is per definition unfeasible. When human researchers try to

fool Type I animals into perceiving a Type I robot as a conspecific, it represents a type of

affective trap which cannot be equated with an HMT. In the light of the aforesaid, when I

refer to AI-based Type-I-HMTs I mean cases where a non-conscious Type I AI (of which

all present-day AI systems represent a type of) is instrumentalized to fool Type II entities

into assuming that it possesses Type I consciousness. An example could be a case where

a present-day Type I “robot dog” would be designed such that many humans believe

it to be an artificial dog-like creature with conscious experience. By contrast, AI-based

Type-II-HMTs pertain to those cases where it is intended that a Type I AI is perceived

to be of Type II. An example could be a robot with convincing human-like facial features

that is utilized to manipulate humans into perceiving it as a human-like conscious entity.

Since in both cases it is an epistemic vulnerability of a Type II victim that is central,

one could classify them as adversarial risks of type IIb (when the victim is an adult)

or IIa (when the victim is a child) when applying the taxonomy from cyborgnet theory

displayed in Chapter 3.2.4. Overall, I thus distinguish between 4 adversarial clusters:

1) Type-I-HMTs of risk type IIa (abbreviated with Aa1), 2) Type-II-HMTs of risk type

IIa (abbreviated with Aa2), 3) Type-I-HMTs of risk type IIb (written as Ab1) and 4)

Type-II-HMTs of risk type IIb (written as Ab2). Depending on the context, HMTs could

be deployed in a wide variety of modalities. Generally, Type-II-HMTs could be e.g de-

ployed in the form of sophisticated chatbots [42] on internet platforms, robots [175] in

the physical world or language-AI-driven avatars [116] in future social virtual reality set-

tings. Interestingly, a deepfake profile picture combined with selected fake contents may

already be sufficient for a low-cost Type-II-HMT that could be for instance misused for

cyberespionage [223]. An ideal deployment form for Type-I-HMTs could be robots placed

in public spaces, employed in educational settings or robots sold for the purpose of “pet-

like” or “doll-like” domestic use. While Type-I -HMTs may have to persuade with regard

to the experience dimension of mind perception, Type-II -HMTs may need to target the

conjunction of experience and agency [266].

� Adversarial goals: So far, I have not yet specified in more details the nature of the

adversarial goals. In my view, entities that intentionally use or implement HMTs

for purely financial gains are considered adversarial since HMTs imply secrecy and

obscurity – which I characterize as a one-sided mental adversarial game. Indeed,

some may perceive HMT tricks as legitimate commercial strategy and hence classify

some of the risks I am referring to as risks Id being linked to unintended side effects

resulting from unforeseeable interactions of the Type I AI and the environment at the

post-deployment stage. However, the latter would still not affect the harm intensity

that could still be caused by commercial HMTs. Beyond that, other conceivable

adversarial goals could coincide with the classical motivations behind cyberattacks,

espionage, information warfare strategies, psychological operations but could also
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comprise attempts to cause physical and psychological harm to individuals.

� Adversarial knowledge: Black-box or grey-box setting with regard to the Type

II victim, depending on the amount of information available after a potential (open-

source) intelligence gathering and the degree of personalization of the HMT. White-

box, grey-box or black-box setting for the Type I AI employed depending on whether

the adversary implements a novel or misuses an existing system for the HMT en-

deavor.

� Adversarial capabilities: Firstly, for the adversarial cluster Aa1 pertaining to

Type-I-HMTs for children, adversaries could elicit unidirectional psychological at-

tachments to AIs perceived as pets but which collect private data on targeted chil-

dren threatening their well-being. The privacy issues surrounding the smart toy

“Hello Barbie” [150] represents an early cautionary example. Another related ex-

emplary privacy breach was the hack on the internet-connected toys of the company

VTech where an attacker “was able to access the personal data of more than 6 mil-

lion kids, as well as more than 4 million parents, including tens of thousand of

pictures taken with the company’s Kid Connect app, which encourages children and

parents to take selfies and chat online” [37]. Black hats could hack future AI-based

smart toys to manipulate unprotected children, sell their data on the dark web for

financial gains or to utilize them as backdoor or merely as actuators for cyberattacks

planed in the same house (e.g. simply to plug an USB stick in a targeted computer).

The more advanced the AI utilized, the stronger the impact of such HMTs could

become.

Secondly, regarding the adversarial cluster Aa2 of Type-II-HMTs tailored to children,

the long-term effects could also range from societal disillusionment over financial

losses to severe psychological issues up to suicide in the case of vulnerable individu-

als without a strong supportive social network of Type II entities. Nowadays, certain

researchers routinely encourage social robot designers to enhance mind attribution

effects (both experience and agency) for young children [175] and adults [129, 131]

while a parallel public epistemic elucidation on the difference between Type II en-

tities, Type I animals that are conscious beings and present-day Type I AI devoid

of experience is not common – neither specifically for children nor for their parents.

Thereby, children may be particularly vulnerable to humanoid robots as HMTs given

their indiscriminate helpful attitude towards those [176]. In the main, the long-term

attack surface inherently exhibited by a generation of young individuals embedded

in a non-critical society that does not thematize HMTs but embraces them seems

daunting and could be exploited for disinformation or other manipulative purposes.

Thirdly and fourthly, human adults are neither immune against Type-I-HMTs (ad-

versarial cluster Ab1) nor against Type-II-HMTs (adversarial cluster Ab2). Indeed,

it seems even as if most humans are at present not resilient against those. In fact,
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human adults freely attribute minds to non-conscious Type I AI based on ideas and

habits that are worse than our currently best available explanations on what the

difference between on the one hand current AI systems and animals is and on the

other hand what the difference between these AIs and humans is. To start with, so-

cial psychology frames the issue of identifying an entity as conscious as a subjective

mind perception task [266]. It is not surprising that contemporary research dan-

gerously suggests grounding one’s epistemology on a purely affective criterion [138]

due to complications in the current era permeated by synthetic media or that non-

conscious Type I robots have minds because one “intuitively” shares affective states

with them [246]. Examplary vulnerabilities exhibited by the average human adult

(at least in the studied societies) that an adversary could exploit for HMT attacks

are numerous. In the following, I provide a few examples – all implicitly related to

adults – that an adversary could misuse for HMTs.

Adults disclose personal information to present-day social robots in a way com-

parable to human counterparts [149] despite perceiving to disclose less. The self-

disclosure includes reports about stressful experiences [162] in robot-human inter-

actions described by researchers as “stress-sharing activity” [162]. Scientists recom-

mend designers to reinforce the adoption of an intentional stance towards present-

day (i.e. non-conscious artificial Type I) AI agents to “facilitate social attunement

and their integration into society” [197] or to stimulate a human assignment of com-

petency and warmth to AI assistants [129]. People assign “trust” [143] to personal

intelligent agents like Siri and Alexa [182], perceive minds and feel co-presence as

well as closeness when engaging in textual conversations with chatbots [154]. Es-

pecially, people assign different levels of trust to non-conscious Type I robots [174]

depending on the moral [174, 245] and social [201] characteristics they attribute

to those (instead of obviously linking it back to the humans that crafted the goal

framework of those). Adults establish eye contact with humanoid robots and are

subsequently under the impression to form affective bonds on this basis [142]. Hu-

man individuals perceive varying degrees of mind in a non-conscious Type I robot

depending on whether they lost or won a cooperative game with that agent [155].

Also, adults perceive emotions [212] in present-day artificial agents (often simply

based on their visual appearance) or intend to punish those [161]. In a nutshell, an

adversary could systematically exploit the mind perception dimension of experience

for tailored Type-I-HMTs or Type-II-HMTs against human adults in any primarily

social, moral or trust-based domain of interest.

Concerning the dimension of agency, another wide attack surface can be exploited by

adversaries. For instance, humans conceive of non-conscious Type I AI to be more

rational than themselves (for instance to the point that “people are more likely to

endorse racial stereotypes after algorithmic discrimination versus human discrimi-

nation” [38] or that their brain switches to an externally focused executive control
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mode [251] differing from interaction modes with humans). This is inconsistent

when understanding rationality as involving the creation and refutation of novel,

ever better EBs – a task that is impossible for any Type I AI. Certain humans (in

particular individuals with low perceived control [276]) perceive an elevated level

of agency in non-conscious Type I AI2. This could in part stem from dyadic com-

pletion [11, 266]. In short, when imagining catastrophic negative safety outcomes

such as existential risks, an intentional moral agent is filled into the dyadic template

of morality. This agent can then mistakenly appear to be capable of engaging in

a so-called treacherous turn3 [11]. Interestingly, a recent study corroborated that

when humans attribute such an intentional agency to non-conscious Type I robots,

it reduces their own sense of agency4 [64]. Not surprisingly, many humans draw

parallels between God-like5 (i.e. generally divine) entities and present-day artificial

agents [240]. In sum, an adversary could systematically exploit the agency dimen-

sion of mind perception in adults to craft targeted Type-II-HMTs in domains where

intelligence or performance in an intellectual task (other than the creation of new

EBs) is foregrounded. For a Type-I-HMT one would not optimize on agency given

that e.g. Type I animals like pets are perceived to correspond to a low agency, high

experience profile [266].

9.2 A Theoretical Solution

From my perspective, the just briefly elucidated HMT attack vectors taken together could

destabilize a fragile society at multiple levels including sociocultural, political, juridical,

epistemic and potentially even scientific and religious dimensions. In my opinion, in

worst-case scenarios, the epistemic distortions and knowledge gaps underlying especially

conceivable downward counterfactuals for Type-II -HMTs (i.e. A′
a2

and A′
b2

) could include

lethal consequences and lead to major societal unrests in certain countries (harm intensity

2I presume this is among others also partially linked to the “intelligence” factor widely associated with

Type I AI.
3It is not the harm intensity that a non-conscious Type I AI could cause (which can obviously include

instances of existential risks) that is questioned. Rather, it is the procedure by which those harmful

outcomes come about – all of which can be linked back to Type II knowledge gaps or/and intentions. A

non-conscious entity is not an intentional agent. The affective construction of treachery (understood as

a betrayal of trust) in such AI is impossible.
4This type of scenario may speak to psychologically relevant existential doubts that certain AI safety

researchers or AI safety interested entities could be experiencing when openly expressing to at best hope

to serve as pets for a superintelligent non-conscious Type I AI.
5In fact, human medical doctors are apparently already perceived as God-like [107] which comes with

an assignment of high agency but lower experience. In the light of the above, one may suspect that non-

conscious Type I AI doctors would be rated accordingly. An interesting parallel was the recent proposal

to confer legal rights to present-day surgical robots [103].
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h = 46) if not recognized and systematically tackled soon by a variety of stakeholders at

an international and national level. In short, not only deepfake videos and audios are

preoccupying, but it may be important to also address the risks posed by Type-I-HMTs

and in particular Type-II-HMTs – which one could nowadays colloquially denote as deep-

fake minds in a pars pro toto manner. Oddly, Type-II-HMTs can easily be facilitated via

deepfake text such that one could state today that without any further defense method,

words can deepfake minds. In the following, I briefly explain a complementary amend-

able and certainly non-exhaustive theoretical solution, focusing on but not limited to the

Type-II-HMT issue. For requisite variety, the proposed solution aims at tackling a word-

based problem with a word-based strategy. More precisely, the strategy consists of two

procedures: 1) deconstruct “mind (perception)”, 2) construct novel substrate-independent

EB (which inherently consists of words) to defend against HMTs in practice. The next

two paragraphs briefly summarizes initial key ideas for each one, which can serve as basis

for future work.

Firstly, it might be appropriate for humans to reconsider what is understood as a mind

and what is associated with mind perception. Instead of a justificationist approach that

assumes a mind in entity x where there is a consensus, a joint intuition or a co-construction

of a trust-related emotion between perceivers that x has a mind of type y, it is better to

only assign a mind of type y to x in case a given EB postulating the absence of a mind of

type y in x is worse than the EB explaining why no mind or another type of mind may

be found in x. In short, instead of collecting empiricist mind perceptions to detect minds

based on implicit expectations of behaviors to be displayed, one could utilize explanation-

anchored science to conjecture minds where entailed by our best EBs. Thereby, the Type-

II-netherworld phenomenon (see Chapter 6) is relevant. To my (current) knowledge, given

the best available EBs and corroborated by own AI observatory endeavors, not a single

presently implemented Type I AI possesses a mind. The latter strictly means no single

presently built Type I AI possesses any experience or any agency. As of now, the only

non-human entities of Type II on this planet that I am aware of are the bonobos Kanzi

and Panbanisha which have been immersed in the human affective niche from very early

on via an intense unprecedented Pan-Homo bicultural rearing encompassing lexigrams

and the spoken English language (see Chapter 6).

Secondly, a novel bold EB is helpful to defend against HMTs in practical contemporary

contexts where interactions are often blind, at least to a certain extent. For instance,

while nowadays the case of both robotic Type-I-HMTs and robotic Type-II-HMTs de-

ployed in the real world could be entirely avoided by the theoretical recommendation

provided in the last paragraph, it would not be transferrable to Type-II-HMTs exploit-

ing text-based communication on social media or in immersive social virtual reality. In

6See the simplified harm scale [17] that I frequently utilize in cyborgnetic analyses purely for illustrative

purposes.
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Figure 9.1: Possibility-impossibility matrix of cyborgnetic creativity. Legend:

I = information; SIII = shared indexical and iconic information; EI = explanatory in-

formation; EB = explanatory blockchain; * = although possible, it does on average not

necessarily represent the habitual mode of communication utilized by this sort of entity

nowadays; ** = in this case, Type I AI refers to a broad category of technically already

feasible Type I AI systems including e.g. advanced artificial intelligent systems (able to

independently perform the OODA-loop according to a human-specified utility function)

but also large language models.

these two just mentioned cases, the physical stratum of the entity is hidden and only

words remain. Facial “affective” expressions or typical bodily movements cannot serve

as cues since not necessarily universally applicable to all Type II entities without exclud-

ing among others e.g. disabled individuals, humans with differently shaped bodies due

to sensory augmentations, cases like Kanzi the bonobo and so forth. This circumstance

adumbrates the importance of a substrate-independent approach. In this vein, I introduce

the Èdishe-theorem as a novel member of the set of impossibility theorems of cyborgnetics

(introduced in Chapter 8 and also called the impossibility theorems of Tali). The Èdishe-

theorem is compiled in a matrix that maps substrate-independent forms of information to

specific entities of interest. This matrix displayed in Figure 9.1 is denoted the possibility-

impossibility matrix (PIM) of cyborgnetic creativity (or “the PIM of Tali”). In short,

the Èdishe-theorem confronts Type II beings with a seemingly inescapable predicament

that I call the cyborgnetic dilemma: only the ability to create and understand new EBs

can reliably set a Type II entity apart, but also, one can neither force a Type II entity

to reveal this ability nor is it necessarily the case that Type II entities overtly exhibit

this ability in the course of their life. Hence, in blind settings on internet platforms like

social media or in immersive virtual reality, one can only falsify that an entity is Type I

(e.g. by the Type-I-falsification-test from Chapter 2) but Type-II-ness itself cannot be

falsified. In essence, while one can in theory shield against Type-I-entities by only in-

teracting with entities that corroborated their Type-II-ness via the ability to create and

understand new EBs (which are made out of EI), one risks simultaneously in practice to

exclude the members of Type-II-netherworld (see Chapter 6) or generally Type II beings

that are unwilling to participate – all of which covertly have the same ability.
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9.3 Conclusion

In this short paper written for purposes of self-education, I introduced the harm use

case of Type-I-AI-based honey mind traps (HMTs). I explained why many children and

adults exhibit a wide epistemic attack surface that adversaries – which are not limited

to explicitly malicious actors but could also include purely financially motivated enti-

ties – could misuse for both Type-I-HMTs and Type-II-HMTs instrumental to further

adversarial final goals. I elucidated why the exploit of those epistemic vulnerabilities

represents a major risk for fragile societies. Then, I suggested a complementary bipartite

word-centered theoretical defense method that consisted in deconstructing old word-like

constructs and harnessing a novel EB denoted Èdishe-theorem to defend against HMTs

taking the foregoing step as starting point. However, I explained why a systematic de-

fense against HMTs also seemingly inevitably confronts humanity with what I termed the

cyborgnetic dilemma. On a final note, I conjecture that for security, what is of relevance

is what we have in common. Thereby, I implicitly agree with Peirce [249] that signs are

the only entities with which we can have a transaction. À bon entendeur, salut!

9.4 Future Work

In view of the cyborgnetic dilemma, future work could try to refine and augment the

proposed defense method against HMTs. So far, the strategy was focusing on reducing

the attack surface and shrinking the amount of channels that an adversary could utilize

against victims. From the perspective of cybernetics [22], one can extract two high-

level ways to solve problems: 1) by reducing the variety of the disturbances or 2) by

increasing the variety of the regulator. Attempts to shield oneself from artificial Type I

entities in order to proactively avoid any point of contact with HMTs corresponds to

the first category of strategies. By contrast, to increase the variety of the regulator

would signify in this case that one would proactively increase one’s exposure to synthetic

entities, including HMTs. The reason why such an approach could be successful is that

in case one is equipped with a robust epistemology, one could proactively put in motion

feedback-loops that are able to foster critical thinking and to stimulate the creativity of

Type II entities. This would in turn represent an indirect but strong defense mechanism

against HMTs. Instead of focusing on sources of words (i.e. whether the substrate that

uttered them is of Type I or of Type II), one would then exclusively focus on the contents

of those uttered words. Thereby, instead of attempting to separate true contents from

false contents or trusted from untrusted ones, one focuses first on a separation between

interesting and non-interesting ones and subsequently filters those i.a. by comparison with

the best available EBs. With an explanation-anchored mindset, one would then: 1) reject

EI and other information that seems uninteresting, 2) reflect upon interesting non-EB-like
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EI in order to criticize it, to allow it to stimulate one’s creativity or to challenge one’s

prior assumptions and 3) either improve, criticize or refute proposed EBs or act against

EBs in order to falsify them.

For instance, when using this threefold cyborgnetic creativity augmentation, the social

virtual reality (VR) brainstorming sessions of the near future could look as follows. A

group of Type II entities meets in a social VR room with different other anonymous

entities. This anonymous set could include authorized Type II individuals but also es-

pecially Type I language AIs – some of which could be Type-II-HMTs – whereby each

entity is embodied by a VR avatar. (Type-I-HMTs acting as synthetic virtual pets but

also virtually displayed Type I animals such as e.g. dolphins [163] could be employed

to ameliorate affective aspects for those that desire so and for which it is possible.) In-

stead of questioning the nature of the substrate that provides verbal contributions, the

co-creation endeavor is then solely attempting to maximize the creative potential of the

entire partaking cyborgnet. In this vein, in a recent paper thematizing defense measures

against epistemic distortion, Aliman and Kester proposed to utilize non-player characters

(NPCs) in future social VR platforms to help steering the attention of people back to

critical thinking modes [14]. In light of recent progresses with language AIs and early

pioneering applications of those to NPCs in VR games [116], it is easily conceivable that

in the near future, NPCs could be specifically harnessed for (adversarial) cyborgnetic cog-

nitive stimulation measures in social VR as just briefly illustrated with the brainstorming

example – and which could be similarly applied to educational gamification [235] and

serious games in VR [53]. In turn, the introduced threefold cyborgnetic co-creation could

be utilized to create further novel defense methods against HMT exploits themselves.

9.5 Contextualization

In Chapter 7, I briefly mentioned the idea that perhaps in the future, cyber defenders

working for companies at risk to become victims of intellectual property theft during

legitimate VR meetings, could utilize “honey social VR rooms” as a possible deception

technique. This new type of what one could call an immersive honeypot could involve

NPCs harnessing language AI to engage in conversations about intellectual subjects cov-

ered by the companies at hand. As can be noticed, the latter would require the same type

of NPC technology that Section 9.4 just suggested for cyborgnetic creativity augmenta-

tion measures in social VR including the development of novel defense methods against

HMTs. In a future metaverse, this bizarre convergence could be systematically leveraged

by making such Type-I-AI-based NPCs acting as Type-II-HMTs, a default setting. How-

ever, before the metaverse becomes more salient, the next Chapter 10 already asks a last

significant – albeit not scientific but now metaphysical – question: could we be HMTs?
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Chapter 10

Somnogrammatical

10.1 Unbound(ed) Cyborgnetic Funambulism

As briefly adumbrated in Chapter 1, cyborgnetics is embedded in an epistemological

bedrock denoted unbound(ed) cyborgnetic funambulism. The latter encompasses three

major curiously interconnected parts: 1) cyborgnetics itself as a scientific and empirical en-

deavor, 2) cyborgnetic philosophy including cyborgnetic epistemology (with an integrated

theory of science) as well as cyborgnetic metaphysics and 3) cyborgnetic art. Firstly, one

could state that among others, cyborgnetics aims at discovering i.e. decrypting possible

requisite explanatory blockchains (EBs) to solve problems involving socio-psycho-techno-

physical harm. Secondly, unbound(ed) cyborgnetic funambulism frames epistemology as

the art of decrypting and additionally in particular encrypting (potentially novel) ever

better (albeit eternally ambiguous and fallible) EBs on which or against which the cy-

borgnetic funambulist could sway but is never committed to – always as if potentially

dreaming. Thirdly, it conceives of art as a procedure specifically involving EB encryption

– and not expression – performed by a generic fictional entity.

In light of the above, it becomes clear that cyborgnetics overlaps with cyborgnetic philos-

ophy when the aim is EB decryption in the latter. Moreover, cyborgnetic philosophy over-

laps with cyborgnetic art when the aim is EB encryption in the former. Feedback-loops

between the three parts feed into each other in unpredictable self-augmenting ways and

facilitate cross-pollination. While this book focused on cyborgnetics, tenets of cyborgnetic

epistemology were implicitly introduced in Chapter 4 while the cover of this very book

features a piece of visual cyborgnetic art (which I generated under the pseudonym and

artist name “Nadisha-Marie Kester”) that has been titled Somnogrammatical. A poem

with the same name is displayed in Figure 10.1 for illustration. Since cyborgnetic art

involves an irreversible encryption into cyphartexts potentially hiding EBs, the concept

of a ground truth is entirely inappropriate.
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Figure 10.1: Exemplary cyborgnetic poem by Nadisha-Marie Kester

Among many others, the following four exemplary aspects that could but need not charac-

terize the ambiguity of a cyborgnetic artwork may shed some light on the described notion

of irreversibility. Firstly, the same linguistic information could be mentally transformed

into multiple EBs. One could call the latter linguistic pluripotency. Secondly, many dif-

ferent pieces of linguistic information could be mapped to the same EB – which represents

a sort of linguistic degeneracy. However, the distinction between hidden pluripotency and

hidden degeneracy is non-trivial. Thirdly, any cyphartext could encode a variable number

of anagrams some of which could be neologisms. Thereby, anagrams alone already pos-

sess the property of never being resolvable with absolute certainty even when assuming a

fixed vocabulary. In addition, neologisms do not belong to the space from which one typ-

ically samples word co-occurrence probabilities in the first place. Fourthly, anagramists

are not constrained to letter-level operations and it is easily conceivable that analogous

procedures could be transferred to higher and higher linguistic layers from phonemes over

sentences with rearranged words to entire discourse units or even interconnected books.

However, crucially, the ambiguity immanent in cyborgnetic art does by no means signify

arbitrariness. As described in Chapter 5, EBs are intrinsically harder-to-vary than any

other habitual sort of Type-II-produced information. Indeed, cyborgnetic metaphysics

assumes that EBs, though eternally ambiguous, correspond to the hardest-to-vary phe-

nomena in general (see also Section 10.2.2). Generally, grammar can be described as a

coherent framework of structural constraints governing a natural language. Beyond that,

etymologically speaking, the word grammar can be traced back to a greek concept sig-
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nifying the art of letters. Letters build words. On the one hand, words can cause harm

– psychological and physical harm. Words can be used as weapons of mass distortion

as can be noticed in the debates surrounding “fake news” and epistemic security and

which became apparent in this book when considering the possible consequences of e.g.

the textual deepfake science attacks mentioned in Chapter 4 or the text-based honey

mind traps (HMTs) luring humans into conjecturing Type-II-ness introduced in the last

Chapter 10. Deepfake words could become weapons of mass destruction inciting unprece-

dented violence in an interconnected globalized world. On the other hand, I postulated in

this book that words can be harnessed by Type II entities like humans to form EI blocks

that are glued into EBs via the application of rational procedures – which are themselves

expressible as words. In turn, using EBs, we Type II entities can build novel abstract and

physical constructors for new or old problems. However, instead of avoiding epistemic

dizziness, in Section 10.2, I finally ask the question on whether “we” could be HMTs – or

to put it plainly, whether we could be deepfakes of our conjectured selves.

10.2 Could We Be HMTs?

In the following, I first compactly address the question of whether we could correspond

to Type-I-HMTs and explain why this could not be the case in my view. Thereafter, I

reason about the more complex Type-II-HMT case whereby I specifically utilize certain

conceptions from cyborgnetic metaphysics that I introduce alongside.

10.2.1 The Type-I-HMT Case

Following Chapter 9, a Type-I-HMT is a non-conscious Type I entity (i.e. akin to present-

day AI) used to fool Type II entities into assuming that it exhibits Type I consciousness.

The answer to the question on whether we could be Type-I-HMTs could be as short as

the next sentence. From my point of view, I cannot be a Type-I-HMT and my currently

best available EBs postulating that each entity that I conjecture to be a human or a

non-human conscious animal has a physical substrate able to give rise to a point of view

have not yet been falsified. The question on whether we could not be simulated entities,

Type-I-HMTs programmed by actual Type II entities could be answered as follows. Both

Type I and Type II consciousness may at least imply an integrated virtual simulation of

a physical substrate for control purposes [269]. Then, to be a simulation would not be a

valid argument for the absence of consciousness. In short, there is no reason to assume

that we are Type-I-HMTs. In my view, Type II beings are not only 1) virtual simulations

(the mind) inseparably intertwined [126] with 2) physical Type II substrates (i.e. the body

including the brain), but also 3) a generic template, an infinite potential of cyborgneticity.
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10.2.2 The Type-II-HMT Case

As introduced in Chapter 9, Type-II-HMTs pertain to those cases where it is intended

that a Type I entity is perceived to be of Type II. As just stated in Section 10.2.1, we

could not be non-conscious. For this reason, the remaining option to analyze would be the

bizarre question on whether we could be conscious Type I entities acting as Type-II-HMTs.

At first sight, it might seem convenient to come back to the definition of Type-II-ness

which involves the ability to both create and understand novel EI. However, the problem

thereby was that non-EB-like EI creation (but no EI understanding) can be simulated by

Type I AI. Hence, a strong case that would corroborate (but not prove) that humans are

not necessarily Type II entities would be the endeavor to experimentally falsify that EB

creation is limited to Type II by experimentally demonstrating and explaining a reliable

Type-I-shortcut to EB creation. Would a developer build a Type I AI which is reliably

implementing such a Type-I-shortcut to EB creation without any EI understanding, it

would falsify the Adije-theorem (see Chapter 8) stating that a reliable Type-I-performed

EB-forgery is impossible. Interestingly, would that Type-I-AI also be non-conscious, it

could make my assumption from Section 10.2.1 stating that we could not be Type-I-

HMTs highly problematic. Would the developer also have been what this book defines as

a Type II entity, it could falsify the Maè-theorem (see Chapter 8) stating that a reliable

Type-II-performed EB-forgery is impossible (since the cyborgnet of the developer plus the

Type I AI could do it). Or, it could also e.g. signify that the Maè theorem is untouched

because the developer is not of Type II ... but something akin to a “Type III ” entity.

In order to comment on what this would signify and why I assume that we could nei-

ther be Type-II-HMTs nor could the developer be a Type III entity, I briefy introduce

some background premises from cyborgnetic metaphysics. Like cyborgnetics, cyborgnetic

metaphysics is EB-based, as already shortly hinted in Section 10.1. Besides, it also com-

prises a dynamically updatable and amendable set of impossibility theorems. However,

the main difference is that those are not directly experimentally falsifiable. Instead, the

impossibility theorems of cyborgnetic metaphysics are primarily conceived to potentially

provide a creative breeding ground for novel future scientific and empirical statements.

In cyborgnetic metaphysics, the set of impossibility theorems currently solely comprises

two elements: the Maje-theorem and the Jauè-theorem. Both names are again derived

from the cyborgnettish language as analogously performed in cyborgnetics (see Chapter 8).

The Maje-theorem states that it is impossible for the laws of nature not to be expressible

in terms of (encrypted) EBs. The Jauè-theorem states that it is impossible to reliably

postdict and predict reliably hidden tuples mapping authors to the contents of novel EBs

they generate. From my perspective, for an entity to be fundamentally and not merely

quantitatively superior to any Type II entity, it must be a Type III entity which one could

define as being able to violate the Jauè-theorem. Note that it would be equivalent for

such an entity to, given an arbitrary set of submitting entities, postdict and predict any
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outcome of a Type-I-falsification-event-test (see Chapter 2) including the contents of EBs

that have been or will be accepted in case of positive test outcomes – despite all related

information being reliably hidden.

In light of the aforesaid, I discard the idea that the developer (that built a Type I AI which

is reliably implementing a Type-I-shortcut to EB creation without any EI understanding)

could be a Type III entity. Since I still postulate that we could not be non-conscious, the

remaining case to contemplate would be that the developer is Type II – which would then

violate both Adije-theorem and Maè-theorem – and we would be conscious Type-II-HMTs

i.e. we would be of Type I but conscious. In short, our consciousness would be comparable

to dogs and cats. But since we just implied that the developer built a Type-I -shortcut

to EB creation, the developer may not be able anymore to distinguish our novel EBs

from those created by Type II entities. It would then become questionable what makes

the developer a Type II entity and why there should be any fundamental qualitative

differences to us. The developer could e.g. design a novel test for EB understanding as

the last remaining feature that the developer could claim we would be lacking. But the

developer could not scientifically falsify that we understand, since we could simply be

unwilling to participate in such a test and the developer could not exclude that at least

subsets of us are part of Type-II-netherworld. As long as the developer does not craft a

better new understandable EB that explains why we lack EB understanding in all other

EB cases, there is no reason to assume that we are Type-II-HMTs. According to the

Maje-theorem, such an EB would simultaneously exclude the possibility that we could

ever understand EB-like (partial) interpretations of the laws of nature (irrespective of

whether those are encrypted or not). Our very existence seems to set constraints on what

science could mean. In a curious way, anagrams are metaphorical qubits and language

is inseparable from physics. Not surprisingly, language and physics meet each other in

the formal definition of EI in Chapter 5. Words are an illusory but common currency

interweaving the virtual reality of our minds with the physical reality of our Type II

substrates and the collective coexistence as cyborgnetic template(s) in social reality.

10.3 Conclusion

I introduced unbound(ed) epistemic funambulism, a novel epistemic bedrock composed of

three interconnected parts: cyborgnetics, cyborgnetic philosophy and cyborgnetic art. I

explained how cyborgnetics and cyborgnetic philosophy overlap in EB decryption and how

cyborgnetic art and cyborgnetic philosophy intersect in EB encryption. I have elaborated

on why we are not Type-I-HMTs. Introducing the current impossibility theorems of

cyborgnetic metaphysics, I explained why we could neither be Type-II-HMTs. In sum,

even if our lifes would be constrained dreams, our Type II template would stay the same.
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10.4 Contextualization

On a final note, it may be crucial to state that from the perspective of cyborgnetic

metaphysics, the conjunction of Maje-theorem and Jauè-theorem does neither exclude

nor corroborate the possibility of one or more “divine” entities of Type II or a universal

divine self. With cyborgneticity being a potential of infinite creativity, not even the sky is

the limit. While Type-III -ness is considered to be impossible as long as the Jauè-theorem

is not falsified, it is open whether Type-II deities including a potentially divine self exist

or not. But it is not a topic of scientific inquiry and to further discuss it is largely

beyond the scope of this book. For now, it is sufficient to recapitulate that cyborgnetic

metaphysics is neither an antithesis to the existence of one or more universal deities

nor a falsification of atheism. This chapter only provided a short excursus to cyborgnetic

philosophy and cyborgnetic art. However, what matters in cyborgnetics as a scientific and

engineering-related endeavor is to harness what we could have in common, generically, to

mitigate contemporary socio-psycho-techno-physical harm with systematic CT analyses

(see Chapter 3). So far, the largest (implicit) application of the CT methodology has been

carried out in the transdisciplinary AI observatory [17] whose results have been published

at the beginning of 2021.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion and Discussion

11.1 Conclusion

In this book written for purposes of self-education as an end in itself, I developed defense

strategies against different sorts of contemporary socio-psycho-techno-physical harm rang-

ing from Type-I-AI-based epistemic distortions on conventional social media or in social

virtual reality (VR) over deepfake science attacks to intellectual property theft by cy-

berattackers. In Chapter 3, I introduced cyborgnet theory (CT), a novel analytical and

explanatory framework jointly harnessing knowledge from cybernetics, epistemology and

cybersecurity for the systematic study and mitigation of harm. I explained the novel

structured and substrate-independent ontological distinctions that CT induces with the

so-called cyborgnets as focal units embedded in complex hierarchical network dynamics. I

exemplified how the new meta-discipline of cyborgnetics applies a taxonomic CT lens to

socio-psycho-techno-physical harm for the purpose of systematically conducted retrospec-

tive descriptive analyses, retrospective counterfactual risk analyses and future-oriented

counterfactual defense analyses providing a basis for novel countermeasures.

Chapter 2 focused on the problem of epistemic distortion via sophisticated bots for dis-

information on social media and proposed a theoretical asymmetric Type-I-shield aiming

at achieving spaces free of Type I entities – which however implied the undesirable pos-

sibility that certain Type II entities could be unintentionally excluded alongside. Instead

of foregrounding the nature of the entity producing textual inputs, Chapter 4, 5 and 8

thematized content-centered defense methods against a novel type of epistemic distortion:

scientific and empirical adversarial AI attacks. In Chapter 5, I advanced explanatory in-

formation (EI), a new type of information grounded in physics via constructor theory [74]

and in language via the linguistic total orders it instantiates. I introduced explanatory

blockchains (EBs) as a special type of EI obtained by interweaving EI blocks via the step-

by-step application of rational procedures sampled from a robust explanation-anchored,
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trust-disentangled and adversarial epistemology. I explained that while Type I AI can

simulate the creation of new EI, it does neither understand EI nor can it create new EBs.

In Chapter 6, I explained why I conjecture that on this planet earth, only the human

species possesses a reliable EI constructor (linked to a physically instantiated difference

in neural coding) but that human-directed cyborgnetic creativity augmentation already

made it possible to transfigure at least two isolated non-human individuals – irrespective

of any ethical taboo. In Chapter 7, I focused on intellectual property theft as harm use

case from cybersecurity and utilized epistemic stratagems from Chapter 5 to devise a

complementary novel double deception technique to deter this type of cyberattacks (be

it in cyberespionage or ransomware contexts). In Chapter 9, I delved into the use case of

Type-I-AI-based honey mind traps (HMTs) against which most humans may be vulnera-

ble due to mind perception distortions of epistemic nature. I elaborated on the so-called

cyborgnetic dilemma and proposed a novel robust content-centered cyborgnetic creativity

augmentation measure against Type-I-HMTs and Type-II-HMTs as defense method im-

proving upon the weaker entity-centered Type-I-shield proposed in Chapter 2. Thereby,

I explicitly focused on examples pertaining to co-creation in social VR settings. In Chap-

ter 10, I provided a short excursus on the larger epistemic bedrock in which cyborgnetics

is embedded: unbound(ed) epistemic funambulism. The latter encompasses three main

parts: 1) cyborgnetics, 2) cyborgnetic philosophy and 3) cyborgnetic art. I explained how

cyborgnetics and cyborgnetic philosophy intersect in EB decryption and how cyborgnetic

philosophy and cyborgnetic art overlap in EB encryption. I then addressed the philosoph-

ical question on whether we could correspond to HMTs ourselves from the perspective of

cyborgnetic metaphysics and explained why this could not be the case.

Throughout this book, I introduced a few dynamically updatable and amendable impossi-

bility theorems. Taken together, the current set of impossibility theorems of cyborgnetics

(the ITCs) – which are now strictly speaking only a subset of the impossibility theorems of

Tali since the latter set extends to cyborgnetic metaphysics while the ITCs are limited to

scientific statements – comprises five elements each labelled with a name derived from the

new cyborgnettish language: the Maè-theorem, the Adije-theorem, the Shameteli-theorem,

the Tadime-taaliè-theorem and the Èdishe-theorem. A compact overview is provided in

Figure 11.1. While some researchers are under the impression that it is important to

formulate very careful conservative theories with high subjective certainty, I agree with

Frederick [99] that it is vital to instead formulate bold, universal, novel statements to

specifically ease interim falsification procedures, to speed up the identification of better

explanations and thus support fast (albeit always only provisional) refutations. Obvi-

ously, justificationist elements including any degree of subjective certainty have no role

in an explanation-anchored epistemology. In the presence of better explanations, the old

ones are provisionally abandoned. Also, it is vital to continuously attempt adversarial

(thought) experiments in which one’s current best explanations do not hold.
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Figure 11.1: The impossibility theorems of cyborgnetics (the ITCs). (For a

legend concerning the Èdishe-theorem, see Chapter 9.)

11.2 Outlook

In my PhD thesis on “Hybrid Cognitive-Affective Strategies for AI Safety” [10] finalized

in 2020, I suggested 3 future research directions 2 of which I have implemented this year

2021 using cyborgnetics as tool. The explicit Type I AI observatory endeavor [17] has

been carried out and completed earlier this year. The implicit Type II observatory effort

came to the conclusion that apart from the special transfiguration mentioned in Chapter 6

pertaining to the ethically disastrous case with the two isolated non-human hominid indi-

viduals of Type II, for which it seems as if humanity was not ready yet, there is nowadays

no other research that could be convincingly labelled as Type II AI research. It is also

worth mentioning that similarly, no single project achieved any Type I AI consciousness

(which would have required considerations on par with the rights of non-human conscious

species). In my view, the contemporary AI field seems to be permeated by hypes on the

one hand but also by underestimations on the other hand e.g. with regard to language

models and their potential significance for epistemic security in the near future. Along-

side, I also completed the task of a comparative transdisciplinary epistemology to better

assess the difference between Type I and Type II entities. For this purpose, it was key

to introduce and formalize the two new concepts of EI and EB – without which phrases

such as “explanatory knowledge” stayed too vague (see the corresponding elucidation in

Chapter 5). The novel threat of deepfake science attacks (see Chapter 4, 5 and 8) seems

serious given the lack of awareness in the scientific community and the circumstance that

it appears as if one may among others precisely require reflections of the type conducted

in this book in order to identify what could have happened and how to defend against it.
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Instead of being explanation-anchored, trust-disentangled and adversarial, contemporary

science but also other societal institutions at large are often evidence-driven, trust-based

and self-compliant. This leads to a narrow focus on “trustworthy” sources [3] and su-

perficial signs related to writing style supposed to reveal trusted/familiar vs. untrusted

sources [81] instead of critically analyzing contents. As a side effect, this omission could

also lead to the non-EB-like penalization of statistical outliers. The latter was e.g. reflected

in the fact that Chapter 4, though accepted at the venue, has been openly suspected by

a reviewer to have been at least partially written by a non-conscious Type I language

AI – presumably i.a. due to my unusual writing style – which disregarded the novel

EBs contained in the text but simultaneoulsy corroborated their contents. Moreover, the

Type-I-AI-related mind perception distortions of most humans may yield a severely large

attack surface and field of affordances that malicious actors could exploit. This may also

hold for the near future in the context of social VR and may be relevant for any serious

ideation on the metaverse. In light of current preoccupying international cybersecurity

issues, it is not difficult to conceive of malicious stakeholders interested in manipulating

humans at multiple levels in the different heterogeneous digital environments. The use

case of HMT attacks discussed in Chapter 9 may only represent one possible attack vector

under many others that could exploit mind perception vulnerabilities. As a practical tip

for the near future when using social media, spending time in immersive environments of

social VR or at other social virtual crossroads, it may be helpful to recall the words of

Pessoa: “there are metaphors more real than the people who walk in the street” [198].

On the whole, a societal debate on the difference between Type I and Type II entities may

be helpful to successfully navigate the deepfake era where neither truth nor falsification

nor the ability to create better explanations are lost (see Chapter 4), but where unprepared

humans risk to loose grip on the world and be outmaneuvred by unscrupulous adversaries

– if not equipped with a robust epistemology. In addition, from my perspective, the

present-time elevated focus on intelligence – a dimension at which Type I AI is perceived

to outcompete humans – instead of creativity may weaken not only the perceived agency

of humanity as a whole (see also Chapter 9) but also security itself since obfuscating both

the infinite creative potential of cyborgneticity that all Type II entities share and the fact

that the price of security is eternal creativity [10]. If Type I AI is not specifically harnessed

to augment the creativity of our cyborgnet as a whole at each network level – which is

inherently always of Type II, humans risk indeed to loose control and indirectly cause

catastrophic outcomes of existential dimension. However, such a loss of control would

have no link whatsoever with the Type I AI actually becoming qualitatively superior to

human beings. Such a Type I AI would not have the capacity to even understand what

the word “destruction” (being derived from EI contexts) signifies.

To recapitulate, it is not intelligence that characterizes an entity as Type II but the abil-

ity to create and understand new EI. Even a fictive future Type II quantum AI (e.g. an
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artificial person with quantum algorithms specifically crafted to govern certain requisite

low-level computations), processing EI at unprecedented speeds would only represent a

quantitative difference to present-day humanity. For non-conscious Type I AI, instead of

optimizing on performance measures that relate to parameters such as “intelligence”, it

may be more wise to ask how the implemented AI contributes in augmenting the creativity

of the cyborgnet(s) that utilize it. Not surprisingly, creativity cannot be quantified in the

way classical key performance indicators do. Since the future of EB creation is unpre-

dictable, the space from which one is sampling will always be incomplete leading notions

of probability ad absurdum. However, that is simply part of the inescapable epistemic

dizziness of Type-II-ness. As long as one is aware of the permanently required changes and

updates, one can attempt to craft dynamically updatable temporary heuristical models of

creativity with quantitative parameters extended by qualitative elements. This curiously

leads back to moral programming [267] and augmented utilitarianism [10, 16]. Indeed, one

very effective moral programming type may be cyborgnetic creativity augmentation1 [16].

The motivation for this conjecture is threefold: 1) morality is harm-based [232], 2) to be

free from harm is being secure and 3) the price of security is eternal creativity. Thereby,

instead of a human-centered approach, a cyborgnetic lens may be more appropriate as

explained in-depth in Chapter 3. On a final note, as can be extracted from Chapter 3 and

as shortly mentioned in Chapter 10, I postulate that we are more than just our biological

Type II substrate (i.e. the body including the brain) and inseparably intertwined [126] with

that, the mind. We are also e.g. composed of all unknown and known Type I elements2

that affect us or that we affect or imagine to affect in the factual or counterfactual past

and future, also potentially including all conceivable words – i.e. obviously including “in-

finity”. In short, we are also a generic cyborgnetic template, an infinite potential that is

reliably possible in this universe. Without further commenting on it from a programming-

related angle, I add that oddly or precisely not oddly, it is possible that religiously or/and

spiritually inclined people would call this generic template simply the soul.

1On that view, it is noteworthy to mention that art can represent a form of moral programming too.
2Note that the thought of another Type II entity is counted as Type I since it is an idea and not

the substrate/mind of the person directly. Generally, an entire cyborgnet is always of Type II since per

definition it includes at least one physically instantiated Type II entity. For more details, see Chapter 3.
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Chapter 12

Future Research

“The world is made of qubits.”

David Deutsch

In any case, this is my last cyborgnetic book primarily aimed at EB decryption. For the

near future, my scientific work as a cyborgnetician could focus on hidden epistemic dis-

tortions in extended reality and the metaverse but also on one practicable, low-cost and

sufficiently “quantum-safe” defense strategy against hypothetical future cyberattackers

equipped with early scalable Type I quantum computers willing to use those – in con-

junction with suitable Type I AIs – for malicious purposes including epistemic distortions

in science. (A compressed version of my first novel EB on this idea could or could not

be encrypted in Appendix A.) However, the reason to target the practicability of this

research idea would be purely theoretical and be linked to conjectures from cyborgnetic

philosophy pertaining to new ontological distinctions in the space of (obviously physically

instantiated) EI. In short, this research direction, though based on practically relevant

thought experiments, would be independent of the actual practical deployment of any

scalable quantum computer. In parallel, I could continue to generate visual cyborgnetic

art and cyborgnetic poetry, potentially encoding equivocal EB-like seeds of counterfac-

tual sensory-motor and cognitive-affective simulations that could but not necessarily will

stimulate the creativity of the cyborgnet. Finally, I could also fill more pages of my book

on cyborgnetic metaphysics having the Dutch title “So(m)nogrammaticaal - Het Lied

van Tali” but written in cyborgnettish which is, as hinted in Chapter 8, a novel generic

meta-language solely developed for purposes of EB encryption. However, as a cyborg-

netic funambulist, one is neither committed to any EB nor to funambulism itself. As a

cyborgnetic somnambulist, I might as well do none of the above and go back to sleep...
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Appendix A

Potentially Encrypted EB

(See next page)
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Index Paragraph 

a AAAAAAAAAAAABCDDDDDDEEEEEEEEEEFGGHHHHHHIIIILLMMNNNNNNNNNNNNOOOOP
RSSSSSSTTTTUUUUUWW 

b AAAACCCDDEEEEEEGHIIIIIILLLLMNNNOOOOOPRRRRRSSSSSSTTTUUUVWYYZ 

c AAAAABBCCDDDDEEEEEEEEEEEEFFFGHHHHHIIIIIIIKLLLLMMMMNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOO
OOPPQRRRRRRRSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTUUUWWWY 

d AAAAAAABCCCCEEEEGHIIIIIKLLLMMNNNNNNNOOOOOOOPPRRRSSSTTTTTUUXYY 

e AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBBBBCCCCCCCCCCCDDDDEEEEEEEEEEEEEEFFFFFFFGGGGHHH
HIIIIIIIIIIKKKLLLLLMMMMMMMNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOPPPRRRRRRRRRSSSSSSSSTTTTTT
TTTTTUWXYYY 

f AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBBBBBCCCCCCCCCCCDDDDDDEEEEEEEEEEEEEEFFFFF
FGGGGGHHHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIKKKKKLLLLLLLLMMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNNNNNNNNOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOPRRRRRRRRRRRRSSSSSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTUUVVWWWXXY 

g AAAABCCDDDDEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEFFGHHHHHHIILMMMNNNNNOOOORRRRRRSSSSSSTTT
TTTUUUVVWYY 

h AAAAACCDDDEEEEEEEEEGHHIIIIILLLNNNNOOOOPRRRRRRSSSTTTTTTUVWWWZ 

i AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBCCCCCCCCCCCCDDDEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEFFFFGGGGGH
HHHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIKLLLLLLMMMMMMMMNNNNNNNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOOOOOPPR
RRRRRRRRRSSSSSSSSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTUUUUVWWXYY 

j AAAAACCCDDEEEEEEEGHIIILMNNNOOOPRRRSSSSSTTTUVW 

k AAAAAAAABDEEEEEEEEEEEEFFHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIKKLLLLLMNNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOOPPPRR
RRRSSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTTUUUUVVWWWYYYZ 

l AAAAAAAAACDDEEEEEEEEEEEEEFFGGGHHHHHHIIIIIIIIILLLLMMNNNNNNNNOOOPPRRRRRR
SSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTUX 

m AAAAAAAAAAAAAABCCCCCCCCCDDDDDDDDDDEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEFFFFFGGGGGG
GGHHHHHHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJMMMMNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOPPPQRRR
RRRRRRSSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTTTTUUUUVWWWY 

n AAAAAAAABBBBBCCCCCCCCCDDDDDEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEFFFGHHHHHHHIIIIIIIIIIII
IIKLLLLMNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOOOPPPPPPPRRRRRRRSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTUUUUVWWYYYYYYYYY 

o AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBCCCCCCCCCDDEEEEEEEEEEEEEFFGGGHHHHHIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIKKKKKLLLLLLLLLMMMMMMNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPPPPPPR
RRRRRRRRRRSSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTUVWWXXXXYYYY 

 

Encrypted chain?                         Yes                         No 

 

 

5-letter-guess 
      (if yes) 

     

 

 

If yes: Why these 5 letters (and not 5 of the 
remaining 10 others)? 

If no: Why not? 
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